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Care of Dairy Utensils. 
Ail dairywomen arts aware that every utensil used for milk, cream, butter 01 
cheese must lie kept scrupulously clean, 
but judging by the letters often published 
oil the subject, all are not fully familial 
with the philosophy of cleaning or ol 
keeping them so. Wood, tin, stone, earth- 
en ware, porcelain and glass arc all used 
more or less in the dairy, for different 
purposes, but wood, tin, and stone ware 
are most common, (.lass would be our 
mire for parking butter for family use, 
it in -v less costly, and less liable to 
:eak. but them objections are sullicient 
to permit it from coming into general 
use at present. 
l or milking, for setting milk, and for 
keeping cream, we have adopted good, 
■ avy tin, as, on the whole, the most 
practicable of anything wo have ever 
■-i:d When buying tin ware for dairy 
■ i-e. it pays well to select the heaviest and 
r-t thiii can lie found. A good stout 
milk pail, with heavy wire in the rim, and 
! .ng bail, will, if carefully handled, 
uLlast two light and cheap ones, while it 
ill cost but little, more. 1-1 very tin uten- 
used for milk or cream should have the 
nits tilled as smoothly as possible, with 
■ der, so there shall be no crevices in 
deli particles ol milk will lodge, mak- 
g them very difficult to cleanse by dr- 
eary washing. This precaution is par- 
ularly important in the case ot pails or 
ins used for heating milk. If the seams 
me left open, the milk collects in them, 
uid when cooked as it frequently is by 
me ligating process, it lie'omes very dif- 
nit to separate from the tin, and if left 
a is liable to produce bad llavors in the 
.ilk or cream which is afterwards put in- 
them ll would pay to soak all tin 
pa .- and pans for a short time in cold \va- 
r In-fore washing, if one had water both 
I'tity and cotivi nieut. but few of us are 
ble-sed. Cold or warm water only 
mould Ik; used for the first washing wlion- 
ier the milk is sour enough to curdle in 
ling water Boiling water or steam 
1 11 kill the germs of taint and putrefac- 
•n for the time being. Inn it will not re- 
i.iom the particles l sour milk as readily 
varill IT la oil cold water. 
After lie utensil- are washed as clean as 
mil scalding in boiling water makes 
■ uni;, -ni a but if they were absolutely 
can, aiding would be unnecessary, 
id a superllous operation But it was of 
nlen utensils we intended particularly 
speak at this time. 
-Many people still use wooden milk 
they are light and cheap, and, if 
>y email! be kept perfectly sweet and 
■ an. would not be \ ■ ry objectionable, 
.t t is so near11, impossible to keep them 
m'I that we long ago discarded them 
direly, and have adopted tin instead, 
a ware usually rusts out before it wears 
at, but a tin milk pail seldom if ever 
asls, and a good one will last many years, 
flie objection to wood is that it shrinks 
on! swells every time it is dried or wash- 
!. (..lean wood, with the pores all tilled 
-v itii clean water, would probably absorb 
in little milk during the half hour it was 
use, but if the material is dry. the milk' 
absorbed into the pores, where it is 
on locked up by the swelling ol the 
■rood. When the wood dries again, the 
nfci' of the milk dries out, but the con- 
u.nd milk, in the form of fat and curd, 
held in the substance of the wood, and 
liter a short exposure to the atmosphere 
incomes rancid and putrid. We have all 
-aided at the innocence of the boy who 
it patiently waiting in the stm with gud- 
.1 'll grease on 1 is clothes, that he minlit 
rub it oil' when it got dry, but we do little 
iter when wo expose wooden milk pails 
n tiie sun to dry. Grease onae inside of a 
"aid will stay there, and, like grease on 
."tli. will only go deeper, and be more 
liilfused through the material, by heating 
..i the sun. l lie unlitness of wood for 
.ding milk or cream was well illustrat- 
ed, in our own dairy, by the examination 
■ I a v oilen cream -tirrer which had been 
in use. a long while 
It was made .if good sound, clean ma- 
i". and alter being properly shaped mid 
i". tiled was kept in the cream all the 
"lie. except on churning days, when, with 
rot of the dairy utensils, it was wash- 
.1, scalded and put out in the sun to dry 
and sweeten. One day we thought we 
«"Ulil take it to the work shop, and plane 
t over to take oil' the stains which lias ac- 
uUlulated near the line where the cream 
was most exposed to the air. What was 
ur surprise to find the inside of the wood 
extremely offensive on being exposed, 
while the outside was apparently’ sound 
aid sivi' i. lli;it piece of wood did not 
gn back into the cream, nor has any wood 
ecu used for stirring cream incur dairy 
-ince. We now use glass for this purpose, 
and have no fears of taint being imparted 
to the cream from this source. However 
■ hjcclii liable wood may be for holding 
milk, which is so readily absorbed into 
the pores, joints or cheeks in the grain of 
the material, it is the best of anything for 
making tools for handling butter. 
Formerly, zinc was used for the lining 
-I churns, but it did not give entire satis- 
faction, because of the tendency ol the 
'•utter to adhere to it, making it ditlicult 
: handle. We suppose all butter makers 
know that there i- nothing better for hand- 
ling butter than wood well soaked in wa- 
ter, but perhaps all do not know exactly 
why it is so. 
We have seen at a neighboring butter 
laetory a large, nice looking marble table 
used as a butter worker, and at first were 
little inclined to harbor a slight feeling 
ul envy, when we thought of our own 
plain wooden worker at home, but when 
the operator informed us that the butter 
would not clean readily from the marble, 
and also that it seemed to abstract the 
color from the butter that adhered to it, 
we were more than ever satisfied that 
good, clean, sweet, hard wood, well 
'••aked in pure water, is, on the whole, 
the best material for butter paddles, but- 
ter workers, and butter moulds. ISul why 
s it that butter does not stick to wood as 
t" metal .' Simply because the pores ol 
wood till full of water, and water and oily 
substances do not readily mix. Il wood 
is used dry, butter will stick to it, because 
particles of butter enter the woo 1 and one 
particle ol butter will adhere to another 
particle. If we begin to work butter on ;i 
table or press it in a mould that is not 
fully saturated with water, the butter will 
t-iiier uie pores oi me woou amt we can 
do nothing with il, until wo scald out all 
the butter that is in the wood and (ill its 
place with water. 
A clean piece ot wood may be prepared 
lor handling butter by simply soaking in 
water either hot or cold. Hot water (ills 
the pores quicker than cold, but there 
ends the difference; greasy tools must be 
scalded before they c m be used for butter. 
Having finished using wooden butter uten- 
sils, they should be scalded in boiling wa- 
ter to remove all the grease that adheres, 
and then dried in an airy place, but not in 
the sun. 
•Ve have a Bullard churn that we have 
u -ed every week for more than three years, 
which no one but ourself has ever washed. 
It is as sweet now as the day it was sent 
from tiie factory, its odor only reminds 
one of the pine wood of which it is made, 
but it has been dried only in the shade, 
and of course, lias not been excessively 
dry at any time. Now, it we had dried it 
till the pores of the wood were all ex- 
posed, and tlie surface full of little checks, 
which would have absorbed portions of 
the cream, and held it till it tainted, we 
should have had one of the causes for 
poor butter. The oil repeated injunction 
to “Keep everything about the dairy per- 
fectly clean,” should be posted over the 
door of ever}- dairy room, and another 
might be added : —Don’t dry wooden but- 
ter tools all to pieces in the sun, and, if 
they do get too dry, see that they are 
swelled and filled completely full of clean, 
cold water, before they come in contact 
with milk, cream or buttter. [N. E. 
Farmer. 
If your chicks droop and you are at a 
loss for a cause, look for vermin; it is a 
bad sign to see chicks stand around cheap, 
cheap, cheap, cheaping! with drooping 
wings, look lor lice or gapes. Provide 
your setting hens with plenty of ashes to 
dust in, and the chicks with the same 
when hatched and you will not be both- 
ered much with vermin. [Journal and 
Record. 
The Colorado Potato Bilk' 
Winthkop .Me., June 22. 1S7I5. 
Emdosi d in tliis box is n bug which 1 picked 
yesterday from Early Hose Potato tops. Is it 
a Colorado potato hup; or not ? Since 1 caught 
this fellow it has laid some eggs and 1 found 
some like, them on my potatoes a few days 
since. A. A. Man well. 
The bug, we are sorry to say, is the ver- 
itable Colorado potato beetle”, already so 
famous for its devastation of the potato 
lielils of the West. It is the first specimen 
that we have heard of being found in the 
state ot Maine. How it came in Winthrop 
does not appear. The pest lias been intro- 
duced into some places by the means ot 
seed potatoes brought from a section 
where the hug prevailed last year. 
it is evident that the hug has arrived 
and every one should look carefully to 
his potato patch or held. Their first ap- 
pearance is in small numbers and the best 
treatment then is to go over the field and 
kill all that can lie found in two or three 
weeks after the lirst appearance of the 
old ones the young ones will be out in 
ioree. Then is the time to poison them 
with Paris green. Paris green one part, 
to twenty parts plaster is a convenient 
mixture lor application. A tin can hold- 
ing three or four quarts with a closely lil- 
ting cover and with a line wire bottom 
like that used for milk strainers is a good 
implement to apply it with. A handle 
some three or four l'eet long should be at- 
tached to the pan. Partly till the pan with 
the mi xture and dust ail the vines that are 
infested with the young larva-. One or 
two thorough applications are geneially 
sullieieut to destroy the pest.. In apply- 
ing avoid having the wind blow the dust 
upon you, as the Paris green is a deadly 
poison and is very dangerous to inhale or 
have in contact with the skin any length 
of time it is the only effective remedy 
against the Colorado potato beetle. [Ag. 
Ed, Lewiston Journal. 
Advantages of Hoeing. 
Poo many persons who use. the hoe sup- 
pose that the chief benefit derived from it 
is to kill the weeds. That certainly is an 
important work, and one greatly neglec- 
ted. Weeds are not only in the way of 
cultivating the crops which we plant, but 
they rob them ot much of the nutriment 
WHICH LUt') IJI’CU. HOClUg, tilt'll, in 1111 CS- 
seulial service in respect to destroying the 
weeds. There are other advantages, how- 
ever, which are commonly overlooked. 
Let us see: The loosening of the soil in 
the operation of hoeing is beneficial to the 
plants, as much as the destruction of the 
weeds or more so. Moisture abounds in 
the atmosphere during the hottest months, 
and is absorbed and retained most abund- 
antly by a soil which is in the most fria- 
ble state. Then, again, pulverizing soil 
enables it better to retain the moisture 
absorbed. The soil, in order to be healtii- 
ly and active, mu- t breathe. A light por- 
ous soil admits the air, and thus it is in- 
vigorated by atmosphere. The sun's lays 
heat a hard soil much more quickly than 
a loose one, aud the hotter the soil is, so 
much greater will be the evaporation from 
ir. So that the hard soil is deprived of its 
moisture much sooner than one of a loose 
texture. The soil that has been kept loose 
near tbe surface by the action of the hoe 
will receive and hold the rain water that 
falls, while a hard soil will allow most of 
it to run off into vullevs and streams as it 
tails. [Ex. 
Hnsh. 
That's right, laugii. Every one does 
when hash is mentioned, yet every one 
likes it when properly prepared and duly 
eertilied to—established as it is by pledges 
t>l pUOilC coinuiencc — ihmuIy uvtij- 
body eats it. Hash is a vastly abused dish. 
It is made the scapegoat tor about all the 
gastronomic sins in the kitchen calender, 
not to say colander. 
There are not many of us who boarded 
at home, when home meant a superintend- 
ing mother in the kitchen as well as else- 
where, but can recall the delight we felt 
in those days of innocence and a sinless 
stomach, when we discovered there was 
hash for breakfast. Was there anything 
superior to that rare combination of minc- 
ed corn-beef and potatoes as it came 
steaming from the kitchen; and have your 
noses ever enjoyed a more savory treat 
than that which emanated from the ma- 
ternal hash .’ What is home without a 
mother ? And what is a mother unless she 
can make good hash !J 
lint the average hoarding-house hash is 
a different affair, it is oiten either not 
half chopped or else it is chopped so much 
that it is mashed into a sticky, ugly-looking 
compound that nobody could consider pal- 
atable. Hash, like sausage, needs to lie 
cut, not ground, and to be good, it should 
be prepared over night and stand with 
the seasoning in it, and that seasoning is 
the rieli point; it must not be so hot as to 
burn the palate, but it must have a good 
sharp taste of pepper and be as sait as 
possible not to taste salty. It any other 
seasoning is added we prefer a little sage. 
It should bo put on to cook in a hot ves- 
sel, in which a little butter or drippings 
has been melted, covered closely, stirred 
often, and only enough water added to 
steam it thoroughly, not enough to make 
it soupy 
SMitt Cott.v. Mr. ,1 M. ilayner, of 
Lebanon, southern Ohio, raises over .000 
acres of sweet corn annually, and disposes 
of his immense crop by first drying and 
packing it in barrels. The process is very 
simple. The fresh ears are steamed for 
live minutes, to "set the milk,” the grain 
is then rapidly removed from the cob with 
cutters having concave faces. It is then 
spread on perforated zinc tables, and heat 
applied for four or live hours from long 
furnaces, the grain being constantly stirred 
during the process of drying. It is then 
packed in barrels of three bushels each for 
shipment. (treat care is required to have 
the corn just at the right age, and have it 
lined just enough to keep well, hour 
bushels of fresh corn on the cob make one 
bushel dried, the wholesale price of which 
is §20 to $22 per barrel. The drying 
house employs lifty persons. At fifty bush- 
els of corn to the acre, 500 acres would 
yield 25.000 bushels, which, when dried, 
make 0.250 bushels, or 2.0811 barrels, which 
at $20 per barrel, amounts to the hand- 
some sum of $ 11,000. 
Farm Paragraphs. 
Prof. Storer of Harvard university esti- 
mates the agricultural value of wood 
ashes at forty cents per bushel, and there 
is little doubt that at even this price they 
are the cheapest fertilizer that can be 
produced in the market. Large quanti- 
ties of leached ashes have been purchased 
in Maine at lifteen cents per bushel, trans- 
ported to Massachusetts, and considered 
cheap at that price. 
A moderate quantity of cayenne pepper, 
mustard or ginger can, with great benefit, 
be added to the food of fowls, to increase 
their vigor and to stimulate egg produc- 
tion. This diet, although apparently ar- 
tificial, is really natural, for wild birds of 
the gallinacean family have access to very 
many highly spiced berries and buds—ar- 
ticles that give the “game flavor” to their 
ilesh. Although there is more or less of 
an aromatic principle in wheat, Indian 
corn and other grains consumed by the 
domestic fowl, yet the quantity is not suf- 
ficient to supply the place of the stronger 
spices, a taste for which is inherited by 
the fowl. 
To Prevent Carriages from Rat- 
tling. Don’t allow your carriages to rat- 
tle like a threshing machine. Washers of 
sole-leather on the spindles of axletrees 
will stop the clatter caused by too much 
“play.” A piece ofrubberput in between 
the thill iron and chip will silence matters 
still more ; and a little coal oil on the fifth 
wheel will stop its squeaking when the 
wagon is turned. Where nuts work loose 
cut a nick on the thread of the bolt in 
front of the nut, after screwing it up tight 
with a cold chisel. 
The Knight's Secret. 
A NEW STOliY I5Y CHARLES KEADE. 
Thomas Erpingham was knighted by 
Henry the Fourth for good and valiant 
service. 
This Sir Thomas Erpingham, Knight of 
the Garter, afterwards fought by the side 
of Henry the Fifth in his French wars, and 
was made Warden of the Cinque Ports, 
but retired to Norwich, his native place. 
He married a beautiful, pious lady, and, 
after a turbulent career and the horrors of 
war, desired to end his days in charity. 
Being wealthy and of one mind ho and 
Lady Erpingham built a goodly church in 
the city and also erected and endowed a 
religions house ior twelve monks and a 
prior close to the Knight’s house and part- 
ed only by a high wall. 
But though the retired soldier wished to 
be at peace with all men, two of his friars 
were of another mind. Friar John and 
Friar Richard hated each other, and could 
by no means be reconciled; neither had 
ever a good word for the other; and at 
last Friar John gave Friar Richard a fair 
excuse for his invectives. Rady Erping- 
ham came over to matins in the convent, 
and Friar John would always await her 
coining and attend her through the clois- 
ter, with ducks and cringes and open adu- 
lations, whereat she smiled,being in truth, 
a most innocent lady, affable to ail, and 
slow to think ill of any man. 
Rut Richard denounced John as a licen- 
tious monk, and soon watched and whis- 
pered ; others rebuked Richard, for it was 
against the monastic rule to put an ill con- 
struction where the matter might be inno- 
cent. 
But Richard stood lbs ground, and un- 
fortunately, Richard was right; misunder- 
standing the lady’s courtesy and charity, 
brother John thought his fawning advan- 
ces were encouraged, and this bred in him 
such impudence that one day he sent her 
a fulsome love letter, and had the hardi- 
hood to beg for a private interview. 
The lady, when she opened this Jotter, 
could hardly believe her senses; and, at 
last as gentle-woman will be both unsus- 
picious and suspicious in the wrong place, 
she made up her mind that the poor, good, 
ridiculous friar could never have been so 
wicKeu ns lo write tins; nut it was tier 
husband's doing, and a trial of her virtue, 
lie was older than herself; and great love 
is often tainted with jealousy. 
This brought tears into her eves, to 
think she should be doubted; blit soon an- 
ger dried them, and siie took occasion to 
put the letter suddenly into Sir Thomas’ 
hand, and fixed her eyes on him so keenly 
that, if there had been a ilaw in his conju- 
gal armor, no doubt those eyes had 
pierced it. 
The Knight read the letter and tinned 
black and white with rage; his eyes spar- 
kled with lury and he looked so fearful 
that the lady was very sorry she had 
show it him the letter, and begged him not 
to take a madman’s folly to heart, 
“Not take it to heart 1” said he. “What, 
these beggarly shavelings that I have 
housed and fed, and so lessened my estate 
ami thine—they shall corrupt thee and rob 
me of my one earthly treasure ! Sit thou 
down and write.” 
“Write—Thomas—what?—to whom ?” 
“Do as I bid thee, dame,” said ho stern- 
ly, "and no more words.” 
Those were days when husbands com- 
manded and wives obeyed; so she sat 
down, trembling, and took the pen. 
Then lie made her write a letter back to 
the friar and say she compassionated his 
love, and her husband was to ride toward 
London that night, and her servant, on 
wxioiii snucoUifl aepeno, siiouiu auun, mm 
to her by a side door of the house. 
Friar John at the appointed time, took 
care to be in the town—for he knew the 
lay-brother who kept the gate of the prio- 
ry, would not let him out so late, lie 
came to the side door, and was admitted 
by a servant of the Knight, a reckless old 
soldier who cared for neither mail nor 
devil, as the saying is, but only for his 
master, this man took him into a room 
and left him ; then went for the Knight— 
ho was not far oft'. Now, the unlucky 
monk, being conic to the conquest of a 
beautiful lady, as ho vainly thought, had 
fine linen on, and perfumed like a civet 
The Knight smelt these perfumes and 
rushed in upon him with his man, like 
dogs upon the odoriferous fox, and, in a 
fury, without giving him time to call for 
help, or say one prayer, strangled him 
and left him dead. 
lint death breeds calm; the Knight’s 
rage abated that moment, and he saw he 
had done a foul and remorseless deed, lie 
would have given half his estate to bring 
Ids offender buck to life. Half his estate? 
his whole estate, ay, and his life were 
now gone from him; they were forfeited 
to the law. So did lie pass from rage to 
remorse, and front remorse to fear. The 
rough soldier, seeing him so stricken, 
made light of all, except the danger of 
discovery. “Come, noble sir,” said he, 
“let us bestir ourselves, and take him 
back to the priory, and there bestow him ; 
so shall we ne’er be known in it,” 
Thus urged, the Knight aroused him- 
self, and he and his man brought the body 
out, anti got as far as the wall that did 
part the house from the monastery. Hero 
they were puzzled awhile; hut the man 
remembered a short ladder in the back 
yard, that was high enough for this job, 
So they set the ladder, and, with much 
ado, got the body up it, and then drew the 
ladder up, and set it again on the other 
side; and so, with infinite trouble, the 
soldier got him into the priory. 
The next thing was to make it appear 
Friar John had died a natural death. Ac- 
cordingly he set him up on a rickety chair 
he found in the yard, balanced him, and 
left him, mounted the wall again, and let 
himself down, and then dropped into the 
Knight’s premises. 
lie louncl the Knight walking in great 
pertubation, and they went into the house. 
"Now, good master,”said the stout sol- 
dier go you to bed, and think no more 
on't.” 
“To bed !” groaned the Knight in ago- 
ny. “Why should l go there? I cannot 
sleep. Methinksl shall never sleep again.” 
“Then give mo the cellar key, good sir. 
i'll draw a stoup of Canary.” 
“Ay, wine!” cried the Knight; “for 
my blood runs cold in my veins.” 
The servant lighted a rousing lire in 
the dining-hall and warmed and spiced 
some generous wine, after the fashion of 
the day; and there sat these two over the 
lire awaiting daylight and its revelation. 
But meantime the night was fruitful in 
events. The prior, informed of Friar 
Richard’s uncharitable interpretations,had 
condemned him to vigil and prayer on 
the bare pebbles of the yard irom mid- 
night until three of the clock. But the sly 
Richard at dusk had conveyed a chair into 
the yard to keep his knees off the cold 
hard stones. 
At midnight, when he came to his en- 
forced devotions, lo ! there sat a figure in 
the chair. lie started and took it for the 
prior, seated there to lecture him for lux- 
ury; but peeping he soon discovered it 
was Friar John. 
He walked round and round him, talk- 
ing at him. “Is it brother John or brother 
Richard who is to keep vigil to night ? I 
know but one friar in all this house would 
sit star-gazing in his brother’s chair, when 
that brother wants it to pray in,” &c. 
Brother John vouchsafed no reply; and 
this stung his brother Richard, and he 
burned for revenge. “So be it then,” said 
ho; “since my place is taken, I will tell 
the prior, and keep vigil some other 
night.” With this he retired, and slam- 
med a door. But having thus disarmed, 
as he conceived, brother John’s Suspicion, 
he took up an enormous pebble, and slip- 
ped back on tip-toe, and getting near the 
angle of a wall; ho ilung his great pebble 
at brother John, and slipped hastily be- 
hind the wall; nevertheless, as he hid, he 
had the satisfaction of seeing his pebble, 
which weighed about a pound, strike 
brother John on the nape of the neck, and 
then there was a lumping noise and a 
great clatter, and Friar Richard chuckled 
with pride and delight at the success of 
his throw. However he waited some min- 
utes before lie emerged, and then walked 
briskly out, like a new comer. There lay 
John Hat, and the chair upset. Brother 
Richard ran to him, charged with hypo- 
critical sympathy, and found his enemy’s 
face very white, lie got alarmed, and 
felt his heart; ho was stone dead. 
The poor monk, whose hatred was of a 
mere feminine sort and had never been 
deadly, was seized with remorse, and he 
beat hi3 breast, and prayed in earnest in- 
stead of repeating Pater nosters, “preces 
sine monte dictas,” as the great Erasmus 
call them. 
But other feelings soon succeeded. His 
enmity to the deceased was well known, 
and this would be called murder, if the 
body was found in that yard, and his own 
life would pay the forfeit. 
Casting his eyes round lor a place where 
he might hide the body he saw a ladder 
standing against the wall. This surprised 
him, but be was in no condition to puzzle 
over small riddles. Terror gave him ioree; 
he lifted the body, crawled up the ladder, 
and placed the body on the wall—it was 
wider than they build now—then lie drew 
up the laddi set it on the other side, and 
took his ghastly load down safely. Then, 
being nalti ally cunning and having his 
neck to save, he went and hid the ladder, 
took up the body, staggered with it as far 
as the porch of the Knight's house, and set 
it there bolt upright against one of the pil- 
lars 
As lie carried it out of the yard lie heard 
a window in the Knight's house open. He 
could not see where the window was, nor 
whether he was watched and recognized; 
but he feared the worst, and such was his 
terror, he resolved to lly the place and 
bury himself in some distant monastery 
under another name. 
But how? lie was lame, and could not 
go ten miles in a day. whereas a hundred 
miles was little enough to make him secure. 
Alter homicide, theft is no great matter; 
he resolved to borrow the malster's mare, 
and turn her adrilt when she had carried 
him beyond the hue and cry. So he went 
and knocked up the malster and told him 
the convent wanted Hour, and lie was to 
go between times to the miller for a sack 
thereof. Now the convent was a good cus- 
tomer to the malster, so lie lent Friar 
Richard the mare at a word, and told him 
where to find Hie saddle and bridle. 
Richard led the mare for a journey and 
saddled her; then lie mounted and rode 
at a footpace past the convent, meaning 
to go quietly through tiie town, making 
no stir, then away like the wind. 
Rut, as he passed by the Knight’s house 
he east a look askant to see if that ghast- 
ly object still sat in the porch. 
No; the porch was erupt} 
What might that mean ? Had he come 
to life ? Had the murder been discovered ? 
He began tu wonder and tremble. 
While he was in this mood there was a 
great clatter behind him of horses’ feet 
and clashing armor, and he felt he was 
pursued. 
The Knight and his man sat together, 
drinking lint spiced wine and awaiting 
daylight. The Knight would not go to 
bed, yet he wanted a change. “Will day- 
light never come ?” said lie. 
’Twill be here anon.” said the soldier 
—"in half an hour.” 
The Knight said no.it would never come. 
The soldier said lie would go and look 
at the skv and tell him for certain. 
“Re not long away,' sum me tvnigni, 
with a shiver, “or tiie dead friar will be 
taking thy place here, and pledging me.” 
“Stull’!”'said the soldier; “he'll never 
trouble you more.” 
With this he marched out to consult the 
night and almost ran against the dead 
friar seated in the porch, white and glar- 
ing; this was too much even for the iron 
soldier; he uttered a sharp yell, staggered 
back, and burst into the room gasping for 
breath. He got close to liis master and 
stammered out, “The dead man ! sitting 
in the porch !” and crossed himself ener- 
getically, the lirst time these thirty years. 
The Knight stared and trembled; and 
so they drew close together, with their 
eyes over their shoulders. 
“Wine!” cried the Knight 
“Ay,” said the soldier; "but 1 go not 
alone. He’ll lie squatting on the cask else.” 
So they went together to the cellar, ol- 
ten looking round, and fetched two bottles 
They drank them out and the good 
wine, falling upon more of the sort, made 
them madder and bolder. They rolled 
along, holding on by one another, to the 
porch, and there they stood and looked at 
the dead friar and shuddered. 
Rut the soldier swore a great oath and 
vowed he should not stay there to get 
them hanged. Thereupon a furious lit of 
recklessness succeeded to their terror; 
they got a suit of rusty armor and fastened 
it on the body, then they saddled an old 
war-horse that was kept in the stable only 
as a reminiscence, and tied thelriar’s body 
on him with many cords; then opened the 
stable doors and pricked the old war-horse 
with their daggers, and lie clattered out 
into the road with a bound and a great rat- 
tling ot armor. 
Now, as ill-luek would have it. Friar 
Richard and his borrowed mare were pac- 
ing demurely through the town scarcely 
fifty yards ahead. The old horse nosed 
the mare, and, being left to choose his 
own road, took very naturally after her; 
but when he got near her the monk looked 
round and saw the ghastly rider, lie gave 
a yell so piercing it waked the whole 
street, and lor lack of spurs, drove his 
bare heels into the mare's side; she can- 
tered down the street at an easy pace ; the 
tearful pageant cantered after; the friar 
kept turning and veiling, and the win- 
(lows kept opening and heads popped out 
to see. and by and by doors opened and a 
lew early risers joined in the pursuit, 
wondering and curious. 
The cavalcade never cleared the town 
of Norwich ; the friar, in the blindness of 
despair, turned his mare up what seemed 
to be an open lane; but there was no exit; 
his dead pursuer came up with him, and 
he threw himself oft’ and cried “Mercy ! 
mercy! mea culpa!—1 confess it! 1 con- 
fess il! only take that horrible face from 
me !” and in his despair be owned that he 
had slain brother John. 
1'hen some led the horse and ids ghast- 
ly load away, and wondered sore; but 
others hauled Friar Richard to justice; 
and he believing it was a miracle, and 
Heaven’s hand upon him, persisted in his 
confession, and was cast into prison to 
abide his trial 
Ho had not long to wait. In those days 
the law did not tarry for judges ot assize 
to come round the country now and then. 
Each town had its Mayor and its Aider- 
man, any one of whom could try and hang 
a man if need was. So Richard was tried 
next week. 
By this time he had somewhat recovered 
his spirits and his love of life. He defend- 
ed himself, and said that indeed he had 
slain his brother, but it was by misadven- 
ture. He had thrown a stone at him in 
anger, but not to do him deadly harm. 
This he said with many tears. But, on the 
other hand, it was proved that he had 
long hated brother John ; that he got out 
of the priory without passing the door, 
and had borrowed the malster's mare on a 
false pretence ; and finally marks of stran- 
gulation had been found on the dead man’s 
throat. All this amazed and overpowered 
the poor friar, and although his terror at 
the apparition was not easily to be recon- 
ciled with his having been the person who 
tied the body on the horse, and though one 
alderman, shrewder than the rest said lie 
thought a great deal lay behind that, yet 
upon the whole it was thought the safest 
and most usual course to hang him. So he 
was condemned to die — in three days’ 
time. 
The friar, seeing his end so near, strug- 
gled no more against Ids lain, lie sent 
for the prior to confess hint, and told the 
truth with deep sorrow and humility: 
“Mea culpa! mea culpa!” he cried. “If 
1 had not hated my brother and broken 
our rule, this had not come upon me.” 
Then the prior gave him full absolution, 
and went away exceeding sorrowful and 
doubting the wisdom and justice of lay- 
men, and in particular of those who were 
about to hang brother Richard for wilful 
murder. This preyed upon his mind, and 
ho went to Sir Thomas Erpingham to ut- 
ter his misgivings and pray the good 
Knight to work upon the Sheriff, who 
was his friend, for a respite until the mat- 
ter could be looked into more closely. 
The Knight was not at home, but my 
lady saw the prior and learned his errand. 
“Alas, good father!” said she, “Sir 
Thomas is not here: he is gone to London 
this two days.” 
The prior went home sick at heart. 
Even so loim ago as this they hung 
from Norwich Castle. So the rude gal- 
lows was put up at seven o’clock, and at 
eight Brother Richard must hang and 
turn in the wind like a weather-cock. 
lint before that fatal hour a King's mes- 
senger galloped into the city and spurred 
into the court-yard of the castle. Very 
soon the Sheriff was reading a parchment 
signed by tiie King's own hand ; the gal- 
lows were taken down, and the people 
dispersed by degrees. Some felt ill-used. 
They thought appointments should be 
kept, or else not made. 
At night Friar Richard, not reprieved, 
but, to the amazement of smaller func- 
tionaries, freely pardoned by his sovereign 
in a hand-writing a housemaid of this day 
would blush for, but with a glorious seal 
the size of an apple-lVitter, crept forth 
into the night and, gliding along the 
streets with his head down, slipped into 
the priory, and was lost to the world for 
many a long day. Indeed lie was con- 
fined to his cell for a month by order of 
the prior, and ordered to pray thrice a 
day for the soul of brother John. 
A lien brother Richard emerged from 
his«eell lie was a changed man. lie had 
gathered amid the thorns of tribulation 
the wholesome fruit of humility and the 
immortal flower of charity. Henceforth 
no bitter word ever fell from his lips, 
though for a time he had many provoca- 
tions, and “Itoni soil qui ma'i y pense,” 
was the rule of his heart, lie made him- 
self of little account, and outlived all 
enmities, lie lived much in his cell, and 
prayed so often for the soul of brother 
John that at last he got to love him dead 
whom he hated living. 
Time roiled on. The Knight’s hair 
turned gray and the good prior died. 
Then there was a great commotion in 
the little priory, and three or four of the 
leading friars each hoped to be prior. 
That appointment lay with Sir Thomas 
Erpingham. He attended the funeral of 
the late prior, and then desired the sub- 
prior to convene the monks. Good 
brothers,” said he. “your prior is brother 
Richard. 1 pray you to invest him forth- 
with. and yield him due love and obedi- 
ence.” 
1 ho Knight retired and the monks 
stared at each other awhile, and then 
obeyed, since there was no help for it; 
they invested brother Richard in due form 
and such is the magic of station that in 
one moment they began to look on him 
with dilferent eyes 
The new prior bore Ids dignity so 
meekly that he disarmed all hostility. 
His great rule of life was still ■■ibmi suit 
oui mal y pense,” and there is nu course iltUl <.• .hj»t i< M.vuiait; iwjJtU .mu ^oou 
will. The Knight showed him favor and 
esteem; the monks learned lo respect 
and by and by to revere him; but ho 
never ceased to reproach himself and say 
masses for the soul of brother John. 
The years rolled on. The Knight’s 
gray hair turned white, and one day ho 
sent for the prior and said to him, “Good 
Father, 1 have grave matter to entertain 
you withal.” 
“Speak, worshipful sir,” said the prior. 
The Knight looked at him awhile, but 
seemed ill at ease, and as one that hath 
resolved lo speak, but is loath to begin. 
At last lie said, “Sir, there be men who 
waste their goods in sin, or meanly hoard 
them till their last hour, yet leave them 
freely to Mother Church alter their death, 
when they can no longer enjoy them. 
Others there be whose breasts are laden 
with a secret crime they ought to confess, 
and clear some worthy man suspected 
falsely; yet they will not tell till they 
come to die. Methinks this is to be char- 
itable too late, and just when justice can 
neither cost a man aught nor pro lit his 
neighbor. Therefore, not to be one of 
these, 1 will reveal lo you now a deed that 
sits heavy on my conscience.” 
“You would confess to me, my son ?” 
“As man to man, sir, but not as peni- 
tent, to confessor; for that were no merit 
m me; it would lie no more than bury my 
secret in a tlesliy grave. Nay, what i tell 
to you you shall tell to all the world, if 
good may come of it.” 
Here the Knight, sighed and seemed 
much distempered, like one who wres- 
tleth with himself. Then lie east about 
bow he should begin, and to conclude lie 
opened the matter thus: “Sir, please you 
read that letter; it was writ by brother 
John unto my wife.” 
The prior read it hut said never a word. 
“Sir,” said the Knight, “do you re- 
member a sad time when you lay in Nor- 
wich jail accused of murder and cast for 
death ?” 
“I do remember it well, sir, and the 
uncharitable heart that brought me to 
that pass.” 
“Whilst you lay there, sir, something 
befell elsewhere which 1 will hide no long- 
er from you. The King being at his pal- 
ace in Loudon, a knight who had fought 
i>y ms sine in rreined, sougne an audi- 
ence in private. It was granted him at 
once. Then the knight fell on his 
knees to the King and begged that his life 
and his lands might be spared though he 
had slain a man in heat of blood. The 
King was grave but gentle, and then I 
showed him that letter and owned the 
truth—that 1 and my servant, in our fury, 
had strangled that hapless monk.” 
“Alas! sir, did you take up guilt upon 
yourself to save my life, so fully forfeit? 
•Twas 1 who hated him—‘twas 1 who, 
Hung the stone.” 
“At a dead body. I tell thee, man, we 
strangled him and set his body up where 
you saw it; hand in his death you had 
none." 
The prior uttered a strange cry and was 
silent. The Knight continued in a low 
voice: 
“We set him in the yard, and when wo 
found him in the porch, being half mad 
with terror and drink together, we bound 
him on the horse and launched him. All 
this 1 told the King, and he considering 
the provocation and pitying so much his 
old companion in arms, gave me my life 
and lands, and gave me thine, which in- 
deed was but bare justice. So now, sir, 
you know that you are innocent of blood- 
shed, and ’tis I am guilty.” 
The Knight looked at the churchman 
and thought to see him break forth into 
thanksgivings. But it was not so. The 
prior was deeply moved, but not exultant. 
“Sir.” said he, like a man that is neat- 
choking, “let me goto my coll and think 
over this strange tidings.” 
“And pray for me, I do implore,” said 
the Knight. 
“Ay, sir, and with all my heart.” 
Some days passed and the Knight look- 
ed to hear his own tale come round again 
But no ; the prior was silent as the grave. 
Then alter awhile the Knight sent for him 
again and said, “Good father, what 1 
told you was not under seal of confession.” 
“1 know it, sir.” said the prior. “Yet 
will it go no further unless 1 should out- 
live you by God’s will.” Alas! sir, you 
have taken from me that which was the 
health of my soul, my belief that 1 had 
slain him 1 hated so unchristianlike. This 
belief made humility easy to me, and even 
charity not difficult. What engine of 
wholesome mortification would be left me 
now were 1 to go a-prating that 1 slew 
not the brother 1 hated? Nay, 1 will 
never tell the truth, but carry my preci- 
ous burden of humility all my days/’ 
“Oh saint upon earth !” cried the Knight. 
“Outlive me and then tell the truth.” 
The monk replied not, but pondered 
these words. 
And it fell out so that the Knight died 
three years alter, and the prior closed his 
eyes and said masses for his soul; and a 
good while afterwards he did, for the hon- 
or of the convent, reveal his true story to 
young monks, but bound them by solemn 
vow not to spread it during his life. Af- 
ter his death the truth got abroad, and 
amongst churchmen the prior was much 
revered, for that lie had cured himself of 
an uncharitable heart and had enforced 
on himsell the penalty of unjust shame so 
many years, fHarper’s Weck ly. 
Letter from Moosehead Lake. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Moosehead Lake, June Hist, 1870. 
This place is so suggestive of topics that we shall 
once more be obliged to claim space in the columns 
of the Journal, to relate some of the remarkable 
things which occur .ierc. A gentleman who is 
styled The Great American Guide thinks that some 
statistics in regard to the absorbing subject which 
draws so many scientific and cultivated gentlemen 
here from all quarters would be desiruble. Juue 
and September are considered the best months for 
fly fishing. Generally those months are well im- 
proved, and i might add the former is well adapted 
to some other occupation in which the fly is the prin- 
cipal actor, lint the professional fisher would scorn 
to notice so slight a thing. They annoint with a 
most delightful compound of pennyroyal, tar and 
grease, which emits a delicious odor, and imparts to 
ttie complexion a tine, glossy appearance, that must 
be seen in order fully to appreciate. Mow we have 
our professional armed and equipped with rods and 
net, the former decorated with artificial flies—the 
scarlet ibis, brown hackle—and the professor wend- 
ing his way to that ‘‘branch of paradise,” as the 
owner of Mt. Kineo has well styled the place. 
Sometimes his path leads through tin- leaiV wild- i 
woou, wnere are lourni a large variety ot forest 
trees, from the clean white birch to the low-branch- 
ing cedar, which perfumes all the air with delicious 
fragrance. After a tramp of about two miles tin- 
open lake bursts upon his view, and Kineo “rears 
its awful form,” grand, impressive, and yet with au 
air which seems to say “Fear not, 1 will be your 
safeguard and protection.” 
Our sportsman may instead choose to t ake a birch, 
and paddle across to the point to which 1 have in 
fancy taken him through fh-mvood. !n o<»r|y 
morning hour, if he have the enthusiasm neeessarv 
for success, he can have the additional advantage o’f 
enjoying nature in someot her grandest moods, fie- 
gentle, undulating movement of the birch seems en- 
tirely to accommodate itself to the contemplative 
mood, which one needs in order to commune with 
the beautiful and sublime. Said a lady to me one 
morning, (who by long residence has become imbued 
with the true spirit of a devotee of nature, after our 
canoes had the previous evening passed each ot her 
on the lake), “1 leel at such a time,as it were, fused 
in the grandeur of the scene around me.” 
But alas! for mv poor sportsman. Where i-- he. 
while 1 have been wandering? Have I lost sight of 
him lorever? Ah no! lie is seated upon the rock, 
where he is to commence the work of the day to him 
so delightful, and which will last long into the after- 
noon shadows. And he, too, as if in consecrat ion of 
the day, has given himself up to the serene intim-uce 
of the hour. Now he is fastening to the rod the 
sombre brown hackle, thinking lie will delude the 
unwary with a similar lly to the one provided by na- 
ture for their refreshment. But lie knows full’well 
this is not the unvarying rule—the bright, glowing 
ibis quite as often being the prize they strive to win, 
only to tind the treacherous hook which lurks b.-- 
neatli such attractions. 
1 his is the day of all days for the success which 
delights the heart of the sportsman. Bubbling cir- 
cles arise here and there upon the lake, which be- 
tokens the lively activity beneath, which will soon 
rise to seek something to supply its needs. .Soon the 
eager eye of tin* sportsman is delighted with triplets, 
or trout at once on three hooks of the same line; 
and before he leaves tin- rock for his homeward jour 
ney, four pairs have also been safely landed. b«'-ide 
numerous single and good sized trout, that prefer to 
meet their fate alone. This is no attempt at misrep- ! 
reseutation, for it actually occurred last week. 
1'wo gentlemen who have been longest at Kineo 
this sea.-on are members of the legal profession, and 
n»ifr wttMr-yfto’ -Vsk* .-.''k-jwAia-sjSb 
young gentleman from N« w d ark city, has rather 
come oil' victorious, rising not much past daybreak, 
and remaining until almost sunset; wliib- the senior 
member, not as ready to relinquished v habits, has 
with a few exceptions remained to the family break- 
fast. The New York gentleman really last week ex 
perienced the success which I have attributed to our 
imaginary sportsman. Tiv»t was a must wonderful 
day. 1 will not say that the oldest inhabitant had 
never seen the like, but it was confidently said it sur- 
passed anything known for thirteen year.-; and all 
accomplished by two persistent men. Seventy-live 
pounds of trout brought in at ouce is a sight not t<- 
be despised. We all rush out to greet them, and be- 
stow encomiums of praise upon tin* fortunate ones, 
whose eyes are lighted with a sparkle and brilliancy 
which 1 fear nothing suv«* this sort of good fortune 
could have caused. Ah! it is a grand thing that one 
can procure happiness at the eo-t only ot physical 
labor, which is at the same time adding to one’s 
stock of vigor, and which they can take back to re- 
fresh them amid the din and toil of life. And now, 
if The Great American Guide will think I have done 
full justice to this important subject, I will give ,i 
short account of our trip to “meet our frit-lids once 
more.” 
Accompanied by a lady who for years has been a 
summer resident here, (often coming in May and re 
maiuing late in autumn, so thoroughly does sic- en- 
joy it we took passage upon the steamer going down 
the lake, to return with a party expected. ( on-id 
(•ring myself fortunate in having a companion fitted 
to inform mo of things interesting to know, we 
started with feelings of pleasing expectations. And 
never, i think, were u greater variety of conditions 
presented than on this occasion. A strong wind 
had caused the waves to roll with great force, but 
this was nothing to that which took place when a 
squall was announced; but our tear for the moment, 
that perhaps our small steamer would not be able to 
endure the storm which seemed approaching, was 
groundless, for although the angry waves wen- surg- 
ing around us, she rode them in triumph. \Ye could 
not avoid recalling to mind the probable sensations 
of those who have gone down amid the ocean's roar. 
Soon, however, the cloud passed, the sun appeared 
to gild the scene, and a picture unequalled in splen- 
dor burst upon the vision. A silver sheen of sun- 
light, mingled with the intense bine of tile waves, 
less tumultuous now, but --till bounding, was da/ 
zlingly brilliant, and imparted a wonderful feeling of 
elasticity. Cold and warm currents of air alternate 
ly play about us, and the waves are soon lulled to a 
peaceful serenity. 
The islands scattered in so picturesque a manner 
at the mouth of the lake now appear, and we know 
that we are nearing the pretty irtage of Greenville. 
An exclamation from our companion, and our atten- 
tion is directed to another steamer approaching. 
\Ye have just time to note as we pass the familiar 
faces of those whom we were expecting to me t on 
shore; and we do not have at tin* time suflicieut 
command of ourselves to request the pilot to stop, 
that we may be transferred to the deck of the Clif- 
ford. We pass on, and the lines which have been 
written under the title of “A Chance Meeting,” come 
to mind— 
“Away the friendly vessel cleaves, 
And we hold on our usual way, 
A little sad our hearts strings leel, 
Our pulses lack their wonted force.” 
We have only to stop two hours at Greenville and 
sup at the Lake House, before returning to the boat. 
While there, our companion takes us to the apart- 
ment of one of the guides, who although well fitted 
for a different life, still finds his enjoyment in hunt- 
ing and attending to the* needs o/ those who come 
here to throw off the restraints f city life. The 
apartment bore evidence both of the occupation and 
illsiu ui inr u\viht>. K1 » K111111111 uii'i 
branching liorus from the niooM- and deer wort* 
upon the walls, while skins of velvet softness were 
beneath the feet. It seemed to transport one to the 
forest, and we no longer wondered at the intelli- 
gence manifested by the men in this region, who 
during the summer act in the capacity ot guides. 
Intercourse with nature, in such varied forms as 
forest life secures, has a refining and ennobling in- 
fluence. There are those about Kineo with whom 
one cannot help forming a pleasant and profitable 
relationship. They eau give so much information 
about birds and dwellers in the forest, that you feel 
at once a kind of sympathy existing between your- 
selves and them. 
Returning at sunset, we find tin* lake seemingly 
never so charming, notwithstanding our experience 
of the afternoon. Soon bold Kineo rises as the cen- 
tral object, although on either side new charms are 
awaiting us. It seems like sailing on, on, into some 
new condition of life, and that all past experience 
is to he superseded by something higher and bet- 
ter. And veil would it be could we carry away into 
our distant homes, the no! le resolutions and high 
ideals which we iorm here. Let us hope this sojourn 
in a region of such elevating influences may have a 
lasting benefit. 
Looking from our window to-day, we discovered a 
huge mass of blackness upon the'ground, and puz- 
zled to know what it could be, wandered down the 
path to investigate the same. Approaching we dis 
covered a huge black bear, and having a rope around 
its leg. We immediately began to retreat expecting 
him to rise, but a moment’s longer observation con- 
vinced us that he would rise no more, having been 
caught in a trap and then shot. An enormous crea- 
ture, weighing over three hundred pounds, and 
taken by a Smith, we do not know which one. 
A sensation of pity crossed my mind, but when 
we considered that emotion would not deter him 
from disposing of us were we to have crossed his 
path when living, we concluded to rejoice instead. 
Remembering also the lines which ni.ptared in your 
issue of the fifteenth in regard to th>* relationship 
between “apple pie and a kiss,” we would prefer 
to dispense with the accompaniment of this huge 
monster. 
A sound of voices and a tramping of many feet. 
The sportsmen have returned, and happy men are 
they. The Great American Guide and three gentle- 
men from Rochester, N. Y., have taken more than 
one hundred pounds of beautiful trout, and among 
them were reckoned fourteen pairs. The younger 
member of the law-partnership formed here, has 
also met with his usual success, having taken sev- 
eral pairs of trout, to-day. On the morrow we fully 
expect to hear of the abundant success of one of the 
modest men among the party, who would never 
chronicle his own fume. 
On Thursday we leave Kineo, and it will be with 
many regrets. Our stay has been made especially pleasant by kind attentions from all in the house, 
and all might think themselves the only favored 
ones, did they not know that all reasonable people 
would, during the season be welcomed in the same 
manner. Kindness and consideration should be 
mutual between guest and host, and not everything 
expected to yield to the wishes of the former. And 
this will increase the happiness of the traveller, who 
can never hope to find all home comforts abroad. 
J. p. s. 
Democratic National Convention, 
We published hist week u sketch of the or- 
ganization of tlie Convention, in which allu- 
sion was made of the speech of the lion. I). 
W. Voorbees. We give below a fuller sketch 
of the 
ltEMAHKS OF MK. VOOKIIEES. 
After the adjournment of the Convention there 
were loud calls all over the hall for Voorbees, who, in response, made the followin'; remarks 
“My fellow-citizens of this Convention I am over- 
whelmed with a gratitude to see so many of my fel- low-citizens of a distinguished character from every 
part of the United States who have done me tin- 
singular honor of calling for my presence on this oc- 
casion and under these circumstances. I cannot at- 
tribute it to anything in my humble career, i know 
not what to attribute it to, and I may say that at 
least, for once in my life, I un at a loss as to the 
manner in which 1 shall respond to such an over- 
whelming compliment as has been paid me. I feel 
abashed in the presence of this mighty congregation of people who expect to hear my humble words. 1 
am here with you few Democrats of the United 
States lor the exalted and patriotic purpose of en- deavoring to redeem and wrench our country from the hands of the despoilers and the public plunder- 
ers. | Applause.] 1 am here with you for the pur- 
ple of trying to better unite the scattered, shatter- 
ed, broken bands of our Union bv gathering together in one mighty brother hood, looking in each other’s 
faces, renewing ancient friendships, steadying the column, turning its head towards victory and glorv in the future, as we have done in the past, j Ap- 
plause.] We are entering upon a new centurv. i'or 
tions of the past century were full of glory. 1 ho 
closing years ot the last century, however, have had 
tears and blood commingled, sorrow at d gloom. 
1 he cypress of mourning has been in thousands of 
homes; but with the coming of this new century there comes a new dispensation, the dawn of revo- 
lution, of glory, such as shall eclipse the past years 
of the century that lias gone by. Applause.1 stand- 
ing, as 1 do, one of the humble representatives of 
the great Valley of the .Mississippi, we stand in a 
central point to invoke union, so invoke harmony, to 
invoke a compromise of conflicting opine us in" the 
Democratic ranks. [Applause.] lMiere is nothing, 
my friends, in the differences and divergences of 
opinion in the Democratic party that cannot be hon- 
orably, smoothly and harmoniously adjusted, so that 
when the lines of battle arc formed tin re sh id be no 
heart-burnings, no divisions, no collisions of bought. [Applause., There is no reason why we houM not 
thus adjust our diiferences, if differences we have, 
and standing as one of the representatives of lln- 
great Mississippi Valley we appeal to the people of 
the far hast. We say to them: What is for your 
prosperity is likewise for ours. [Applause., Von 
all red upon the prosperity of the agricultur: inter- 
ests of the mighty Mississippi Valley. [Applause.] 
Tlie foundation of commercial glory and greatness 
i- the farmer’s plough, the Vickie and the inch bar 
vest, Applause.] W< freight your ships, we make 
your cities prosper. You in turn benefit us in a 
thousand ways. We interlace and interchange and 
bind your interests together, when we properly con. 
sider it. \\ e appeal to you, men, to give us a living 
chance in this Convention, and m this contest. We 
wiU make a glorious return in October for vour final 
i-iiiij g*-* upon iii'• I.in.my. [i<oua ana coiuiiiiiru 
filt ers.j i stand in your presence neither arrogant 
nor suppliant. 1 stand for absolute justice, willing 
to concede everything that is just > everybody else, 
only asking the same mete to ourselves, le t ns not 
be extreme to each other. Let ns not reek to be dis- 
tasteful. .Man's talent to be disagreeable to his lid- 
low men is quin; sullicient without cultivating i: at 
nil. [Applause.j We should cultiva* t»?i.?:ihilbv 
and friendship rathei. I make these remarks to our 
brethren of the lias*. \YY iiave fought a thousand 
battles with you for the Democracy, ami never one 
against it; but scars of political contlicts are upon 
our breasts, and not upon our backs. LApplause.J 
To our old-time brethren of the South, a word or 
two to you. I am one of the men that needs no 
apology to look my Southern brethren in the eye aud 
expect him to believe that 1 speak with no forked 
tongue. [Cheers.] .No political battle was ever so 
hot in the clouds of obliquity, and storm and dangei 
never ran so low or black over the heads of the In 
moeraey, with whom 1 have worked and toiled for 
years for the < onstitutiomd rights and guarantees of 
our oppressed Southern brother, j Loud cheer’', j 1 
:t'k my southern brethren, who know me and whom 
1 know, do not in this hour ol National council, this 
hour of National preparation for the great conflict 
against the Radical foe, be led, as well said by the 
distinguished gentleman from New York, by tile pi- 
rate tlag of the bloody .-hirt arrayed again.'* you. 
Men. do not in this hour leave us in the Xortli\’ve.«,t 
wounded and helpless, to be scalped and murdered 
upon tlte tield of battle, We have no personal aims 
to subst rve. If there is one man who can get more 
votes than another, were im own brother a camli 
date I would be lor that other man. i he times are 
too seriou-, the issues too n.iglity for a personal 
thought to intervene. 1'iiree times m the 1 u-1 twelve 
year.', \v<- in tin* Northwest, have charged the 
enemy’s liti. under tin-lead of !he gallant Democ- 
racy of New York. If it has to !>-■ .-<> again we will 
dress in parade, and even if it i' a forlorn hope, ,ve 
will light it like men. [Cheers. I 
[ 'ay there are no heart-hurnim;', ibee*- are noani 
mo'itie- to gratify. Men of this Convention, it w:i> 
no purpose nt mine to speak here. I feel like apolo- 
gizing lor it ; but your voice sent me her.-; [ did not 
di-Miv to speak, lint I belong to that ela-s of men 
who cannot speak and not say anything: I must say 
something j applause!, and what 1 say is the utter 
cim ri'iied ami s>efove7t lTiehuV.- "lU'f'u's*’fiiWiiV v/n'i 
licarts ldr this great work that is before us ; :• t us 
lo,.k narrow 1;. to our motives; let us look narrowly 
to our duties and when the sun goes down upon a 
linished work of this Convention I pray Almighty 
(ioil that it may be so ordered that in Vo ember your 
country will stand redeemed, disenthralled and re 
enfranchised in all the rights of a tree people from 
the tyrannical bond that has crushed and oppressed 
us so long This i- my prayer. Cheer.-. .My fel 
low-citizens ol tie Convention, thanking you with 
a grateful heart over aud over again, J will not d» 
tail: you any longer, fries of io on!” “(io on 
It would be ijns'-emly and improper tor me to hold 
this body of men any longer together, and thankin 
you with a lieartf<-!t gratitude idr this demonstra- 
tion, l take h-aii." Loud and continued up pi a ,-e. 
sr.coM) day. 
Sr. Loris, June *js. 
'Die no ruing session was devoted to dismiss- 
ing ptcliminaries to the vote for a eandidate. 
It wa> decided to first adopt :t platform and 
there was an adjournment to 2 o’clock. 
The session was reopened shortly after 
o’elork The hall was literally parked in every 
part, and the corridors were crowded with -ueii 
a mass of Immunity as to make pus-age through 
them a ino-t impossible. (v)uite a large num- 
ber of kadi. < found seats in various parts of the 
liail. 
'The Connnit.ve on resolutions came in di- 
rectly atlcr and were greeted with loud ap- 
plause. Lieut.-dov. Doisheimer of New York 
look the plat fot m, and his powerful \oice 
proved equal to tin* occasion. As he reaelied 
the* principal point- in the platform the dele- 
gate- received them with tremendous applause. 
The arraignment of the Administration was 
complete and scathing, and the delegates and 
spectators cheered again and again. The reso- 
lution endorsing tin* action of Lin* House of 
Representatives in cutting down the expendi- 
tures of the doveminent was loudly applauded. 
den. Kwing of Ohio took the platform and 
made a minority report as to one of the phrases 
in the platform, and ottered an amendment d»- 
I manding the immediate repeal of the Ke-unq 
! tion act. den. Kwing advocated hi- amend- 
ment for his ii\i minutes, and tin* soft-money 
mi n wanted him to go on, but Mr. Collins < f 
Massachusetts objected, and what threatened 
to occasion some excitement was terminate 1 
by Mr. Kwing withdrawing. 
idov. 1 >or-heinn r of New York jumped to his 
feet and declared that he was willing to me. t 
the issue between hard and soft money right 
here, which was greeted with loud and long- 
continued applause. 
Mr. Voorhees came to den. Kwing’s relict, 
and then for an hour there was noisy and tur- 
bulent delegates springing to their feet all over 
the bail, with their motion and points of order. 
Finally Air. Wattorson of Kentucky made a 
rousing appeal for the report of the Committee, 
and moved the previous question. This was 
ordered, and after another half-hour the States 
wore called and the amendment of den. Kwing 
was rejected, 211) yeas to o 1 nays, and the de- 
feat of the extreme soft-money men was re- 
ceived with great enthusiasm. 
The platform was then adopted bv a vote of 
•>.)l yeas to *•» nays, .senator Doolittle endeav- 
ored to get in some additional resolutions, but 
his motion was laid on the table. 
An analysis of tie* vote and the amendments 
shows that the soft-money votes came from 
Illinois, Kansas. Kentucky, Indiana. Missouri, 
Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Ohio and West Vir- 
ginia, ‘although tin* vote was not unanimous 
from any State except Indiana. Tennessee, 
West Virginia, Kansas and Kentucky. 
HIM PKMOCUATIC ri.ATKOli.M. 
We, the delegates of the Democratic party of 
the United States, in National Convention as- 
sembled, do hereby declare the administration 
of the Federal Government to In* in urgent 
need of immediate reform; we do hereby en- 
join upon the nominee of this Convention and 
of the Democratic party in each State a zealous 
effort and co-operation in this end, and do here- 
by appeal to our fellow-citizens of every former 
political conviction to undertake with us this 
first and oppressing patriotic duty of the De- 
mocracy of the whole country. 
We do here reaffirm our faith in the perman- 
ency of the Federal Union, our devotion to the 
Constitution of the United States with its 
amendments, universally accepted as a final 
settlement of the controversies that were en- 
gendered by the civil war, and do here record 
our steadfast, confidence in the perpetuity of re- 
publican self-government; in absolute aequies- 
ence to the will of the majority, the vital prin- 
ciple of republics; in the supremacy of the 
civil over the military authority; in the total 
sepaiation of Church and State for the sake 
alike of civil and religious freedom; in the 
equality of all citizens before just laws (if their 
own enactment; in the liberty of individual 
conduct unvexed by sumptuary laws; in the 
faithful education of the rising generation that 
they may preserve, enjoy and transmit those 
best conditiors of human happiness and hope. 
We behold the noblest products of a hundred 
years of changeful history, but while upholding 
the band of our Union and the great charter of 
these, our rights, it behooves a free people to 
practice also that eternal vigilance which is the 
price of liberty. Reform is necessary to rebuild 
and establish in the hearts of the whole people 
of the Union, eleven years ago happily rescued 
from the danger of a secession of States,but now 
to be saved from a corrupt centralism, which, 
after indicting upon ten States the rapacity of 
carpet-bag tyrannies, has honey-combed the of- 
fices of the Federal Government itself with in- 
capacity, waste and fraud; infected States and 
municipalities with the contagion of misrule, 
and locked fast the prosperity of an industrious 
people in the paralysis of hard times. Reform 
is necessary to establish a sound currency, re- 
store the public credit and maintain the Nation- 
al honor. 
Wo denounce the failure for all these eleven 
years to make good the promise of the legal- tender notes, which are a changing standard of 
value in the hands of the people, and trie non- 
payment of which is a disregard of the plighted faith of the nation. 
We denounce the improvidence which in 
eleven years of peace has taken from the people in Federal taxes thirteen times the whole 
amount of the legal-tender notes, and squan- dered four times this sum in useless expense 
without accumulating any reserve for their re- 
demption. 
Wc denounce the financial imbecility and im- 
morality ol the party which, during eleven 
years of peace, has made no advance toward re- 
sumption; that, instead, has obstructed re- 
sumption by wasting our resources and ex- 
hausting allour surplus income, and, while an- 
nually professing to intend a speedy return to 
specie payments, has annually enacted fresh 
hindrances thereto. As such a hindrance, we 
denounce the resumption clause of the act of 
1ST."), and we here demand its repeal. 
We demand a judicious system of prepara- 
tion by public economies, bv ollicial retrench- 
ments. and by wise finance, which shall enable 
the nation soon to assure the whole world of its 
perfect readiness to meet tiny of it* promises at 
the call of tne credit >r entitled to payment. We 
believe such a system, well devised and above 
all entrusted to competent hands for execution, 
creating at no time an artificial scarcity of 
money, and at no time alarming the public mind 
into a withdrawal of that vaster machinery of 
credit by which 0.~> per cent, of a I business 
transactions an- performed, a system open, 
public, and inspiring general confidence, would, 
from tiie day of its adoption, bring healing on 
its wings to a’l our harassed industries and set 
in motion the wheels of commerce, manufac- 
tures and the mechanical arts, restore employ- 
ment to labor, anil renew in all its natural force 
the prosperity of the people. 
Itel'onii i- neces-ury in tlie sum and mode of 
Federal taxation, to the end that capital may 
be set free from distrust and labor lightly bur- 
dened. We denounce the present tarill, levied 
upon m arly 4000 article-*, as a masterpiece of 
injustice, inequality and false pretence. It 
yields a dwindling, not a yearly rising reve- 
nue: it has impoverished many industries to 
subsidize a few: it prohibits’ imports that 
might purchase the products of American la- 
bor: it has degraded American commerce from 
the first to an inferior rank on the high seas: 
it lias cut down tin sale of American manufac- 
tures at home and abroad, and depleted the re- 
turns of American agriculture, an industry fol- 
lowed by ball'our people; it costs die people 
five times more than it produces t the Treas- 
ury: obstructs the processes of production and 
wastes tin* fruits of labor; it promotes fraud 
and foster-smuggling; enri>*he- dishones. offi- 
cials and bankrupt* holiest merchants. We 
demand that Gustom House taxation shall be 
only for revenue. 
Heform is neeo—ary in the scale of public ex- 
pon-e-, Federal, State and municipal. Our 
Federal taxation ha- swollen from .'*?‘00,000,000, 
gold, in lsno, to siofi ,000,000 currency, in 1*70, 
oi in a decud from less than S‘3 per head to 
more than tglS per head. *ince the declaration 
of peace the people have paid t<» their tax-gath- 
erers more than thrice tic sum .,f tin,' National 
debt, and more than twice, that -um for tin* 
Federal Government alone. We demand :i 
vigorous frugality in every department and 
from every u tUcer of the Government. 
11 form is necessary to put a stop to tin* pro- 
fligate waste of public lands and their diver- 
sion from actual settlers by the party in power. 
>v111■ ■ 11 nils squanuei'-u two mumrcu minions oi 
acres upon railroads alone, and out of more 
than thrice that aggregate. ha> disposed of less 
than a sixth directly to the tillers of the soil. 
It- form is necessary to correct the omission* 
of the Republican Congress and the errors ot 
our treaties ami our diplomacy, which have 
stripped our fellow-citizens, ot foreign birth 
! kindred race, recrossing the Atlantic, of 
Lin* shield "I American citizenship; and have 
iwpost b our bret hren of the Dacilic. coast to tin* 
incursions ot a race not sprung from the same 
4‘real parent stork, and, in fart, now by law de- 
nied citizenship through naturalization as being 
neither accustomed to the traditions of a pro- 
gressive, civilization nor exercised in liberty 
Linder equal law*. We denounce the policy 
vvhieli tinis discard* the liberty-loving German 
tud tolerates the revival of the coolie trade in 
Mongolian women, imported for immoral pur- 
poses. and Mongolian men. hired to perform 
»ervile labor contracts ; md demand such mod- 
ification of the tvaty with the Chinese Kmpire, 
>r 'Ueh legislation by Congress within a eonsti- 
aitional limitation, as shall prevent the further 
importation or immigration of the Mongolian 
race. 
Reform is necessary, and can never be olVcet- 
d but by making it the controlling issue of the 
elections, and lifting it above the twit false is- 
•lies with which the olliec-holding class and the 
party in power seek to smother it; the false is- 
sue with which they would enkindle sectional 
strife in respect to the public schools, of which 
111* establishment and support belong exclu- 
sive!} to the several states, and which the 
Democratic party has cherished from their 
lot: mbit ion and resolved to maintain without 
partiality or preference for any class, sect or 
riven, and without contributions from the 
lren*uiy to an\ of them; and th false issue 
hv which they seek to light am w the dying 
ember* ot sectional hate between kindred peo- 
ple, once estranged but now reunited in one in- 
iliv Mine ibpubli^ipylpi common destiny. 
]>erienee proves that t tlieieiit economical con- 
duct of th- governmental business is not pos- 
sible if its ivil service be subject to change at 
ever\ diction, be a prize fought for at the bal- 
lot-box. be a brill reward of party zeal in- 
stead of posts of honor assigned for proved 
competency and held tor fidelity in the public 
employ: that, the i.i*pen*ing of patronage 
should neither be a tax upon the time of alt 
our public men nor the instrument of -heir 
ambition, lb-re again, professions falsified in 
the performance attest that the party in power 
can work out no practical or salutary reform. 
Reform is necessary even more in tin- higher 
gnules of the public serviet—President, Vice- 
President, .Judge*, Senator*, Representative*, 
Cabinet Otlicer*: these and all others, in au- 
thority, are the people's *orvants. I heir tdliees 
are not a private perquisite—they are a public 
t -ust. When the annals « t this Id-public show 
the disgrace and censure ot a \ ice-l*r*sidenl; 
a late Speaker of the House ol Representative* 
marketing his rulings as a pre-iding otlieer; 
three Senators profiting secretly by their vote* 
as lawmakers; live ( hainiten of the leading 
Committee*, of the lab- House of Representa- 
tives exposed m jobbery; a late Secretary of 
the freasui} forcing balances in the public ac- 
counts; a late Attoi tie v-Cen al misappropri- 
ating public funds; a Secretary of the Navy 
enriched or enriching friends ip percentage* 
levied oil' the profit* ot contractors with ni* 
Department; an Am!>a**ador to Knglai.d cen- 
sured in it dishonorable speculation; the 1 resi- 
dent's private Secretary barelv escaping ■mi- 
vietion upon trial forguilty complicity in frauds 
upon the lev-nue; the Secretary of War im- 
peached for high crime* and confessed misde- 
meanor—tin- demonstration is complete that 
the first steps in reform must In* the people’* 
choice of honest men from another party h-.-t 
the disease of one political organization infect 
the bod} politic, and lest by making no change 
of men or parly we can get no change of mea*- 
up-s and no i<T>»rm All these abuse.*, w rong* 
and crimes,^ tin- prodm-t "f sixteen years as- 
cendancy of the Republican party, create a 
necessity- for reform, conl'e**ed by Republicans 
theniselve*; but their reformers arc voted 
down in Convention and displaced from the 
< abinet. The party's mas* «*f holiest voter* 
are powerless to resist the so.ooo olliee-holder*, 
it* leader* and guide* Reform can only l»* 
had by a fearful civic revolution. We demand 
a change of system, a change of Administra- 
tion, .a change of parties, that we may have a 
change of measures and of men. 
llo\V IT WAS IilLVt i\ i;j>. 
The reading was frequently interrupted by 
applause. The denunciation of the resump- 
tion net and the demand for its repeal was re- 
ceived with especial favor. At the conclusion 
Mr. Dorsheimer said the Committee had adopt- 
ed and endorsed—though not as a part of the 
platform—the resolution lie had read endors- 
ing the action of the House of Representatives 
in cutting down appropriations, and exhorting 
them to lirmnes*; a'so the resolution, and to 
the just claims of soldier.*’ and sailors’ w idow* 
aud orphans. 
Nomiu.itmg Candidates ior President. 
Mr. McLain* moved to nominate tin? candi- 
dates {‘or .President. [Applause.] 
'Hie motion was adopted, and the roll of 
States was called to present their nominees. 
Mi:. T.AYAKD NOMINATED. 
When Deleware was called Mr. White!v took 
the platform and nominated Thomas Traneis 
liayard [cheers,] whom he eulogized in glowing 
terms as a I )einoerat, statesman and gentleman. 
[Applause.] 
MU. I1KNDKICKS NOMINATED. 
Mr. Williams of Indiana, presented the name 
of Gov. Thomas A. Hendricks of Indiana. 
[Great applause.] There was no tire in Ins rear: 
with him they would carry Indiana by -0,000* 
Mr. Fuller of Illinois, seconded Ibndnck’s 
nomination eloquently and forcibly. 
Mr. Campbell of Tennessee, by the instruc- 
tion of its Convention, also seconded Hendricks, 
under whose lead Tennessee felt more eontident 
of success than under any other. 
MU. IWKKEK NOMINATE!*. 
Mr. Abbott of New Jersey presented Joel 
Parker’s name in a ringing speech. 
MU. Til.DEN NOMINATED. 
When New York was called there was great 
excitement, cheers and waving of fans. Senator 
Kemail expressed his sympathy with all that 
had been said of the gentlemen already presen- 
ted here, but proceeded to urge the nomination 
of Tilden as a sure guarantee of success in the 
coming contest. Tilden’s name was received 
with great cheers. 
John Kelly of New York next took the plat- 
form. An attempt was made to hiss him down. 
A delegate—There seems to be some geese in 
the hall. [Cries of “clear the galleries.”] 
Mr. Kelly of New York commenced a speech 
in opposition to Tilden. I?efore his first sen- 
tence was littered, objection was made and con- 
siderable confusion existed. Mr. Kelly re- 
sumed, and after speaking ten minutes, was in- 
terrupted by cries of “time’’ and left the plat- 
! form. 
T. S. Flournay of Virginia followed in behalf 
of Tilden. 
MR. ALLEN NOMINATED. 
Gen. Thomas Ewing nominated William Al- 
len of Ohio. Mr. Clymerof Pennsylvania, nom- 
inated Gen. Hancock*. 
Messrs Sexton of Texas and Smith of Wiscon- 
sin seconded Tilden. 
Mr. Doolittle earnestly urged prudence. He 
said that lie did not believe that-we could carry 
even New York in November unless we carried 
Indiana in October. For this reason he favored 
Hendricks. who could carry Indiana, he 
lea red Tilden could not. 
The ballot being called for the clerk suddenly 
commenced culling the roll. 
THE FIRST IIAT.I.OT IN DETAIL. 
Alabama—Tilden Id. Hendricks 5, Hancock 1!. 
lovv.—Tilden 14, Hendricks G, Hancock ‘2. 
1 udiana—1 lendricks ;>». 
Kansas—Hendricks 10. 
<. -oruda—Tilden 5. Hancock 1,Bayard 10. 
Yircuna—Tilden 17. Hendricks 1, Bayard 1. 
New Hampshire—Tilden 10. 
West Virginia—Allen in. 
New J<v>ey—Parker Is. 
Texas—Tilden 10 1-2, Hendricks *2 l-*2. Han- 
cock *2. Bayard 1. 
Vermont—Tilden 10. 
> »uth Carolina—Tilden 1L. 
Rhode Island—Tilden s. 
-Missouri—Tilden 2 Hendricks 7. Allen *2, 
Brnadhcud It). 
Wisconsin—Tilden 10, Hendricks 1. 
Delaware— Bayard <h 
Tennessee—Hendricks 21. 
-M ississippi—Tilden 10. 





Maryland—Tilded 11, Hendricks 3. Hancock 2. 
Florida—Tilden s. 
North Carolina—Til den 0. Hendricks 4, Ilan- 
cock 5, Bayard 2. 
Kent ucky—Ti 1 den 21. 
Nevada—Tilden 3. Hendricks 3. 
Nebraska—Tilden (k 
Michigan—’Tilden 14. Hendricks S. 
New York—Tilden. TU—voting as a unit- 
Massachusetts—'Tilden, 20. 




Colorado —Jlendricks (.'•. 
Connecticut—Tilden 12. 
The result w;is announced :t< follow*:— 
Whole number of votes 









THE si:co>;d ballot. 
The following was the result of the second 
ballot: 
New York—'Tilden 70. 




Rhode I* hind—Tilden s. 
Illinois—Tilden 22, Hendricks 20. 
Indiana—Hendrick' 30. 
Iowa—Tilden 1G, Hendricks 4. Hancock 2. 
Kansa—Tilden 2, Hendricks s. 
Kentucky—Tilden 24. 
Louisiana—Tilden io, Hancock 5. Bayard 1. 
21 aim—Tilden 14. 




Missouri—Tilden 15. Hendricks 12. 
Nebraska—Tilden G. 
Nevada—Tilden 4. Thurman 2. 
New Hampshire—Tilden 10. 
A labania—Tilden 20. 
Arkansas—'Tilden 12. 
< alifornia—Tilden 12. 
< olorado—Tilden G. 
< onneeticut—Tilden 12. 
1 >e la ware—Bayard 
Florida—Tilden S. 
Oeorgia—1Tilden 15, Bayard 7. 
South Carolina—’Tilden’ 11. 
Tennes>e« —Hendricks 24. 
Vermont—Tilden 10. 
irginia—Tilden 17, Hendricks 1, Bayard 4. 
West Virginia—Allen 10. 
Wisconsin—Tilden 10, Hendricks 1. 
’Texas—Tilden 13, Hendricks 1, Hancock 2. 
Michigan—Tilden 17, Hendricks 5. 
New Jersey—Parker is. 
CHANGES FOR TILDEN. 
Before tlu* vote was announced Missouri 
asked if iL was in order for her to change her 
vote before the result was announced. The 
< hair ruled that it was. Missouri asked live 
minutes eonsultation. The tally clerks were 
iully tt-n niinutes comparing their figures. 
M litmn Missouri changed its vote to lb for 
l ilden and H for Hendricks. Six of the New 
■ hrsev delegates claimed their right to cast 
their individual votes for Tildcn, urging that 
the resolution under which they acted did not 
hind them Beyond the first vote. The New Jer- 
Chairman contended that lie alone had the 
right to announce ihe vote. Another New Jer- 
sey delegate asked of the delegation leave to re- 
tire, insisting upon tin* right of individual vot- 
ing. 
Before the result was announced Iowa chang- 
ed her vote to 20 for Tilden.aml 2 for Hendricks 
Illinois changed to 21 ldr Tildcn. I'' for lien* 
dricks. AVUronsin changed 30 to Tildcn, .and 
Mi'souri amid great confusion changed to 20 
f.u Tildcn. 10 for Hendricks; North Carolina to 
10 for 1 ilden and 1 for Hancock. Nevada an- 
nounced solid lor Tildcn, which nominated him. 
Illinois changed to 10 for Hendricks. 20 ldr Til- 
den. 
me Stare would consider Parker's ubuudonnieiif 
as treachery. 
The Chair—< Jrder. 
The vote announced 18 for Parker. 
Before the vote was announced Iowa changed 
tie- \o!e to 20 for Tildcn and 2 for Hancock; 
Illinois changed to 21 ldr Tildcn and IS for Hen- 
drick-. 
A Virginia delegate complained that he had 
been deprived of his right to his individual vote 
by the announcement of the vote by the Chair- 
man of the delegation. Twenty delegates were 
on the lloor at once, all striving to be heard. 
North < arolinaehunged to ill for Tildcn, 1 for 
Hancock, without waiting for the announce- 
ment from the chair. 
'1 ‘he Convention arose and gave long and tu- 
multuous cheers. Tor ten niuutes the excite- 
ment and noise almost drowned the music bv 
the band. 
Various other States announced changes, 
amidst great confusion, including Delaware 
solid lor Tildcn. 
The vote then stood : Tildcn 49<>, Hancock <>0, 
Hendricks *0, Al.cn •'*}. Bayard i8, Parker is. 
Thurman 2. Other changes of vote followed and 
the result was liualh announced as follows 
Till: VOTE AS FIN\I.LV ANNOUNCED. 
Pennsylvania moved to make it unanimous. 
Pinally the vole was announced as follows— 
AY hole vote on second ballot, ?:',8 
Nin ssarry to a choice, .... 
1 ilden bad 5;,4 
Hendricks 00 
Hancock ... f,y 
Jiayard ..U 
Thurman ... > 
Indiana second-d Pennsylvania’s motion to1 
make the nomination unanimous. Adopted. 
A motion to adjourn until jo o’clock to-mor- 
row was carried at 20 minutes past 8 o’clock. 
IT 11 HD DAY. 
M. Li<i is. June 20. The national democratic 
<-uuven!u»n was called to order at 10:20 to-day. 
Prayer was otlercd by Bishop Bobertson. rl'lie 
• hair announced several telegrams, which were 
read. 1 he business in hand being the nomina- 
tion of Y]re-j*resident, the roll of States was 
« ailed for 1 h<‘^presentation of candidates. Indi- 
ana was the lir.st to oiler a candidate, and when 
her mum- was called there was a long, wild 
-liout. Mr. McDonald of Indiana said the del- 
"-ration was not empowered to say that Mr. Hendricks would accept the tendered nomina- 
tion, and they would not present his name. He 
said the convention must take the responsibili- 
ty- Mr* AY allace of Pennsylvania then presen- 
ted a united demand for Hendricks and moved 
his nomination by acclamation. Mr. Abbott of 
New Jersey made a motion to suspend the ru les 
ii'Miimau* i)y acclamation, out 11 was lost. At 
tin; mid ol‘the roll Indiana was called, when Mr. 
Williams arose and said he was not authorized 
h> say whether Mr. Hendricks would or would 
not accept, hut the Indiana delegation acqui- 
esced in view of this unanimous call. The bal- 




and Mr. Hendricks was declared the nominee. , A resolution appointing the president ol the 
convention and a delegate from each .State to 
officially inform the nominees of the action of 
the convention was adopted. 
Mr. Webber of Michigan offered a resolution 
recommending to future national democratic 
conventions to abolish the two-thirds rule as 1 
unwise and unnecessary, and that the States be 1 
requested to instruct their delegates on this, 
question, and that attention be called to this 
suggestion for the next convention. 
A motion to table the resolution was lost- 
yeas Tib, nays 37i). 'Flic resolution was then 
adopted. 
A resolution of thanks to the president of t he 
convention was adopted, with a few dissenting 
votes, and the convention then adjourned sine 
die. 
Maim: Ti:lix;i{aph Co. At the annual meet- 
ing of the stockholders of the Maine Telegraph 
Company, the following named persons were 
unanimously elected Directors for the com- 
ing year: Albert W. Paine. Jacob A. Smith, Albert llolton and Win. (tallupe, Bangor;, 
Win. II. Simpson and Daniel Fatmee, Belfast; Bion Bradbury and Win. P. Merrill, Portland; I Edwin F. Littlefield, Winterport. At a subse- 
quent meeting of the Directors, Albert W. 
Baine was chosen President and Win. P. Mer- : 
rill Secretary and Treasurer of the Board for 
the ensuing year. 
Luther Curtis, confined in Farmington jail on 
charge of defrauding the Anbury Life Insurance 
Company, died of dropsy, .Saturday. 
Westfield, Mans, is excited over a mistake of a 
druggist named M. J. Bond, by which a seven-year- 
old boy, Willie Brooks, lias died. Jt is given out 
Unit the doctor has left town. 
In the District Court at Bangor, Saturday, Sim- 
moHS, the Gardiner counterfeiter, was sentenced to 
pay a fine and to spend six months in Augusta jail. 
C. W. 1\ Osgood of ilallowell, was found guilty of sending for counterfeit money, and his counsel tiled 
exceptions. Pinkham of Hallowed, indicted for the 
same offence, was acquitted. 
Page, the Chelsea wife-murderer, committed sui- 
cide l liursday afternoon, at Augusta, by drowning- 
He was out walking with other patients of the Hos- 
pital, when he suddenly ran down to the wharf, and 
taking olf his hat, plunged head foremost into the 
river. Late in the evening his body was recovered. 
The Register notes a case of suspended anima- 
tion, in Norway. A little son of Adelbert Brown 
was supposed to have died from measles, and pre- 
parations were made for robing for the grave, when 
the child showed signs of life, and consciousness 
was restored. He was comfortable the next day. 
The Candidate. 
Samuel Jones Tilden was born in New Leba- 
non, Columbia county. New York, February !>. 
1.-14, and is consequently now in bis sixty-third 
\car. One of his ancestors, Nathaniel Tilden, 
removed with his family from Tenderden, Kent, 
England, to Scituate, in the colony of Massa- 
chusetts, in 1034, and a brother of Nathaniel, 
Joseph, was one of the merchant adventurers 
of London w ho fitted out the Mayflower. This i 
Nathaniel Tilden married Hannah Pourne, one 
of whose sisters married a brother ol'Governor 
Winslow and another a son of Gov. ]> rad ford. 
Gov. TMden’s grandfather, .John Tilden, settled 
in Columbia county, New York. The Govern- 
or’s mother was descended from William Jones, 
Lieutenant-Governor of the colony of New Ha- 
ven, who in all the histories of Connecticut is 
leprescnted to have been the son of Col. John 
Jones, one of the regicide Judges of Charles 1., 
who is said to have married a sister of Oliver 
Cromwell and a cousin of John Hampden. 
The Governor’s father, a farmer and merchant 
of N' W Lebanon, was a man of notable judg- 
ment and practical sense, and the accepted or- 
acle of the country upon all matters of public 
concern, while his opinion was also eagerly 
sought and justly valued by all his neighbors, 
but by none more than by the late President 
Van iiuren, who till his death was one of his 
most cherished, intimate and personal friends. 
From his father Gov. Tilden inherited a taste 
for political inquiries, and in his companionship 
enjoyed peculiar opportunities for acquiring an 
early familiarity with the bearings of the vari- 
ous questions which agitated our country in his 
youth. Young Tilden entered Yale College in 
iiis eighteenth year. The Fall of 1*33, when lie 
was to enter college, was rendered memorable 
bv the second election of Gen. Jackson to the 
Presidency and Martin Van-Puren to the Vice- 
Presidency of the United States, and of William 
L. Marcv to the Governorship of the State of 
New York. In that contest an effort was made 
to effect a coalition between the National Re- 
publicans and the Anti-Masons. The success 
of the Democracy depended upon the defeat of 
that coalition. Samuel heard the subject dis- 
cussed in the family, and in the seclusion of his 
chamber he proceeded to set down the views 
e had gathered upon the subject, and in due 
time brought the result to bis lather. The la- 
ther was so highly pleased with the paper that 
he took his son to see. Mr. Van Puren to read 
i! to him. l'hey found so much merit in the 
performance that they decided it shou'd be 
published with the signatures of a dozen or 
more leading Democrats, and it shortly after 
appeared in the Albany Argus as an address, 
occupying about half a page of that print, and 
from which it was copied into most of tin* Dem- 
ocratic papers of the Slate. The Evening Jour- 
nal paid it the compliment of attributing it to 
the pen of Mr. Van Puren, and the Albany Ar- 
gus paid it the greater compliment of stating 
••by authority” that Mr. Van Puren was not 
the author. 
Mr. Tilden had not been long at Yale College 
before bis health gave way, which obliged him 
to leave. Alter some rest he was enabled to 
resume bis studies, and in 1*34 entered the 
University of New York, where lie completed 
his academic education, lie then entered the 
law oliice of the late John W. Edmunds, in the 
city of New York, where he enjoyed peculiar 
facilities for the prosecution of his favoriie 
studies of law and politics. The accession of 
Mr. Van Puren to the Presidency in 1*37 was 
tollowed by the most trying financial revulsion 
that had yet occurred in our history. During 
that summer appeared the Presidential mes- 
sage calling for a special session of Congress, 
and recommending the separation of the Gov- 
ernment from the banks and the ‘-tablishmcnt 
of the independent Treasury. This measure 
provoked voluminous and acrimonious debate 
throughout the country, even before it engaged 
the attention of Congress. Mr. Tilden. though 
-till a student, sprang to the defence of the 
President’s policy, and wrote a series of pa- 
pers, marked by all the characteristics of his 
maturity, and advocating the proposed, separa- 
tion and the redeemabilitv of tlie Government 
currency in specie. 
Upon his admission to the Par, Mr. Tilden 
opened an oliice in Pine street, in the city of 
New York. In 1*44, in anticipation and pre- 
paration for the election which resulted in 
making James K. Polk President and Silas 
Wright Governor of the Stab.* of New York, 
Mr. Tilden, in connection with John L. O’Sul- 
livan, founded the newspaper called the Daily 
Assembly from tlx* city of New York, ami 
while a member of that body was elected to 
the Convention lor the remodelling of the < on- 
stitution of the Stale, which was to commence 
its sessions a lew weeks after the Legislatin'! 
adjourned. In both of these bodies Mr. Tilden 
was a conspicuous authority, and left a perma- 
nent impression upon tin; legislation of the 
year, and especially upon all the now constitu- 
tional provisions atl'celing tlie linaiiees of the 
State and the management of it' system of can- 
als. The defeat of Mr. Wright in the Fall of 
1S4G, and the coolness which had grown up be- 
tween the friends of President Polk and the 
friends of the late President Van Buren result- 
ed fortunately for Mr. Tilden, if not for the 
country, in withdrawing his attention from 
politic and concentrating it upon ins profes- 
sion. He inherited no fortune, hut depended 
upon his own exertions lor a livelihood. Thus 
far his labor for the State, or in his profession, 
had not been lucrative, and. despite his strong 
cal life, he was able in discern at that early 
period tin; importance in this country, at least, 
of a pecuniary independence for the successful 
: prosecution of a political career. With an as- 
| siduity and a concentration of energy which 
have characterized all the transactions of his 
life, Mr.| Tilden now gave himself up to his 
profession. Jt was not many years before lie 
became as well known at the Bar ie* he had be- 
! fore been known as a politician. His business 
1 developed rapidly, and though lie continued to 
take more or less interest in political matters, 
they were not allowed after ls~>7 to interfere 
with his professional duties. 
During his career at the Bar Mr. Tilden 
achieved many notable professional triumphs. 
1 prominent among which are the Flagg contest- 
ed election for the Comptrollendiip of New 
York city in lYw; the Burdell heirs against 
Mr-. Cunningham in IS,77; the Cumberland 
coal ease in isbs, and liie lXdaware and Hud- 
son Canal Compute against the Pennsylvania 
Coal Company in There is probably no 
j ease in which Mr. Tilden has been employed 
j that required the exercise of so high a range of 
metaphysical powers, or in which bis penetra- 
tion of character app« a red to greater advan- 
tage, than in the Burdell-Cunuingham case. 
Hi-defence seemed almost a creation, and the 
result piodueed the more profound impression 
as it removed whatever doubt existed in the 
minds ot the people as to Mrs. Cunningham’s 
participation in the murder ot Burdeli. The 
conviction took immediate possession of the 
public mind that had Tilden conducted the case 
for the prosecution when she was under indict- 
ment she would undoubtedly have been con- 
victed. Mr. Tilden's success in extricating cor- 
porations from ruinous litigation, in re-estab- 
lishing their credit and rendering their resources 
available, at length gave him an amount of busi- 
ness that was only limited by bis time and 
strength. Within the last twenty years per- 
haps more than half the great railway corpora- 
tions north of the Hudson and Missouri rivers 
have been at one time or another bis clients, 
and their business lie managed ably and honor- 
ably, acquiring not merely an enviable reputa- 
tion, but also that marvel ous knowledge of all 
the internal workings and details of corpora- 
tions that has made him such a determined and 
successful reformer of abuses within business 
organizations. 
I ill the war came Mr. Tilden made every ef- 
fort to avert the rebellion. When his efforts, 
combined with those of oilier prominent pat- 
riots, had proved abortive, his convictions of 
duty were perfectly decided and clear. They 
were to maintain the integrity of our territory 
and the supremacy of the constitutional au- 
thorities. To the North he urged reconciliation 
aim loroearaiK e, appi'cciamm ns no uni more 
clearly than most of those around him the fear- 
lul and disastrous consequences of a civil war, 
whatever might prove, its ultimate result. To 
the South he urged a dele re nee to the will of 
the majority and a respect for the provisions of 
the Federal Constitution, within which they 
would he sure of adequate protection for them- 
selves and for their property; hut he warned 
them that outside of the Constitution they 
could expect protection for neither. At a meet- 
ing held at the house of Gen. Dix.just after the 
iirst call of President Lincoln lor 7.3,000 troops, 
Mr. Tilden participated in the discussions, and 
maintained that instead of 75,000 troops Mr. 
Lincoln should have called out at least 500.000, 
half for immediate service and the other half to 
he j*nt in camps of instruction and trained for 
impending exigencies. I'o Seeietary Chase and 
his friends Mr. Tilden insisted that the war 
ought to he carried on under a system of sound 
finance, which he did not doubt the people 
would cheerfully sustain if the Government 
would have the courage to propose it. Jiis ad- 
vice was not taken, but he had the satisfaction, 
within a year after it was given, of hearing the 
Secretary of War acknowledge its wisdom and 
lament his inability to secure its adoption. 
Recently Mr. Tilden was accused of having 
been instrumental in introducing the plank in 
the Democratic platform of ISO! which declared 
the war a failure. In relation to this charge 
Mr. Manton Marble says, “Gov. Tilden opposed 
in Committee that portion of the resolution 
saying: ‘After four years ot failure to preserve 
the Union by war.' etc. He got it struck out, 
and even refused to agree to the resolution as 
amended, it was then irregularly restored. 
Gov. Tilden at all stages refused to agree to 
the resolution, and sent a message by me to 
Gen. McClellan, advising bint to discard it in 
his letter of acceptance. Gov. Tilden, more- 
over, made a speech in the New York delega- 
tion against an armistice, which was briefly 
reported hv me in the New York World, 
and is correctly cited by the Courier-Journal. I 
was personally present in the New York dele- 
gation, and all meetings of the Committee in 
the adjoining room.” 
When peace returned Mr. Tilden devoted him- 
self with Charles O’Conor to the overthrow of 
the ring that nearly ruined New York. This 
ring had its origin in an act passed by the Leg- 
islature of the State of that year, which provi- 
ded that but six persons should be voted for by 
each elector and twelve chosen. In other words 
the nominees of the Republican and Democrat- 
ic party caucuses should be elected. At the suc- 
ceeding session of the Legislature their term of 
office was extended to six years. This gave a 
Hoard of Supervisors, consisting of six Repub- 
licans and six Democrats, to change a majority 
of which it was necessary to have control of the 
primary meetings of both of the great National 
and State parties for years in succession—a se- 
ries of coincidences which rarely happens in a 
generation. This was a “ring” between the six 
Republican and six Democratic Supervisors. It 
soon grew to be a “ring” between the Republi- 
can majority in the Legislature and the half-and 
half Supervisors and a few Democratic officials 
of the city. Year by year the system grew 
worse as a governmental institution. The Ex- 
ecutive Department swallowed up all the local 
powers, which gradually became mere deputies 
of legislators at Albany, on whom alone they 
were"dependent. It became completely organ- 
ized on the 1st of January, lSG'J. Hut its power 
was enormously extended by an act passed on 
the bill of April in the following year, giving 
the power of local government to a few indi- 
viduals ol the “ring" for long periods and freed 
from all accountability. Within a month after 
tno passage of this Tweed charter of the Board 
of Special Audit were making an order for the 
payment of over six millions of money, of 
which it is now known that scarcely 10 per 
cent, in value was realized by the city. Over 
tjs'250,000 were sent to Albany to lie distributed 
among the members of the Legislature. 
in 1S70 Mr. Tilden issued a letter to some 
seventy-six thousand Democrats, reviewing the 
situation and calling upon them “to take a knife 
and cut the cancer out by the roots.” To the 
honor of the Democratic party of the city and 
Stale, on the issue thus made tip by Mr. Tilden 
they gave him their cordial and irresistible sup- 
port. The result was overwhelming, and not 
only changed the city representation in the 
legislative bodies of the State, but in its moral 
effect, crushed the "ring.” Mr. Tilden was one 
of the delegates chosen to represent the city in 
the next Legislature. In deference to the views 
of his principal coadjutors, Mr. Tilden devoted 
the six weeks’ interval between bis election 
and the meeting of the Legislature to the prose- 
cution of its investigation in tiie city depart- 
ments. and in preparing the vast mass of accu- 
rate information which was the basis of nearly 
ail the judicial proofs that have since been em- 
ployed successfully in bringing flic members of 
tiie “l ing” to justice or driving them into exile. 
He gave bis chief attention during the session 
of the Legislature to the reform of tiie judici- 
ary, and the impeachment of those who hud ac- 
quired the control of the city under tiie Tweed 
dynasty. Prominent friends of reform urged 
him to’ accept the nomination for Governor. 
They said lie could be nominated without diffi- 
culty and elected triumphantly, and in his tri- 
umph tiie great cause of administrative reform 
would receive an impulse which would propa- 
gate it not only over the whole State, but over 
the Union. As is well known, he ultimately 
consented, and was triumphantly elected over 
the most popular man the Republicans could 
oppose to him. llis lirst message foreshadowed 
with distinctness the controlling features of his 
Administration. First—Reform in the Admin- 
istration. Second—The restoration of the li- 
nanciul principles and policy which triumphed 
in the election of Jackson and Van Buren, and 
which left tiie country without a dollar of in- 
debtedness in the world, and a credit abroad 
with which no other nation could then com- 
pete. How thoroughly he lias carried out these 
pledges the enthusiasm of the people over his 
name at a time when reform is the primary 
eon (deration testifies. 
In appearance Mr. Tilden is scholarly and 
cultivated. He is live feet ten incites in height, 
and he lias what physiologists call the purely 
nervous temperament, with its usual accom- 
paniment of spare ligure, blue eyes and fair 
complexion. His hair, originally chestnut, is 
now partially silvered with age. 
Hon. Thomas A. Hendricks. 
Thomas Andrews Hendricks was born in 
Muskingum county, Ohio, September 7, 1S19. 
When lie was three years old his father moved 
to Indiana, and young Hendricks graduated at 
Hanover College in IS-ll. Two years later lie 
was admitted to the bar, where his success was 
rapid. In his profession he was distinguished 
for learning, subtlety and eloquence, ilis tem- 
perament is such that at times lie flings aside iiis habitual courtesy and caution, and gives 
free rein to hi., aggressive impulses. He was 
ever on such occasions a dangerous opponent. 
In comparing him as a lawyer with his rival, 
Morton, it is common to say that Hendricks 
was apt to be worsted before a jury and llis ri- 
val lias no chance before a judge. In ISIS, Mr. 
Hendricks was chosen a member of the State 
Legislature, and in 1S50 lie served in ttie State 
Constitutional Convention. During the next 
live years he represented the Indianapolis dis- 
trict in Congress, and for four years afterwards 
was Commissioner of tiie Geneiai Land Office, 
in the memorable campaign of 18150 lie ran for 
Governor against Henry s. Lane and was de- 
feated. Lane was chosen United States Senator 
immediately after bis inauguration, and Oliver 
L*. Morion succeeded to the Governorship. 
I in' cic: mu <ii mere was a pomical re- 
vulsion, and Iii'liana elected a democratic Leg- 
islature. Mr. Hendricks was then chosen Sen- 
ator lor the ti ni ending in March, 1*(3‘J. He 
served in the Committees on Claims, Public 
Puddings and Grounds, the Judieiury, Public 
Lands and Naval Affairs. This was a period 
during which the Democratic party in the Sen- 
ate was represented by a weak minority. Noth- 
ing was possible save an able protest against 
the various reconstruction measures adopted, 
and this was to lie made in the lace of strong 
popular prejudice throughout the country as 
weil as strong opposition in the Somite Cham- 
ber. Mr. Hendricks at once took the lead among 
the Democrats, and made lor himself a Nation- 
al reputation. It is a common criticism upon 
him that he is timid and caution-. Let those 
who think so read the debates during his term 
of otlice, and they will be astonished to lind tiie 
Indiana Senator ever active ami aggressive. 
'iMfT’nFj-'AVi'iTftff'SYi'fictf Mtfl'hfeM’ahiiiiessaiid 
boldness witli which In; maintained them. If 
left to himself he seems cold as llint, but tiie 
clash of a personal encounter kindles him into 
lire, lfe was active in opposition to the meas- 
ure overturning tiie old State Governments, 
tiie imposition of test oaths, the Civil Bights 
hill, the Freedman's Burtfau bill and kindred 
legislation. Kxaiting the freedmen into a gov- 
erning class and disfranchising their masters lie 
held io be as ev il a system as slavery. His ar- 
guments on tiie great question of Unit day have 
been adopted as tiie authoritative statement of 
Democratic opinion in tiie summaries of Con- 
gressional debates. 
In tiie memorable episode of the President’s 
impeachment lie played an important part, and 
added greatly to liis reputation as ail able law- 
yer. It is a sufficient proof of the ability and 
success of Mr. Hendricks in tiie Senate that to- 
wards the close of a single term lie had placed 
binisell among tiie foremost men of his party 
and become a prominent candidate for tiie 
Presidency. In the Convention of 13<JS he was 
brought forward, and at one time led all other 
candidates, receiving the solid vote of New 
York and the Northwest. Ohio, however 
which had been compelled to abandon its own 
candidate, was determined to defeat all other 
W estern men, and the delegates from that State 
threw their votes for Horatio Seymour persist- 
ently, and finally produced a stampede of the 
whole Convention to his support, liis nomina- 
nation at that time was unfortunate. Hendricks’ 
friends have always held that the nomination 
of their own favorite would have turned tiie 
political tide. This question was virtually de- 
rided in Indiana that year, where he rail for 
Governor a second lime'and was a second time 
defeated. His opponent was Gov. Conrad 
Baker, and so close was (lie contest that Mr. 
Hendricks only fell 9(11 votes behind. No one 
familiar with the polities of the State ever sup- 
posed, however, that Baker’s majority was an 
honest one. Alter liis retirement from the Sen- 
ate in lsb'.), Mr. Hendricks returned to the prac- 
tice of Ids profession ill Indianapolis. He en- 
lluisiastieally assisted tiie Greeley campaign in 
1372, and was elected Governor of Indiana the 
same year, and this was about Hie only office 
saved lo the Democrats in tiie Slate that year. 
I His honesty and ability arc qualities not to i 
lie doubted. His views upon finance are in fa- 
vor of an honest hard-money currency, though liis plan of bringing about a return to specie 
payments doubtless differs somewhat from that 
which is popular in tiie Fast. Last year he 
went to Ohio to support Gov. Allen, not be- 
cause he admired tiie financial views of the lat- 
ter, but because he deemed tiie triumph of tiie 
Democratic party in that State essential, and 
threw himself into Hie canvass heartily, hold- 
in" mat tne lmaneial issue was not the over-i 
shadowing one. On questions of State policy 
Mr. Hendricks hits shown masterly knowledge; lint there is one matter upon which lie has ever 
been especially solicitous, namely, the school 
system of Indiana. As a member or the Con- 
stitutional Convention, he was active in secur- 
ing ample provision for popular education and 
placing its support beyond ihe vicissitudes of 
politics. Impressed with the value of the work 
then accomplished, he has since repeatedly in- 
sisted upon the most anxious watchfulness over 
the growth and perfection of the system and 
relaxed in its favor his Democratic prejudices 
towards strict construction and economy. Gov. 
Hendricks is a man of medium height aiul sym- 
metrical form, lie is erect, active and vigor- 
ous. IIis face is manly and handsome. The 
features are large and expressive, and while 
there is a soft, good-humored expression in the 
large blue eye and in the mouth and dimpled 
chin, the brow, forehead and full heavy jaw show wisdom and resolution. His complexion is florid, and his hair and side whiskers are yet 
untouched with gray. He looks like one who 
has lived a happy iife, encountered no great 
sorrows and yielded to no great vices, llis 
disposition is as sunny as his complexion, and 
lie is highly esteemed in social life. One of the 
features in his career has been the long rivalry between himself and Mr. Morton, though tlie 
bitterness is all on the side of tlie latter. In 
religion Mr. Hendricks is an Episcopalian, and 
lie lias a worthy help-meet in his amiable and 
accomplished wife. 
The Philadelphia Times, a new and very 
smart independent paper, says of Tilden— 
For once the Democracy have given the. 
country a leader who is himself the embodi- 
ment of Hie issues of the contest. He is no ex- 
pedient—no inolfeusive nohodv to drivel thro’ 
a contest without offense. He is a courageous 
offender, inside and outside his party—a master 
general, who holds no council of war—an ag- 
gressive chieftain, who turned from the fester- 
ing Tammany citadel he had conquered by po- litical rebellion, and driven its supposed omni- 
potent magnates to flight or death, who con- 
quered the chivalrous Dix because he bore Ihe 
dishonored banner of Grant. And when crown- 
ed with the supreme authority of his Empire 
commonwealth, he has been file mailed knight 
who challenged to combat those who waved the 
plume of Democratic honors in official pecula- 
tions. He comes before the American people 
just when there is a famine of manly leadership 
and a universal feast of unsavory littleness. He 
will be opposed by some who believe more in 
tlie Democracy of the past than in the grandeur 
of a national regeneration, hut unless the audi- 
ble whispers of Republican discontent are ut- 
terly meaningless, each setting snn will rise 
again on Governor Tilden strengthened in the 
trust of the people. 
In tlie District Court, Bangor, tlie jury brought in 
a verdict of guilty in the case of Fred Itettlicrg alias 
John Wilson for assault on the stewardess of the 
bark Annie Towey with a dangerous weapon, lie 
was sentenced to six months In jnil nnd 85 line. 
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Tilden and Hendricks. 
The Democracy come before the coun- 
try with a ticket of which they may just- 
ly feel proud, made tip as it is of names 
conspicuous lor intellectual ability, pro- 
fessional eminence and honorable public 
service. The convention liar? been more 
than fortunate in the result of its delibera- 
tion. And the people of the country who 
have so long and so ardently prayed for a 
champion of their rights, for a leader who 
should be at once the friend and embodi- 
ment of the demand for honest govern- 
ment, are gratified beyond measure at the 
response to their wishes. They know that 
in Samuel ,1. Tilden they have a man 
who is a born leader, proven time and 
again in situations demanding ihe highest 
qualities ol leadership—one accustomed 
to win political and legal battles, and 
who never knew defeat. In the qualities 
that respond to the popular demand of the 
hour lor a reform of administration abuses, 
lie is known and acknowledged Lo be a 
man abounding in faith and works, it 
honesty that was never questioned, if 
steadfastness that never faltered in pursuit 
of an official plunderer, if courage that 
was never daunted by difficulties, can till 
the requirements of the time, Governor 
Tilden is the man. 
Tiie people understand that, whatever a 
party platform may set iorth, howc, er em- 
phatically it may declare for the reform of 
abuses—it is of far greater importance 
that the principle bo found ingrained in 
the character and history of the man to 
whom the work is to be conlidod. A Pres- 
ident lias to be to some extent taken on 
trust, and confidence is proverbially a 
plant of slow growth. But the character 
of a man who lias reached the age of sixty- 
three, witli the reputation of being an op- 
poser of those wiio betray official trusts, 
of standing always in the battle for the 
right on the side of the people—to such a 
man the shadow of turning is impossible 
when called to be ruler over many tilings, 
llis record is the best possible guarantee 
for the faithful discharge of the trust. 
Gov. Tilden lias given no tolerance to 
dishonesty because it was found in his own 
party, but has fought it if possible even 
more vigorously for that reason. The his- 
tory of the downfall of the Tweed King 
and the Canal King in Sew York city and 
state are proofs of this. And in this par- 
ticular the results of the Conventions of 
the two parties are in sharp and gratify- 
ing contrast. Gen. Bristow, who had 
earned something of a reputation, and no 
doubt justly, as a reformer of revenue 
frauds, had but a faint and feeble support 
at Cincinnati, and was set aside for Hayes, 
a man who obeys party behests, right or 
wrong. And Bristow is now practically 
shelved and out of politics. As a reformer 
he had no standing or occupation in the 
party. Gov. Tilden, on the other hand, is 
put in nomination bccaimc lie is a reformer, 
within as well as without iiis party. The 
country cannot fail to see this remarkable 
difference. 
II anything was needed to complete the 
force ami harmonious proportions of the 
Democratic ticket, it is supplied by the 
name of Governor Hendricks. It not only 
advances for the second place the name ot 
a man of eminence and ability as a lawyer 
and legislator, who has won laurels in the 
Senate of the United States, but it splen- 
didly balances the ticket between the east 
and west, and brings their great interests 
into its harmanious support. A man of 
splendid abilities and attainments, thor- 
oughly Democratic, accessible and popu- 
lar, without a stain on his personal or po- 
litical reputation, he rounds and completes 
the guaranties which the Democratic par- 
ty offers to the country of I lie reign of bet- 
ter principles, guided by better men. 
The Prog. Age has gone into business 
as a prophet, hike St. Paul, it professes 
to “have the gift id' prophesy, and to un- 
stand all mysteries and all knowledge.” 
Hut we are sorry to say that it often 
misses lire. Blaine’s nomination was pre- 
dicted, but somehow the Convention 
found another man. in regard to the 
Democratic National Convention the Age 
said— 
The expediency oi retaining the two-thirds 
rule will probably give rise to considerable dis- 
cussion in the St. Louis convention, it is be- 
lieved'that under it neither Tilden nor Hen- 
drieks cun lie nominated, and that their friends 
will attempt to repeal it. 
As a matter of fact the friends of all the 
candidates insisted that the two-thirds 
rule must not be repealed until tlie nomi- 
nations should have been made. And with 
the rule in force, both Tilden and Hen- 
dricks were nominated. It would lie hard 
to shoot wider of the mark. 
Grant and Zack Chandler are reported 
to have high words, and are now in tho 
sulks. Ulysses thought that Conkling 
didn’t have the support he was entitled to 
from the Michigan delegation, as admin- 
istration candidate. 
A writer in the Prog. Ago over the sig- 
nature of “M.,” presumably Milliken, 
arises to explain the refusal of the late 
Ellsworth Congressional Convention to 
pass a resolution according justice to 
Waldo. There is a better one than that, 
a great deal, it was because of the lack 
of pluck on the part of tlie Waldo dele- 
gates. llad they put forward a spokes- 
man to stand up boldly in the Convention 
and say—“This nomination in all fairness 
and justice belongs to Waldo. The mat- 
ter is too plain to need argument. You 
have the numbers here to outvote us. But 
the binding force of a vote of this Con- 
vention is no greater than the resolution 
of the Republican Motional Convention 
which declares for a fair distribution of 
political honors. If such a plain law is 
violated, you do it at your peril. The 
wrong hero done will be righted at the 
polls." Does any one believe they would 
have DAftF.u to proceed in the tace of such 
a protest? Instead ot that, Milliken en- 
dorsed the nomination, and pledged zeal- 
ous support to a nominee who. it his own 
account be correct, had controlled the ma- 
jority to the perpetration of wrong and 
injustice to Waldo. A show of pluck at 
the right time would have been worth 
whole pages of newspaper growling now. 
flu; coming Democratic Convention for 
the Fifth District should take care that 
there is no cause for complaint in the dis- 
tribution nl the honors among the four 
counties composing tire district. It. is 
easier to do the fair and right thing than 
not to do it Thus Washington has fur- 
nished the delegate at large to St Louis 
Convention, and Hancock and Waldo the 
district delegates. By the re-nomination 
of Mr. Spoll'ord for Congress, Hancock is 
likely to get the odd share that must go 
somewhere. In that event, surely the 
nomination for Presidential elector should 
go to Knox County, and her always relia 
bio Democracy will have reason ter dis- 
satisfaction if it does not. Some one of 
her true men—say, lbr instance, Hon. 
Edward Cushing, of Camden—should be 
placed </ii the ticket, as a matter of jus- 
tice. 
The platform of the Democratic .Nation- 
al Convention, expresses in vigorous lan- 
guage the leading idea that is to prevail 
m the campaign—the demand for reform 
in the administration. It must be recog- 
nized by the people, expressed at the 
polls, and enforced in the government, if 
this country is to have a future. 
The linancial plank is all that can be de- 
sired. Economy and retrenchment, with 
! a wise administration of the finances, are 
relied upon to inspire that confidence 
which will make the currency equal to 
gold. The whole platform is sound in 
theory, and most admirably expressed. 
Its adoption by the country, and the (dec- 
lion ofTilden will be certain to bring con- 
fidence, revival of business and general 
prosperity. 
flic editor of tiie Eastport Sentinel, 
who is Collector tit that port, and owes 
his appointment to Hale, is complimentary 
I to Millikeu. lie thinks the Waldo aspir- 
ant entitled to great credit for having 
j “held the Waldo delegates to a loyal ac- 
i quiescence in the will of the Convention.” 
Undoubtedly. The hoy who gets the 
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'head, always thinks well of his outside 
churn who refrains from upsetting the 
concern in the hope to get a share. The 
question is, how long shall Waldo circum- 
navigate the cask, peep through the bung- 
hole, and “loyally acquiesce” ? 
Wo cannot even make mention of the 
many places in which Fourth of July ob- 
servances have been had The whole 
country has been alive with crowds, thun- 
dering with artillery, buttering with Hags, 
hoarse with shouting, and ablaze with 
fireworks. The most persistent and ar- 
dent patriot must he satislied with the ob- 
servance of the hundredth anniversary of 
independence. And now let us step so- 
berly and sedately into the second century, 
and take care that the Republic receives 
no harm. 
War has begun in Europe, in the shape 
'of active hostilities in the province of 
Servia against the government of the 
l urk. It will probably also involve the 
other disall'ected province of Montenegro- 
Whether the great powers can keep out of 
it is the question that agitates Europe. 
Our venerable mother England is special- 
ly troubled about the matter. 
There is a very lively kind of a row 
among tbe Republicans of the First Dis- 
trict over the congressional matter. T. J>. 
Reed ot Portland, was last week nomi- 
nated ever Burleigh, after a lieree light in 
the convention, and the elements refuse 
to subside. There is trouble brewing, 
and as tiie district is usually a close one, 
a Democratic member may be looked for. 
Tim Republicans are very anxious about 
the forthcoming letter of acceptance from 
their Presidential candidate. If he talks 
about the need of reform he will offend 
the administration—if lie don't talk about 
it lie will drive off the Liberals and Inde- 
pendents. It is a case that calls lor some 
very particular navigation. 
1 he deadlock in Congress, which threat- 
ened to suspend the operations of the sev- 
eral departments of government, the mails 
included, has been avoided until the 10th 
by a resolve authorizing the use of unex- 
pended balances, lint Hie crisis will come 
around again in a few days, unless some 
new plan shall be adopted. 
M ijor-General Joe Hooker lias address- 
ed to Governor J ilden a letter congratu- 
lating him upon his nomination to the 
presidency, which concludes with the re- 
mark that “the whole government of the 
nation is corrupt, and the honor and glory 
of applying the antidote 1 am convinced 
will belong to you.” 
It is quite time tnat something was 
heard from the Committee of the Fifth 
District in regard to the tune and placo of 
holding the Congressional Convention. 
Every other district in the State lias made 
its call. Our district requires a longer 
notice than the others, owing to the ex- 
tent ot its territory, and the committee 
should lie stirring. 
The Lewiston Gazette says that the 
cartridges used in that town in saluting 
Tilden’s nomination were made by Re- 
publicans to pay a similar compliment to 
Blaine, and disposed of as not being need- 
ed. A like case came near happening in 
this city — only the Republicans finally 
concluded not to sell. 
As the Frog. Ago suggested would be 
the case, they were all whito men who 
got together at St. Louis and nominated 
the next President. 
“Whatever else may be said or thought 
of Mr. Tilden,” says the New York Her- 
ald, “it must bo conceded by friends and 
enemies alike, conceded by Democrats 
and Republicans alike, that he has proved 
himself one of the ablest and most astute 
managers that have ever appeared in the 
polities of this country.” 
Yaryan, Chief of Treasury detectives, 
at Washington, has been removed by the 
President’s special order. Ho said he had 
traced whiskey frauds to the White House, 
and official tongues are not allowed to 
wag in that way about Babcock or any 
one else who resides in the mansion. So 
his head went off i 1 a hurry. 
The Democrats of the Maine cities 
and towns had a general rejoicing last 
week. Portland, Biddeford, Bangor, Bel- 
fast, Bath. Rockland, Wiseasset and other 
places testified their joy at the nomina- 
tions by flag raisings, salutes, fire-works, 
bell ringings, &c. 
Mr. Blaine has arrived at his home in 
Augusta. Dr. Hill, the eminent physician 
who attends him, thinks there is nothing 
in his case more serious than nervous ex- 
haustion and malarial fever. But he says 
the patient must stop all work. 
The Rockland Gazette issues this week 
a centennial number, printed on tinted 
paper, devoted to historical sketches of 
the vicinity, and patriotic matters gener- 
ally. 
ft is reported from Washington that 
Senator Morrill will accept the Treasury 
appointment. 
Mr. Tilden is exhibiting a i-npucitv for politi- 
cal tour-making not inferior to Johnson and 
Greeley. We shall sec. him starting on his 
travels soon. [Portland Press. 
Vos, straight to the White House. 
The responses for Tilden from alt parts 
ot the country are hearty and full of en- 
thusiasm. Guess we've got ’em, boys. 
t here i- no “gray-eyed man of destiny” in the 
campaign this year. Both Hayes and Tilden 
are blue-eyed gentlemen. I Portland Press. 
The Ohio chap will get a black one this 
fill. 
Madigan m-es a prophet in his Bangor 
speech, “Umde Sam and Reform" are 
the watchwords. 
Now, boys, begin to stir up things for 
Tilden and Reform. You can’t start too 
early. 
The reporter of the Portland Argus is 
out too much at night. Just hear him— 
As you pass along the -treets these sultry 
liightsj how suggestive of tin* penance which 
extreme thermal conditions impose upon the 
ardent voting nature, to hear a soft voice pro- 
pelling through the half closed Venetian blinds 
such words as: “Oh! Charley, don’t; it‘> too 
awful hot.” 
M.wt. Uepbedvtions. Bast week, at 
the close ol' an account of the stealing of 
registered letters at the Freedom office, 
we made this remark — 
Mr. Bigelow, the special agent, has investi- 
gated the matter, blit we do not know with 
what result. Perhaps a ease of serious depre- 
dation upon the mails is heiug hushed up when 
the interests of the public and tlie mail service 
demand prompt punishment of the guilty. 
The llaugor Whig, (hiding this copied 
into the Commercial, remarks upon it a3 
follows— 
it is an unjust situ upon Messrs. Bigelow and 
Kent, who have very assiduously worked up 
tile ease, and who have extorted a full and com- 
plete confession from Mr. Vose, which will lie 
We know nothing ot Mr. Kent's connec- 
tion with this ease, and we have no slur 
to east upon his associate for anything 
done or failed to bo done in this or any 
other matter of the kind. Wo know, 
when we made complaints of the thefts ol 
Phelan, that Mr. Bigelow worked up the 
citso with an efficiency that landed the 
criminal in prison, lie was equally suc- 
cessful in detecting the clerk who robbed 
the mail at i’ittslield. But there is ti 
power greater than Bigelow’s that has al- 
lowed the latter criminal, in spite of the 
clearest evidence of his guilt, to escape 
punishment. When such an offender, 
through political or any other inlluence, 
is allowed to go at large, and demoralize 
the public service by immunity from the 
penalty of crime, it is not only the right 
but tiie duty of the press to talk about 
depredations upon the mail being hushed 
up. And until the Whig can offer an 
honest explanation of the ease alluded to. 
it will do well to hold its peace. 
Maine Medical Association. 
The Medical Association held its twenty 
fourth annual session in Portland on Tuesday. 
The day was devoted to routine business, and 
the reading of some interesting papers by mem- 
bers. On Wednesday the session was wrv in- 
teresting. deports of various committees were 
made and acted upon. In the evening, Dr. 
Pendleton of Belfast, was introduced as the 
orator of the occasion. The Argils says: 
The Doctor announced his subject as -‘In- 
voluntary Action.” The oration was a finish- 
ed and thoughtful production, expressed in 
scholarly language, engaging the closest atten- 
tion of every one present. 
the subject of his address was involuntary action, 
First alluding to obvious examples of this in the 
physical system, then describing how these acts 
which we call voluntary e\ ade the consciousness, he 
Hissed to the consideration id a two-fold form ot 
mental activity. Excellent autliontn s and abund- 
ant facts were given in support of the belief that the 
mind acts unconsciously as well as involuntarih ; 
that the consciousness does not hold at once within 
its grasp all the activities «>t the mind, though it 
may reach them all singly. Instances were given 
of the mind undergoing important modifications 
without being itself conscious of the process. The 
pranks which our wits play with us when the 
memory dresses up in tin* guise of the imagination 
to deceive the consciousness, were spoken of as a 
real annoyance to authors, giving rise to serious 
charges of plagiarism. The phenomena of dreams 
was then introduced, many ol their causes and bene- 
tits; their prophetic nature*, their habitually appar- 
ent reality, their hearings upon the argument of a 
spiritual communication being possible,etc., were ex- 
plained. Somnambulism, mes inert sin,ecstacy.stigina- 
tism, planchette, diving, were attributed to'i In* com 
plete submission of the will, and the absolute sway of 
a dominant idea .The history of witchcraft, epidemic 
elusion, religious ecstacy, etc .were accounted for by 
the will losing control through passion or emotion. 
Another field of involuntary action was then taken 
up, in which we are more instructed as we are more 
responsible, namely, those acts which are at lirst 
conscious and intentionally performed, but which 
by habit become unconscious. 
The speaker claimed that the body might be train- 
ed under the will to so high a degree of automatic 
skill, that it may be safely left to its own action, 
while the mind is free to employ itself in independ- 
ent activities. The lower faculties of the mind, too, 
are capable of such a degree of education that they 
may go of themselves, while the will force, the most 
expensive of all force, is saved for or spent in 
mastering new dilliculties. This was abundantly 
illustrated. The influence of lmbit on self posses- 
sion, promptness of thought and decision of charac- 
ter was then shown. The undue development of 
habit in absent-minded persons—its mistakes and 
inconvenience—was thought to occur in some de- 
gree in us all—“our tricks and our manners,” though 
now involuntary, record the character of our past 
volitions ; habit as affecting our daily lives, our suc- 
cess in daily labor, was illustrated. The necessity 
of keeping all the actions under immediate control 
of the will, as urged by some authors, was not favor- 
ed or thought possible. If it were possible the ef- 
fect would be to keep one in a state of perpetual babyhood. We should rather try to make each voli- 
tion such that we would not be unwilling to have 
its act repeat itself. The duty of educators in 
placing children under favorable circumstances for 
forming habits was urged, and the practice con- 
demned of training the reason and judgment before 
they are fairly developed, and in the case of those 
who aie to gain their future livelihood by mutual 
labor, leaving the eye and hand unskilled until the 
bodily habits are iixed. The subject of heredity was 
then brought forward to show that spontaneous 
action may be traced back to conscious efforts. 
Habit and heredity were shown, in nuguinenting the 
sphere of involuntary action, not to be limiting and 
restrictive in their tendency, but to furnish a con- 
dition of the highest development. 
The eight-oared four-mile race, between Vale and 
Harvard crews on the Connecticut, Friday after- 
noon, resulted in an easy v ictory for the Yale men 
who took the lead at the start and kept it to the 
close, corning in about eight lengths ahead in ”2 
minutes and seconds, Harvard’s time being a half 
a minute longer. 
T. W. Iligginson has found out why Ann Dickin- 
son failed, ami has imparted his discovery to the 
Woman’s Journal. The trouble was, she lacked the 
“lower qualities.” [Exchange. Rise up, Miss Lydia 
Thompson, and seek Miss Anna D. Give her some 
lower qualities”—’twill leave enough for thee. 
[Baltimore Gazette. 
Letter from Philadelphia. 
[Correspondent of the Journal.] 
Philadelphia, July bd, 1870. 
That the Fall River Line is the most comfort- 
able and elegant route by which to reach New 
York and the Centennial from the East, is a 
well-proven fact, and needs not the commenda- 
tion of your correspondent. Persons wishing 
to travel luxuriously and at a reasonable rate 
will not he disappointed by giving Ibis line a 
trial, though they can hardly expect the enter- 
tainment which was cujoyed by the passengers 
of the Providence ot) the gnth tilt. 
This was no less an event than the hurtling 
of one of the mammoth linen mills at Fall 
River, which, taking place just at dusk and as 
the steamer was about getting under way. made 
a sight very grand and magnificent. The insur- 
ance companies may perhaps enjoy gazing at 
the ruins and thinking of the trille over if 100.- 
000, which is their share toward comforting the 
mourners. An old gentleman near me asked 
“if that was a bonfire to celebrate the nomina- 
tion of Tilden and Reform. And furthermore, 
young man," said he, “perhaps you call tell me 
who tins Reform is, and where he liaiis from. 
I never heard of him till the Pcmocrats stuck 
him in on their ticket.'’ 1 pretended to know 
all about Reform and his antecedents, though 
his appearance on the stage of action lias hen 
postponed three or four months,; and told him 
that a man had to read Peterson's Magazine 
regularly to keep up with the times. 
About lit o’clock on the morning of the :10th, 
the train ushered us into the Centennial depot, 
at the great exposition. Centennial boot-blacks 
were running in all directions, and Centennial 
cakes stood temptingly on the counters; Cen- 
tennial handkerchiefs were thrust into one's 
face at every few steps, and Centennial guide- 
book sellers were as thick as Hies in a gin-shop, 
and lastly hut no: bv any means moderately, a 
Centennial sun blazed down on minister and 
pickpocket alike—rays that were not tempered 
with the coolness of Maine's lee-houses. Hotels 
are plenty and of every grade to suit all consti- 
tutions and purses. The Globe i» nearest the 
depot, and is the largest house near the grounds. 
It is hut moderately patronized, not one-half 
the rooms being occupied at the present time, 
as is the ease with a majority of the hotels. To 
show what a falling oil'there lias been between 
expectation and realization, it is only necessary 
to state that the sum of $1."),000 was paid for the 
exclusive right to sell cigars in the Globe, and 
recently the right was sold at auction fi.r less 
than one-third that stun. This falling oil' ex- 
tends further than the hotels. I have noticed 
as many as fifty liquor shops advertised to lie 
let or sold, and many are running at a lo-s. As 
near as I ran learn, hoard varies from to g.'> 
per day at the hotels, and good board can be 
obtained at private bouses for from *7 to >n per 
week. A cheaper way is to get a room at a 
fixed rate per week, and obtain meal- at pleas- 
ure. Tile Elm Avenue and Atlas hotels arc 
very fair houses for those wh" prefer their u ay 
of living. 
TJic attendance at. the grounds the past three 
or four days has been unite large, the weather 
being much cooler than that of last week. The 
buildings always seem to be comfortably filled, 
and every one appears astonished and amazed 
at the extent of the display. 11 is almost be- 
wildering. One hardly knows w hich direction 
to take on entering any of the principal build- 
ings, so attractive are the outlooks mi all sides. 
.Machinery Hall bears oil' the palm fur being 
the most interesting building with ninny, lull 
this is merely a mutter of taste; probably the 
vast amount of motion here lias much to do 
with this prelerenee. When the heat becomes 
too excessive, one has only to approach the 
Corliss engine, when in motion, to receive a 
cool, refreshing breeze, forming an immense 
fan as it were, for the general benelit. Here 
one linds all the machines ever invented, ot 
any worth, and what is better, ail in motion 
and giving positive proof of their utility, by 
doing their work directly under the gaze »•!' the 
visitor. I was especially interested in the mak- 
ing of room paper, every detail of which i- 
plainly shown. Type is mad in the building, 
then tno compositors take it, and lastly The 
Times is minted and gratuitous!v distributed: 
to all these maneuvors the inspection of every 
person is invited. The di>plu\ of printing ma- 
chines is very large, 11m* taking the mad. Tim 
number of winding, knitting, darning. and Midi 
like machinery is almost without end, and the 
prettiest of young ladies are employed to an- 
swer questions or make explanations concern- 
ing them. These young ladies are obliged to 
endure a great deal of hard staring, but they 
make themselves up with this expectation in 
view, and seem not to mind it. All the sew- 
ing-machines with the exception of the Singer, 
have departments in this building, and if tln-ir 
work is not well inspected, It certainly is u »t 
the fault of the companies in not placing tempt- 
ing looking damsels in attendant e. 
I made a thorough examination of the Cov- 
ennnent Huilding on Saturday. The products 
of the United States in minerals, animals and 
vegetables are exhibited, and the manufacture 
of a'l matter used by Covernnmnt takes up a 
large portion of the space. Tim making of 
Centennial envelopes interested me most. 
In regard to tin* exhibition as a whole, Mr. 
Thomas Cook, the great London tourist agent 
stated to me yesterday that it totally eclipsed 
that at Vienna, and was not likely in his opin- 
ion to be outdone till the enterprising Ameri- 
cans should reach their thousandth birthday. 
This remark of Mr. Cook’s is only whatevi ry 
candid foreigner will admit. Messrs. < ook A 
Son, are to have a re-union of their F.uropean 
tourists on the Oth inst. at Wissahiekon on the 
Schuylkill, where a picnic dinner will be pro- 
vided at the Maple Spring Hotel. They expect 
at least lifty of their tourists of the past three 
or four years; your correspondent will take 
part iu the festivities. 
everything now centres on tie- approaching 
Fourth, which is to be inaugurated this eve- 
ning by a grand procession. For tin* pa*! few 
days the military has been constantly arriving. 
The number of bands of music in the city at 
present is almost equal i<» the number of hand- 
organs in \<*vv Lngland during the month ol 
May and dune, astonishing as the statement 
may seem. Probably no such celebration of 
tlif fourth as this wiil be, lias oyer been or 
will be, till the advancement for which Ameri- 
cans are noted, shall have given added wisdom 
and patriotism to the coming generations. 
As for giving descriptions ot any of tin* large 
exhibition buildings by letter, it is too much of 
an impossibility to be attempted. They are 
there, and will remain until the 10th of next 
November, in the meanwhile it is to he hoped 
that many of the citizens of Heifast. and vicini- 
ty will wander hither, and make their ac- 
quaintance in person. 
There is considerable sickness here, caused 
by heat, overeating, etc. Dr. Flanders inform- 
ed me that Col. Ilersev was taken suddenly ill 
at tin* theatre Friday evening and was led out; 
another of the Governor’s staff was taken 
quite suddenly about the same time. H> exer- 
cising care and discretion, however, anything 
of tlu kind can be avoided. f. 
(xonornlitioa. 
Tin .Maine Central t icket office at Augusta, wa- 
re bbed of a hundred dollars, Wednesday afternoon 
Auriol, the celebrated French elown, performing 
ill the ling at a circus at Lyons, lie is ;»'* year* old. 
They persist in calling Mr. Blaine a lion probably 
on account ot his Maine. I Louisville Courier .lour 
nal. 
A Nevada man kicked a keg ot powder out of bis 
wa^ last week. He hasn't bad any way since he 
Brigham Young is trying to win Ann 1.1 i/a back 
to his fold. She lias cleared by her lectures $ >o,ooo 
in gold. 
The Fnglish war office reports;v..’officers still living 
who took part in tile battle of Waterloo. Yet this 
battle was fought 61 years ago. 
The new Sultan of Turkey is overwhelmed with 
the difficulties of his position, and it is reported that 
he contemplates abdicating in favor of his younger 
brother. 
in the New Hampshire House a bill providing that 
women be allowed to vote at Presidential elections 
was referred to the committee on national a Hairs, 
with a recommendation that it pass. 
A young Polish Countess, Josephine Zelenoka, 
shot herself the other day at Wilnain her husband's 
presence, because lie had refused to let her go and 
pass several months in Paris. 
Cherries are green enough to pick, and the small 
boy will soon be going around with his hands clasped 
across his equator, looking as if he don’t care bow 
soon the Kepublic went to pieces. 
We’ll tell you a story of Bill Johnson’s dory which 
tried to go ’cross the Atlantic; if the dorv’d been 
stronger this story’d been longer, but ’twouldn’t 
have been half so romantic. [N. Y. Graphic. 
As some men were at work on the street in Cherry- 
field last week, one of them dug up an old Knglish 
?iece of money, probably a sixpeuce, dated 17t6— 30 years old and In a good state of preservation. 
Serenade to Tilden. 
RESPONSE BY THE GOV EKNOIE. 
On Thursday night a magnificent sere- 
nade was given Governor Tilden, at Al- 
bany, by the Jackson Corps. They were 
out in lull ranks. 5,000 people accompa- 
nied them to the Kxecutive Mansion, and 
the wildest enthusiasm prevailed. When 
the vast procession reached the grounds 
a great multitude already thronged them. 
Private buildings were decorated with 
flags and < 'hincso lanterns, and the city 
was alive with joy. In response to thun- 
dering calls the Governor stepped out on 
the porch and spoke as follows: 
Genii.Emin nr mi. Jackson Coups: 
1 cordially thank you for this manifesta- 
tion of your kindness. I do not forget that 
last voar you enrolled me among you as 
an honorary member. 1 regard with sat- 
isfaction and pride your excellent disci- 
pline and training as a military body. 1 
recognize in you many representatives of 
the workingmen of Albany, and when 1 
snv workingmen l do not forgot that in 
our country the number who live upon the 
income ot what they have accumulated or 
inherited is extremely small, and that 
nearly every citizen of our vast Republic 
lives on the, produce ot his daily toil. In 
America we are nearly all working men 
Therefore the interest and prosperity ot 
that class may almost be said to be in the 
interest and prosperity of the country l Ap 
plausc. 
Xo country on which the sun has ever 
shone has had no many blessings as our 
own, stretching from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific and from the great lakes of the 
North to I he Gulf of Mexico. With a gen 
ial climate, with tortile -oils, with every 
natural and artificial facility tor travel and 
transportation, with all the arts and indus- 
tries of old civilization planted and flour- 
ishing amid the boundless wealth of a vir- 
gin continent, we ought to be to-day the 
most prosperous, the lic'-t happy and con- 
tented people, in the world. 
Rut what is our actual condition Ail 
business depressed, every industry lan- 
guishing, labor without employment, and 
the well at the door of nearly every home 
jin the land, gaunt and hungry. What is 
the matter i We know that for tne past 
elev en years since the peace, the earnings 
of labor and th income of capita! have 
been consumed or wasted in Government 
al expenditure-, t he taxes drawn from 
the people of the 1 oiled Slates have been 
larger than the entire net earnings ot the 
whole 11,ooo,O' t hese taxes have in 
creased within a short period I'ourfola, 
and the influence is felt upon every bus 
iness and every industry, and in every 
homo throughout our broad land 
What next do we lind ■ In the public 
administration everywhere, abuses, pecu- 
lations. frauds and corruptions, until we 
are almost ashamed of tile institutions ol 
>ur com try : .and, instead of holding them 
up as an example for the imitation of the 
oppressed peoph of other countries, vv ,- 
are confessing them as a scandal in the 
eyes of mankind. Wnat e:do we lind-' 
We find the ofliee-holding class h ive b ■ 
come so numerous, powerful and unseru 
pul us, that they assume to control the 
elections, and, if the people are indiffer- 
ent or at all equally div hied, they are able 
to exert a corrupt influence suflieient to 
perpetuate their own power At last wi 
an reaching the worst condition of the 
countries t the Old World 1 he Gov 
eminent ti“ longer exists cm Uie people 
The. people exist for the Government. 
<>ur Centennial product is the evils, 
license and wrongs, to escape whieh our 
ancestors abandoned their homes in the 
<>ld World and planted themselves in a 
wilderness. Now 1 a*k what is the remeby 
for these public evils, lor this private dis- 
tress, for thidi-irder in business, whieh 
carries suffering into every household. 
[A voice in the crowd, “'1 he election of 
fiklen.”] [" Applause] 
It. is comprised in one, word. 'Reform, 
reform ot tile public Administration. 
1<‘liners 1'j'ou tlii- -ulet there is 
difference of opinion. One class say elect 
the nominees "f the party under whieh 
those evils have grown up, by means of 
the office-holding class, which is interest- 
ed in perpetuating these abuses and 
wrongs; adopt nominees on whom all 
the contending tactions could agree with- 
out danger of harm to any or to the sys- 
tem by which they fatten on the .suffer- 
ing- ot the people That is one opinion 
There is another opinion, and that opinion 
demands a change, a change of men for 
the sake of reform in administration, fel- 
low citizens, I do not propose to argue 
the iptestiou, but intend to simply to statu 
it and leave it to your judgment and the 
judgment of the people 1 tin heartily 
with you in sympathy and action. I am 
happy to meet you tonight. 1 trust 1 
shall have an opportunity of seeing you 
hercuftev \ w ice—Next November] 
[Cheer* | Again thanking you for your 
kind attention, I bid you a good evening 
I’he baud then played several air- mil 
the Jack sou <.'orp-. afte. tiling past the 
Governor and shaking hands with him 
left the grounds, but the crowd remained 
and a constant stream of citizens passed 
the Governor, paying their respects to 
him fids consumed an hour or more 
flic ('hieago paper* bring Lit det tils of 
the shocking accident in that city on W’eil 
nesday, which resulted in the instant death 
of Miss I onise Hawthorne, the actress. 
She had lately rcturui I from a proles- on 
al sea m in Son r ran is. and had play- 
ed at MeYicker’s theatre for a week, 
where she was nightly received with 
marks of warmest regard She occupied 
an apartment at the Tremont House, and 
shortly after midnight the bell of Miss 
Hawthorne's room was rung in the office 
The hoy knocked, and knocked again, but 
there was no answer lie waited, repeat 
ingthe raps, and getting no answer, went 
down to the office and reported. Theelerk 
immediately went up stairs, and after re- 
ceiving no answer, entered the room. 
Miss Hawthorne was not to lie touud 
•''UspoCtlllg SnlllOtllilig Wl'nOg. llH' clerk 
roust'll the holy’s Iriomls in mi adjoining 
room, iui11 they quickly rushed into the 
deserted ti'Uiii, Finding nothing but her 
clothing tin \ lookeil out ol' the window 
it was hark amt there was no sound. Di- 
rectly below the window there is a clear 
tail of seven stories to a paved opening 
between the walls of the building. She 
has fallen out of the window, perhaps,” 
said one, and they quickly rushed down 
stairs, procured a lantern, and ran out to 
the paved opening. Here the tears of the 
actress’ friends were found to be a horri- 
ble reality. The body of the woman in a 
white wrapper lay motionless upon the 
pavement. For a moment the seekers 
were horror-stricken. Miss Hawthorne 
was a lady of marked beauty an oval face, 
handsome features and line eyes. there 
was nothing of these recognizable. M a- 
ter was brought and applied, when it was 
shown that the right side ol the skull was 
completely smashed in Halt the fore- 
head. the entire right eye, and, indeed, a 
whole fourth section of the skull was 
gone. The opening was so large that the 
brain had slipped away. A gaping empti- 
ness was all that was left of what a short 
time Indore had been so beautiful. 1 lie 
onlv theory advanced to explain the shock- 
ing tragedy was that she had lost her bal- 
ance while sitting on the window sill, but 
as no one was in the tv m when she fell, 
the actual tacts in the ease cannot ho ex 
plained. Miss Hawthorne was only TJ 
years of age. in the lull strength of her 
powers, and winning reputation and 
friends at every turn. She was best 
known in the Most and South, and is said 
to have been en actress of excellent prom- 
ise. 
Win- fierce o' Providence died of heat Wednes- 
day niglit. 
fhe Woman's Journal asks. "Ilow shall we 
utilize the superfluous woman?' It seems as if 
she might lie ('(utilized by forwarding her to 
Salt Lake City. 
Woman lias many advantages over man; one 
of them is that liis will has no operation till lie 
is dead, whereas hers generally takes effect in 
her life-time. 
The Eaton Free Press says that Joshua 
was the first man who ever stopped a 
newspaper. He stopped tho daily sun. 
Wo suppose he did so because the war 
news did not suit him. 
News of the City and County. 
Ash has found that crow. 
Now is the hey-day of all the year with farmers, 
saiui* pretty warm days clustered about the Fourth. 
Cure ■ talk about forming a Tilden club in this 
*i<i you hear Gideon's Hand oil tin* night before 
fmirth'/ 
muled well, didn’t tliev, thus, lilden guns on 
nursduv night 
i he steamer ( itv of Richmond now makes lami- 
ng* at the Camp Ground. 
1! •• boy- at the shoe factory will shortly throw to 
l r(a l ildeii and Hendrick’s liag. 
Linen pant' that button around the neck, and 
.v. ana hole-, are suggested for coolness, 
j. \\ tv ilk iii' u ns last week elected President of 
Iw ltii't i; form Club. The Club now numbers 
■ members. 
> if, reader, if you didn’t celebrate on Tuesday, 
.vi.: nave to wait a hundred years lor another 
nuial Fourth. 
-til: th- m ilieu tor tin ladies to let the hair 
i: a cobwebby ina-s over the left eye. li looks 
jdettishly careless. 
thousand dollar.-, all in two dollar bills, were 
-1 to the workmen at the Belfast shoe factory on 
rday of last Week. 
Murray’-circus gave as good performance as any 
ahitimi of the kind that ever visited our city. 
hi will come again. 
\ ate*, of l nity, the most successful cultiva 
:r twheiries m the county, send* to us a box 
t aut that are truly gigantic. 
> now and then a gardener who can, on the 
■ K>wn to “green peas from my own garden” 
1 tin y are few, and so are the peas. 
the afternoon of tin Fourth there occurred 
uddon and tremendously heavy showers, to the 
of j.ionic dinners in this ieinity. 
'1 W. l rost has opened a provision store for the 
Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert. The building 
t mini d here and put up by Belfast workmen. 
■use, ell and barn owned by Harrisor. Steele 
voukton, was destroyed by lire on Thursday 
;i.!i of la*: we* k. l„rt*s about $1,0'»0: insured 
emneCity uf Richmond came in on satur- 
vv ■ 1 > wit it I-legal -t two religious com eti 
a* P'-nlam!. lint j-.amlar beat i. doing a 
>d bus nes*. 
.' ■' -lie -n. .nt on tin .-trawben ques- 
M i» i;eliett sends u.- a box of the 
iii I,: non Ilign street, that are 
ini (.F'i i.. <>I ihose from 1 nity. 
■ d l.ar abee, m Stockton, was before .Judge 
-m .Monday, charged with assaulting and 
th* arm of Merrit .M. Dickey. Case con 
t*< enable Dickey to appear. 
:u Hast military company have purchased a 
i»i J b« autiful Hag and staff, to be used on stat* 
i-;oii- It was bought by a subscription from 
n-, and the boy* are feeling proud. 
fast ha- an organization called the Honest 
< luj Portland Press. 
an old and highly honored institution flic 
's aii »ak■ the Jourual, and pay for it in ad- 
::!• ..,;tge l ].'» months, ol Fred g. Crosby, 
<•!■ Primrose Hill, whs drowned on the 
1 l’he child was playing about the yard, and 
a tub of rain water at tin* corner of the 
When found lie was dead. 
a the members of tin Ladies Temperance asso 
an- requested to meet at the Vestry of the 
ii-t Church next Saturday afternoon at :i 
■k t ■ choose officer- and transact important 
.-.ness that will conn before them. 
.1 rascals who go about the country cajoling 
a into buying goods and paying cash or notes in 
», are again at work. They are invariably 
n ii'-rs. One of them was recently arrested in 
mit> and made to disgorge his plunder. 
!; steamer ambridge has met with another mis- 
\n examination of her shaft after her arrival 
Ihmgor r* ve.,led a crack in the iron, rendering it 
: sin- left for Boston on Wednesday, where a 
-vut; will be put in, consuming six week's time. 
Mr. Bixby, Unitarian, preached last Sabbath 
mr.se of great interest, appropriate to the Cen- 
Fourth ol duly. The church was beautifully 
iMted with flags, flowers, streamers, fccc. In tie 
v moon a concert by tin* Sabbath School took 
iaCt 
ii tin.- seno annual election of officers in Belfast 
i.n .] odd Fellows, Friday evening, the follow- 
-re elected -1 A. Staples, N. U ; A. It. Car- 
(i ,1. V. WiNon, Treas. W. W. Castle, 
■ •«.». L. A public installation will soon take 
1 •«*-• 
"- mgtl'.e 1'ireu- performance ia-t Saturday eve 
-ouie young men, braced up by lighting fluid, 
nook t- capture the tent, ( if course the can 
a objected, and in a l’ew minutes such ol the 
k.ng party a could at all, saw it in a difier 
i- light. 
I> \ ose, a.-sUtant postmaster at Freedom, 
.i-< w* noticed Ja-r week, was on Thursday 
bciure Commissioner ilamlin, at Bangor, 
g- .itli robbing the mail. The case was con- 
<1 to to-day, .July "th We hear that the elder 
:us resigned as Postmaster. 
Ii J. I'. Tucker of tin American House, and Mr. 
liuri:i ii guest, recently rode into the country} 
they drank some milk. 1 hev were taken vio 
•k in consequence, and suffered greatly. Mr. 
w.- eoiilined to his bed for two days. Some 
vc 'vus the matter with the cow. 
alary of the Belfast postofiice lias been re- 
>-ion per annum, and classed from a second to 
rate office. Tie- matter ol salary is regulat- 
ive wale ot stamps, and there has been a lull 
ili' sale of these. The Postmaster don’t cure 
uon the Democrats take charge of the office, 
Meerut- ot Belfast lin e a salute of thirty 
gun -, in honor of Tilden and Hendricks, on 
-.lay—l ells were rung, and tlie band played 
.or- in the square. I he Democrats all wore 
g luce;-. J. V. McClintock, Esq., got up a 
■ illumination of his house. It blazed witn 
gut lrotn foundation to cupola 
the night preceding the Fourth tin- streets 
P evaded and the midnight made hideous by a 
■ i- horribles intent on aiding to usher in the 
fat principal instrument was a fire engine bell 
iig under the detached forward wheels of a wagon, 
ed every imaginable means of discordance 
<1 Fy men in -li-gui-e Many citizens received 
>mplir:ieii! f prolonged sen-nudes. It was a 
unfavorable season for sic e] 
ii. < * Aldeii, J. j. of this city, lor gs years 
ant of the Maim Telegraph Co. felt compelled 
•..i.jing .health to decline another election. The 
.ei tors at the recent meeting passed a resolution 
u- CMiiiplimentary t <» Mr. A. for his long, faith- 
i valuable services. The letter of declination 
interfiling history ot tin* early struggles ol 
uipaiiv, in which Mr. Alden lent it very valua- 
1 At a time* when our columns are not ho 
crowded, we hope to allude to this matter 
1 at length. 
city was exceedingly quiet on the Fourth, 
military, firemen, and people generally who like 
a;icipate in noisy demonstrations, departed a1 
morning. Those left at home were generally 
worthy class of citizens, whose quiet patriot- 
-:n was satisfied with reflecting upon the glory and 
utness of our common country. They were 
.-My to be seen sitting in the shade during the fer- 
afternoon, tinkling hits of ice in tumblers, and 
ng with gratitude the sacrifices and sufferings 
trn- patriot fathers. 
N. C. Fletcher, of Camden, recently visited 
-I, and pleasantly writes in the Rockland 
■!.: .n, concerning his trip and his old friends of 
Uiculity. He says in conclusion— 
with many old friends, whose heads are 
1 with the frost of many Winters and 
effacing fingers” had nearly erased the Ja- 
features which were once so well known. Hel- 
a beautiful littW. city ami the seven years 1 re- 
•1 there are numbered among the happiest of my 
Many changes have taken place within a few 
■ there, and 1 gazed upon new faces at every 
and a sadne-s would steal over men when I 
'light of those, who are quietly resting in the city 
’a- dead on Wilson’s Hill. 
planking that i~ being removed from the bark 
ri \. Staples, in Carter’s dock, shows the fearful 
«g< s of the sea worm. The streaks immediately 
jv the copper sheathing are completely honey- 
tnia-d, and the wonder is how slie could be kept 
■-'at when loaded. It will be remembered that on 
" c«ut voyage, when under command of Capt. 
oe, the sailors deeming the vessel unseaworthy, 
i 
*<‘ d to go to sea in her, and against the wishes 
Hu captain called a survey of the vessel at Kan 
I' m,, .she was pronounced all right. She leaked 
*'• u.itly on the voyage, and brought her cargo in 
1-oiuion in a damaged condition. Her present ap- 
arance proves that the sailors were fully justified 
their fears of her unsound condition. 
'Vixtekpokt. Frauky Folsom “shinned” a tree 
-■arch of bird’s eggs; two boys carried him home; 
F better now.Mr. Spencer went, to E. A. 
^Hiistield’s to repair his pump. Handsome coach 
J 'S near the door. Mr. Folsom carries his hand in a 
•- Foggy has gone to “the happy hunting 
bounds,” and Mansfield has no dorg now.Farm* 
’r* ar<- ready to commence haying. Wages $1.75 to 
Per day. Crop very good. 
hf k.NHam. The Democrats, on the morning of 
}llfc*th, honored the St. Louis nominations with a sa- 
ute—-A parade of 100 antiquarians took place at half 
jJUsl .Four persons were baptised by Rev. John 
on Sunday.N. E. Murray has bought the 
^‘hilcen farm for $0,500, and intends to keep twenty 
for the cheese factory.The cheese factory is 
receiving about 2000 pounds of milk daily, ex- 
-Pt Sundays, when Rev. John Cook withholds 250 
founds. 
Evening services at the Unitarian Church are dis- 
continued until September. 
A large number of the Carver’s Harbor excursion- 
ists gi»t left at that place on the Fourth. 
At the meeting of the Hood Templars to-night, 
(Thursday,; the subject of the annual excursion will 
come up for action. 
At the annual meeting of the Belfast and Moose- 
head Lake Bail roail, on Wednesday, the following 
board of directors for the ensuing year were chosen 
C. B. llazeltine, Daniel Faunce, Wm. M. Woods, 
Thilo Ilersoy, John W. White, Josiah Mitchell, Ed- 
ward Johnson, Jona G. Dickerson, John G. Brooks. 
C. B Hazeltine was chosen President and A. Faunce 
Treasurer. Tin: all airs of the company are in excel- 
lent. condition. 
Tin* attention of farmers are called to the adver- 
tisement of the Meadow King Mower by Fred At- 
wood, of Winterport. This mower has a world wide 
reputation, and Atwood is an agreeable gentleman 
to deal with.—Geo. G. Wells makes an excellent dis- 
play of fruit and confectionary, pickles, buns &c. 
It is an excellent place to stock up for picnic excur- 
sions.—A reward of $25,00 is offered.—Bead card of 
James W. Clark, boot and shoe- dealer.—Card for 
Washington Engine Company.—A testimonial to 
Dr. Knight. 
For the past few months «piitc a revival in relig- 
ious matters, has been going on at Jackson, especial 
ly at tlu village. Last Sabbath a large out-door 
meeting was held near the village, in a grove which 
had been very tastefully arranged for the occasion. 
After lir- tening to an interesting discourse by Elder 
Small of Brooks, the congregation repaired to the 
bank of the stream near by, where eight persons 
were baptized. At the afternoon meeting a church 
was organized consisting of those newly baptized, 
and number cl older professors, to be known as 
the Jackson Free Will Baptist Church, 
Tlio Nominations in Washington. 
The World’s Washington special says: 
The client upon Democrats here of the 
nomination of Tilden and Hendricks, and 
I of the platform adopted at St. Louis, is 
wonderful. Outside ol a few members 
from Ohio who feel discouraged at the 
nut-look in their State, there has been to- 
day one universal expression of satisfac- 
tion, both with the ticket and the platform. 
Of the latter, Senator Gordon of Georgia, 
remarked, “it unrolls like a decalogue; 
it ha< not a vulnerable point.” 
Tilden’s splendid campaign lor the 110m- 
■ ination at St. Louis, so far from arousing 
the bitterness predicted, has, on the con- 
; trarv, excited almost universal admiration 
lor its display of organizing power, tact 
and ability. “Mr. Tilden is undoubtedly 
the best organizer in this country,” said 
1'ayne. of < Uiio, to-day, and that is the 
common verdict, to which many add sig- 
nificantly that this very ability to organ- 
ize and to avoid mistakes will be a great 
| power m the campaign. Conversation with 
I Democratic members from all over the 
; country discloses everywhere confidence 
I of victory in November. 
is the ticket acceptable to the South ?” 
was asked of prominent Southern Demo- 
crats from every State, and the answer in- 
variably came back “Why of course it is; 
just wlmt wc wanted, and the very best 
tlvit i-milil Lr» tvnnoil 
Randolph Tucker declared that the Dem- 
ocrats would carry every Southern State, 
except, possibly, South Carolina and Lou- 
isiana, it Congress adjourns and Grant fur- 
nishes Kellogg and Packard with all the 
troops they want. 
The Texas delegation an3iver for 100,- 
000 majority for Tilden from the Lone 
Star State. 
Singleton is exceedingly pleased with 
the nomination and says there is not the 
slightest doubt of the Democrats carrying 
Mississippi. 
In Alabama it is the same. Senator 
Gordon and Representative Blount laugh 
at the idea of the Republicans carrying 
that State. 
'The Republicans have intimated that 
they would carry Florida, and for their 
comfort Senator Jones remarks that lie 
wishes he was as certain of some other de- 
sirable things in the future as he is that 
Florida will go Democratic in November. 
Yeats and the North Carolinians are as 
well satisfied as the rest, and while they 
say the light will be close, feel confident 
01 victory. 
1’iie Virginians say that the. Democrats 
can count on old Virginia. Judge Faulk- 
ner says there yvill be no trouble in West 
Virginia. 
B1 aekburn, enthusiastic and sanguine, 
says at least iifty thousand majority for 
filden in Kentucky, and even Conserva- 
tive Boone says 30.0UO majority sure. 
Missouri promises 30,000 at least, Ore- 
gon 1,300 to 2,000, and the Californians 
are confident. 
Some of the Southern members favor 
Hancock because they know Hendricks 
would take the second place with him and 
feared he would not take it with Tilden. 
Since he has taken it they declare almost 
to a man that the ticket is the strongest 
possible. 
In the West the feeling is much better 
to-day than it was yesterday. Hendrick’s 
nomination for the second place, and the 
knowledge that the Cincinnati Enquirer 
would light lor iiie party, although it does 
not like the candidate, have greatly en- 
couraged the Democrats in Indiana, Illi- 
nois and Michigan. 
Hamilton, ot Indiana, asserts that his 
State will sure elect Williams over Orth 
by 10,000 at least in October, and his evi- 
dent confidence has greatly inspired others. 
Springer, of Illinois, in reply to ques- 
tions said he would simply pledge the Illi- 
nois Democrats to do their best, I lit he 
would say that they would poll the heaviest 
Democratic vote ever cast in Illinois, and 
some even the Ohio men are declaring 
that they will at least keep Governor 
Hayes to a very small majority in his own 
State. 
Willard, Republican, of Michigan, said 
to-day that the nomination of Tilden and 
Hendricks had made Michigan a doubtful 
State, while his Democratic colleague, 
Williams, gave it as his opinion that the 
Democrats would carry Michigan. 
The Eastern Democrats are fairly jubi- 
lant ••New Jersey is certain to give Til- 
den 12,000 to 13,000 majority,” said an 
earnest worker for Governor Parker's 
nomination. 
lac .New Yorkers say Irani forty thou- | 
saml to sixty thousand, according to cir- 
cumstances. 
Connecticut Democrats arc wreathed in 
smiles. 
1 he Massachusetts Domocrats are talk- 
ing hopefully of wheedling the old Bay 
State into the Democratic line, and the 
enthusiasts are dreaming of even captur- 
ing Maine. 
Such is the feeling to-day among rep- 
resentative Democrats ‘from Maine to 
Texas and from Florida to Oregon. The 
Republicans admit sorrowfully that the 
Democrats have not blundered this time, 
say they have nominated their best man, 
and ire evidently frightened. The action 
of the Cincinnati Tn<|uirer in determining 
to abide the will of the majority is a 
pleasant surprise to many, and has had 
the effect of somewhat cheering the Ohio 
delegation. Mr. McMahon, of that State, 
desires to have it understood that, while 
it is true that he will not run again, the 
announcement of that fact was made to 
his constituents a week ago, and the cause 
is personal and not because of Mr. 'Til- 
den’s nomination, although he was op- 
posed to him. 
Not the least of the satisfactory altcr- 
events of the convention to the Demo- 
crats here lias been the announcement 
that Tammany would abide the decision 
of the convention, and not light Mr. Til- 
den. Congressman Meads gives it as his 
opinion, to-day, that that organization 
will he among the most zealous in behalf 
of his candidacy. To-night Democrats are 
saying, “Wo shall go into this light unit- 
ed, we shall make an aggressive cam- 
paign and we shall win." 
While (lie ship S. C. Blanchard was lying at Callao 
last month, her Captain, Walter Carney, who has a 
wife and family at I hnmaston, Me., became violent- 
ly insane. He was hand-called and brought home. 
James Anderson, formerly keeper of the govern- 
ment hospital at 1’ortsmouth, committed suicide on 
Wednesday by jumping from a bout a short distance 
outside the port. He was TO years old and leaves a 
wife and children. 
in sixty-seven criminal cases for violation of the 
Maine Liquor Law, brought up in the law court at 
Bangor, on demurrerto indictments and executions, 
tile exceptions were overruled, and judgments or- 
dered to be entered up for the State. 
In Augusta, one Holton went borne drunk, kicked 
up a row, threw a stone at iris little girl, kuockiug 
her down; son interfered, and in the melee a looker- 
on, Daniel Gordon was struck by a stick of wood in 
hands of elder Bolton, and seriously injured. 
A p'rencliman named Fred Foster, was run over 
and killed on tile European and North American 
Railway at Basin Mills. He was probably in a drunk 
en stupor, and the engineer did not see him until lie 
was close to him, and not in time to stop the train 
[From the New York Sun.] 
A Man of Parts. 
“What do you think oi the ticket?” 
asked Mr. Magruder, in the boarding 
house, last night. 
“Toler’ble,” said Mr. Maguffin, “tol- 
er’ble. Down in the Custom House this 
morning I saw a clerk behind the counter 
trying to stave off a lot of fellows who 
wanted to get their invoice verified. 1 
asked him what he thought of it, and he 
stopped work at once.” 
“Think of it?” lie said. “It’s a blazer. 
It'll draw like a house afire.” 
“Think Governor Ilayes will be a Re- 
former ?” 
“Reformer! 1 don’t know anything 
about that, but just look at his war rec- 
ord, 1 was in a regiment that served un- 
der Hayes at Shiloh. The Governor was 
a brandishin’ his sword and urging the 
boys on, when along came a bullet and 
knocked off his right arm. He just shift- 
ed his sword to his left hand, had a tourni- 
quet put on the stump of his right arm, 
and then plunged into the fight again. 
Good ticket ? I should say so 1” 
“Over in the Appraiser’s Office 1 found 
the enterprising young man that used to 
put the figures in Charley Lawrence’s in- 
voices. 1 asked him what he thought of 
the ticket. 
“Think of it? It’s a roarer.” 
Relieve the Governor will pitch it for 
reform ?” 
“I don’t know what he'll pitch it for; 
but will you just cast your eye on his war 
record ? 1 was in a regiment that served 
under him at Antietam. The Governor 
was brandishin’ his sword and shoutin’ to 
the boys to git in, when along came a 
bullet and snaked off his left arm. lie 
just shifted the sword over to his right 
hand, had a hasty tourniquet put on the 
stump of his left arm, and then bolted in- 
to the light again. Draw? lie’ll draw 
like a blast furnace !” 
“Happening in at the Rost Office 1 asked 
one of the boys who were ’rastlin’ the 
mails how the ticket struck him. 
“It'll sweep the country !” 
“Do you suppose Ilayes will reform the 
Government ?’’ 
“Hey? 1 didn’t catch at that; and the 
young man put his hand up to his ear. I 
repeated the question. 
“Oh, yes; Reform. Well, now, 1 really 
can’t say whether lie'll be a reformer or 
not; but will you just let your eye rest 
on his war record for a moment? 1 was 
in a regiment that served under him at 
Gettysburg. The Governor was brand- 
ishin’ his sword and hollerin’ to the boys 
to let ’emselves loose, when along came a 
bullet and carried away his right leg. The 
Governor stopped just long enough to 
have his leg coopered up, and then he 
drove into the battle again. Good ticket ! 
The country was crying for it!” 
“Then I dropped into one of the United 
States Court rooms, up stairs, and asked 
one of the officials what he thought of 
the ticket. 
‘A boon to the country, sir; a sweet 
‘Think he'll root- out ths corruption 
that defiles tlie service ?" 
‘Just how much rooting he’ll do 1 am 
unable to state; but may 1 invite you to 
consider for a moment his war record ? 
1 was in a regiment that served under 
Hayes in the wilderness. The Governor 
was brandisin" his sword and calling on 
the boys to rush forward, when along 
came a bullet and lopped off his left leg. 
The Governor didn’t even get off his 
horse, lie just tied a waist belt around 
the leg and went ahead again. Will the 
people vote for him ? My friend, they’ll 
have to enlarge the ballot boxes.” 
“In a room across the hall i met a 
United States Marshal, making out a bill 
for extra charges. I asked him about the 
ticket. 
‘Magnilicent!’ he said, ‘magnificent!’ 
‘Think the Governor is likely to re- 
form the Administration ?’ 
‘Mow, really, l hadn’t given the re- 
form question much consideration; but 
let me ask you to look at his war record. 
1 was iu a regiment that served under 
him at Gold Harbor. The Governor was 
hrandishin’ his sword and whoopin’ the 
boys forward, when along came a shell 
and struck him square on the breast. It 
bursted inside of him and tore him into 
line hash. We raked him into a rubber 
blanket, and were carrying him to tire 
bivouac of the dead, but the Governor 
wouldn’t have it. ile jumped out of the 
blanket and sprung on his horse and went 
forward, hrandishin’ his sword. Will he 
he elected ? Just you wait and see !” 
“Anatomically speaking, Mr. Magru- 
der, the Governor is, or was, a man of 
parts; much so ; but I don’t believe they 
can get him together in time for ’lection.” 
A Mystery Explained, 
liANGOK, June 30. About two weeks 
ago Frank Cowan, a young sailor, return- 
ed to this city from a voyage, and found 
his wife enciente. Siie confessed to him 
that Joseph W. Curtis, a man 08 years 
old, residing on Larkin street, was her 
paramour, and on Tuesday afternoon, 
June 20, Cowan called on Curtis, where 
he was at work, charged him with the 
crime and finished by informing him that 
he would in some way obtain satisfaction. 
Curtis at G o’clock went home, where he 
lived alone, and from that time till last 
Tuesday was not seen or heard from. 
The supper table and everything re- 
mained, with food rapidly moulding, 
while a canary bird, which Curtis loved 
dearly, was starving. Facts have come 
out today which show that Curtis was 
called up on Tuesday night, the 20th, at 
midnight, by two men, who took him 
from his bed, placed him in a carriage 
and drove into the town of Monroe, about 
fifteen miles distant. There they took 
him out of the carriage and began the 
fearful attempt of kicking him to death. 
After kicking him in his breast and other- 
wise terribly injuring him, they left him 
for dead. He recovered sufficiently to get 
to the road, however, and obtained a ride 
to acarsport, where he went to Ins sister s 
house and is now there, dying. He re- 
tained consciousness sufficiently long to 
tell the above, but is now delirious and 
cries piteously, “For God’s sake, don’t 
kick me any more.” Ilis death is hourly 
expected. Who the murderers are is a 
mystery. Suspicion points strongly to 
Cowan, but there is no proof. It is the 
most cruel affair known in this vicinity 
for years. 
The Blaine investigation will be resumed July 10. 
Bates College made a young ludy Bachelor of Arts 
last week. 
The Boulton cheese factory is now in operation 
and doing a good business. 
Speaker Kerr’s condition is much improved, hut he 
has little hope of recovery. 
Half a million cans of strawberries have been put 
up in California this week. 
The hears in the northern section of the State are 
making sad havoc among the sheep. 
Doing business without advertising is a good deal like trying to borrow a ling on the Fourth of July. 
Frederick Gardner of Dennysvillc, while on his 
way to the store a few days ago, was attacked by 
two large dogs, one taking him by the leg and the 
other jumping for Ilia throat. By considerable ellort 
and help coming along lie dually succeeded in get- 
ing clear of them without much damage. 
Answers to Correspondents, 
In answer to “Alphabetical,” in your last issue, for a remedy for consumption in its first 
stages, I can recommend Dr. Pierce’s “Golden 
Medical Discovery,” if taken according to di- 
rections, for it has been thoroughly tried in my 
family, and the results were glorious. “Al- 
phabetical'! must not expect one bottle to do 
the work—my wife took three bottles before 
she could discover any change, but after the 
third bottle every dose seemed to strengthen the lungs, and now she is well and hearty. If 
“Alphabetical” wih write to me I will get wit- 
nesses to the above. 
IIEXRY. II. M. PATTOX. 
Lawrence, Marion County, Ind. [Cincinnati 
Times, Feb. t, 1875. 
So thoroughly does Hunt’s Remedy brace 
up and strengthen the constitution that Kidney, 
Glandular, and Bright’s Disease are promptly 
dispelled, and health surely ensues. Suflerers 
from Gravel, Stone, or Calcalus in the Bladder, 
Brick-Dust Deposits, Incontinence of Urine, 
Affections of the Prostate Gland, Diabetes and 
all Diseases of the Urino- Genital Organs, are 
speedily cured by Hunt’t Remedy. Hunt’s 
Remedy grants new life to a worn out consti- 
tution. 
Travelers making tours iu connection with a 
trip to or from the Centennial, almost invaria- 
bly book at the American House in Boston as 
their hotel for that city, and almost daily this 
well known house is thronged with strangers 
tourists and bridal couples. 
Important to Persons Visiting New 
York or the Centennial. 
The Grand Union Hotel, New York, opposite 
the Grand Central Depot, has over 350 elegantly 
furnished rooms. Elevator, steam, and all im- 
provements. European plan. Carriage hire is 
saved, as baggage is taken to and from the depot 
free. The restaurants supplied with the best. 
Guests can live better for less money at the 
Grand Union than at any other first-class hotel. 
Stages and ears pass the Hotel constantly tn all 
parts of the city, and to Philadelphia Depot. 
1 vr 
Sensible Advice. 
You are asked every day through the columns 
of newspapers and by your Druggist to use 
something for Dyspepsia and Eiver Complaint 
tiiat you know nothing about, you get discour- 
aged spending money with hut little success. 
Now to give you satisfactory proof that G keen's 
ArGUsrFi.Owr.it will cure you of Dyspepsia 
and Eiver Complaint witli all its effects, such 
as Sour Stomach. Sick Headache, Habitual Cos- 
tiveuess, palpitation of the Heart, Heart-burn, 
Water brash, coming up of food after eating, 
low spirits, Ac., we ask you to go to your Drug- 
gist, K. II. Moody, and get a Sample Bottle of 
Green's August Flower for 10 cents and try 
it. or a Regular Size for 75 cents, two doses 
will relieve you. li mos. 32 eow. 
Think for Yourself. 
Thousands lead miserable live-, suffering 
from dyspepsia, a discorded stomach and liver, 
producing biliousness, heartburn, costiveness, 
weakness, irregular appetite, low spirits, rais- 
ing lood after eating and often ending in fatal 
attacks of fever. They know they are mck, 
yet get little sympathy. The unfailing reinedv, 
which is yearly restoring thousands, is Da< Pi- 
ta’s Radical Cure sold bv \\ o. Poor A smi, 
sole agent- for Belfast. A. J. Jordan, agent 
for Orland. R. It. Stover, agent for Bucks- 
port. 
A 25e. bottle will convince \ou of ils merits. 
Don’t delay another Hour after reading this, 
but go and get it bottle, and your relief is its 
certain its you li ve. Will you tlo it. or wilt you 
continue to suffer? Think for yourself. 
Professor Parker’s Pleasant Worm .Syrup is 
perfectly safe and extremely palatable. No 
physio required. Costs 25 cents. Try it. tUSJ 
Fills, Potions and Pungencies. 
The good Samaritan stops at tin- sound of 
woe; s docs it good horse. 
Scald heatl and numerous other diseases of 
the scalp, for tin cure of which so many forms 
of ointment and piaster have been invented by 
medical men, can lie simply and effectually 
remedied by w ashing the head with Glenn’s 
Sulhiiur Soap. Sold everywhere. 
On learning the number of revolutions of the 
great Corliss engine nor minute, Do in Pedro 
saitl: "That heats our South American re- 
publics!” 
No Humor, however bad, can withstand the 
purifying properties of Talbot’s Iron Tonic. 
By the use of this powerful medicine the blood 
is cleansed from till impurities, and made rich 
and healthy; the patient has an excellent appe- 
tite for food, and soon becomes lleshv, strong 
and vigorous. Trv Talbot’s Iron Toxic. 
*2wl 
Tonic. Every one, at times, feels the.neces- 
sity of some restorative of the vital powers, 
depressed by mental or bodily exhaustion. In 
such conditions, let every one, instead of flying 
to the alcoholic or medicinal stimulants, which 
must ho followed by depression equal to their 
excitement, reinvigorate his deranged system 
by the natural tonic elements of the Peruvian 
Syrup. Sold by all druggists. 
Aii oriental traveller describes this busy 
scene, witnessed on historic shores: “Our 
steamer landed on a beach which was the port 
of Antioch, where the disciples were first call- 
ed Christians. There was no town at the wa- 
ter's edge, no people, no wharf. The passen- 
gers and the merchandise were put ashore in 
lighters, which ran up into the sand. A troop 
of camels, witli their drivers, lay on the beach, 
ready to transport the goods into Die interior. 
Among the articles landed were boxes marked 
‘hr. J. C. Aver & Co.,Lowell, Mass., U. 8. 
A..’ showing that they contained medicines and 
whence they came. These with oilier goods 
were hoisted on the backs of camels, for trans- 
portation to Antioch. Tims the skill of the 
West scuds back its remedies to heal the mala- 
dies of populations that inhabit those eastern 
shores, whence our spiritual manna came.'' 
f Windsor (Yt.) Chronicle. 
Mamma asked a precocious youngster at the 
tea-table the other evening, after a long and 
yearning gaze toward a plate of doughnuts, 
"Mamma, do you think 1 could stand another 
of those fried holes.She thought he could. 
To Consumptives. The advertiser, a retired 
physician, having providemallv discovered, while a 
.Medical Missionary m .Southern -Asia, a very simple 
vegetable remedy lor tile speedy and permanent curc 
ol Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, Catarrh, and 
all tiiroat and lung affections,—also a positive and 
radical specific for Nervous Debility, Premature 
Decay, and nil Nervous Complaints, feels it his duty 
to make it known to his suffering fellows. Actuated 
by this motive, lie will cheerfully send (free of 
charge) to all who desire it, tin- recipe for preparing, 
and lull directions for successfully using, tiiisprol- 
identully discovered remedy. Those who wish to 
avail themselves of the benefits of this discovery 
without cost, can do so by return mail, by address- 
ing with stamp naming paper, 
Dtt. CM Aiii.kS 1\ HA USUAL!,, 
limoO 33 Niagara Street, Xiuiialo, N\ V. 
The latest, GREATEST, and most reliable 
remedy ever put together by medical science 
for Rheumatism, Wounds, Swellings, Burns, 
Caked Breast, Ac., is the Centaur Liniment. 
There are two kinds. Wlmt the White Lini- 
ment is for the human family, the Yellow Cen- 
taur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained 
horses and animals. 3m41 
Children Cry For Casioria. it is as 
pleasant to take as honey, and is absolutely 
harmless. It is sure to expel worms, cure wind 
colie, regulate the bowels and stomach, and 
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting 
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,. 
and for Costivuness in young or old there is 
nothing in existence so effective and reliable. 
3mll 
We ask attention to advertisement in special 
column of JACKSON’S CATARRH SNUFF 




rpH E member* of Washington Engine Company JL No. 6, desire to return their sincere thanks to 
the members of Ellsworth Engine Company No. 
of Yinalhaven, for the many favors shown them on 
their late visit to Vinalhaveu. 
GEO. F. MUUCH, Foreman. 
House painting, papering ami Graining done in tin* best manner. 
Tainting and Tapering Front, i I alls, Parlors and 
Sitting Rooms, a specialty. Ord« rs solicited and 
will be promptly attended to. Satisfaction as to 
price and work assured by 
M. A. CULLNAN, 
Corner of Miller and Cross Sts. 
Belfast, May 10, 1870. 3w45s 
Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff 
AND TROCHE POWDER, 
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN 
Catarrh, TTeadache, Had Ilreath, Ifoarsencss, Asth- 
ma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, cj’c., 
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in 
Head, Throat and Vocal Organs. 
This Remedy does not “DRY UP” a Catarrh but 
LOOSENS it; frees the head of all offensive matter, 
quickly removing Bad Breath and Headache; allays 
and soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; is so mild 
and agreeable in its effects that it positively 
Cures Without Sneezing 1 
As a Troche Powder, is pleasant to the taste, 
and never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly 
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a 
Delicious Sensation of Coolness & Comfort 
Is the best Voice Tonic in the world 1 
Try it! Safe, Reliable, and only 35 Cents. 
Sold by Druggists, or mailed free; address 
COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Philadelpia. 
W. W. Whipple & Co., Portland, Me.; Geo. C. 
Goodwin & Co.; Weeks & Potter; Rust Bros, & 
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts. ly'JG 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
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In this city, July 3d, by Geo. E. Johnson, Esq., 
Leonal II. Tibbetts and Miss Mary II. Dyer, both 
of Belfast. 
In this city, June 27th, by Rev. George Pratt, Mr. 
Horace A. Toward of Skowhegan, and Miss Mary 
O. S. Gray of Belfast. 
In Lincolnville, July 2d, by F. B. Dunton, Esq., 
Capt. Evander L. French and Miss Cora J. Billings, 
both of L. 
In Morrill, June 15th, by J. R. Means, Esq., Mr. 
Geo. A. Jackson and Miss Ida E. Higgins, both ot 
Morrill 
In Camden, June 25th, Mr. John W. Oxton, of 
Camden, and Miss Sarah E. Collins, of Union. 
OIED. 
Obituary notices, beyond the Date, Name and Age 
must bepaidfor.j 
In this city, June 20tli, at the residence of C. A. 
Stephenson, Miss Lucia Hatch, aged 7(3 years 
2 months. Massachusetts papers please copy. 
In Rockport, July 2d, Sidney V. Thomas,'aged 23 
years, 2 months and 21 days. 
In Rockport July 4th, Mrs. Rebecca Gross, aged 
72 years. 
In Rockland, June 27th, Mary L daughter of the 
late Daniel and Margaret Rost, aged 20 years, 3 months and 11 days. 
In Rockland, June 25th, In*. Nelson Thomas, aged 
I 53 years, i months and H days. 
[ in St. George, June 20th, Frank B., sou of Capt. Dennis Ilart, aged 4 years and 4 days. | In Newcastle, June 25th, Mrs. sophronia Wood- 
bridge, wife of Thomas Woodbridge, aged 83 years. 
In Warren, June 22d, Mrs. Mally Spear, aged 72 
years, 10 months and 22-days. 
In Appleton, June 17th, Esther A., wife of Will. 
F. Moody, and daughter of Artist and Catherine 
l’ease, aged 24 years, 'j months add 24 days. 
In Hancock, June 2(‘>th, Thomas Lallin, aged 17 
years and lo months. 
In Hancock, 2t5th, Mrs. Mary Young, aged 47 year. 
In Fden, June 21st, Elizabeth Jordan, aged C'J 
years and 10 months. 
In Uurnham, July 1st. Marv, wife of William R, 
Whitten, aged about 40. 
In Camden, June 22d, Hon. LI bridge G. Knight, 
aged 05 years. 
Mr. Knight has been a resident of Camden for 
many years, und from early manhood has been one 
of our most industrious and energetic business men. 
He was well and widely known, and his persever- 
ance in his business habits won for him a compe- 
tence which lie hoped to enjoy with his beloved 
family in a green old age. But his hopes were futile, 
and the silent, stealthy steps of death gradually ap- 
proached him, and quenched the vital spark, lie 
was peculiar iu many respects, but at heart, he was 
one of tlie most genial of men, and generous to his 
family and friends to a fault; ami those of us who 
knew him, will long cherish his memory and drop a 
tear of regret, that he was so soon removed from our 
social circle. In polities he was a Democrat of the 
old school, and never wavered in the darkest days 
ot his party, and he labored faithfully for the best 
interest of it, till lie was obliged to yield to disease, 
and seek rest in the quiet of his own home. In re- 
ligion he was liberal, and left every one to follow 
their conviction, aud choose their own belief with- 
out let or hindrance; but i happen to know, that 
beneath a somewhat rough exterior, there was an 
undercurrent of pure religious principle, unseen by 
the passing crowd, fhosr who knew him best hon- 
ored him with their conlidcnce, and he was frequent- 
ly elected to the municipal offices of his own town, 
and the County of Knox elected him a member oi 
the Maine Senate; and in every position he acquit 
ted himself with credit personal!}, and to the honor 
of hit constituents. But politics w ere not congenial 
to his taste, and he peremptorily declined to receive 
the su 11 rages of the people for any office whatever, 
after serving his term in the .Senate. lie was a Ma- 
son of high grade, and cherished the principles of 
that Fraternity with a fondness seldom equalled. 
But he has gone. “He wrapped tin* drape ry of his 
couch around him,” and quietly yielded to the fell 
destroyer. May his dreams be pleasant, lie was 
buried on the Mumluy following his death, under the 
directions of his Masonic brethren. Mure were 
nearly two hundred of them who assisted in paying 
the last sad tribute to his remains under the direc- 
tion ot \V. G. Adams of Amity Lodge, of which the 
deceased was a member. The Aurora Lodge of Rockland was present in large numbers, of which 
Gen. W. H. iitcombe was Marshal. The Royal 
Arch Chapters of Camden and Rockland attended, 
preceded by L. M. Kenneston as Marshal, while the 
King Hiram’s Council ot Royal and Select Masters 
of Rockland were under the charge of Fre d 6. Minion- 
ton ol‘ Rockland, us Master. Mt. Raul’s Lodge of 
Rockport was out in full numbers, and Thomaston, 
Warren aud Lincolnville were well represented by 
brethren of the “Mystic Tie.” 1 he Masonic services 
at the grave were most admirably performed by <J. 
T. Hosmer, Master of Amity Lodge, Camden. Jt 
was in fact tlie largest funeral procession I ever 
witnessed in Camden, and it shows the respect in 
which their deceased brother was held by the Fra- 
ternity. The religious services held at the dwelling- 
house lately occupied by Mr. Knight, and were con- 
ducted by Rev. Mr. Cross, of the Klin .Street Church, 
assisted by Rev. Mr. Shorey of Spencer, Mass. lion. 
L. M. Wood, had charge of the relatives and friends. 
Mr. Knight leaves a wife aud eight children, four 
sons and four daughters, the eldest of the latter is 
the wife of Abel Hunt, Esq., of Bangor, i lie scene 
is closed, tin- pageant has passed, und the subject of 
this notice lies quietly in his grave in the cemetery 
on “Mount Repose.” Sigma. 
SHIP NEWS. 
PORT OF BELFAST. 
ARRIVED. 
June 2',Hh, schs. Evelyn, White, Boston; Trille, 
league, Alt. Desert; 1'earl, Coudon, Bangor; Na- 
than Clifford, Car*' r, New Haven; Empire, Ryan, 
Boston; Orion, Patterson, Portland; Atlantic, 
Coomb-, Bangor, lor Boston; Cloud Krilt, Morse, 
lishing; Tryo, Hart, Bangor. 
June 30th, sclir. Earl Cunningham, Ellsworth, for 
New York; Wm. Tell, Mathews, Brewer; Geo. B. 
Furgeson, Returned; Alexandrie, Arey, Brewer. 
July 1st, Knight templar, Gray, fishing; Lillian, 
Ryan, Boston. 
July 2d, Mary Farrow, Foss; Amazon, Merchant, 
Rockport; Cupitola, Pendleton, lishing. 
Juiv 3d, schs. .Sea Flower, Bates, Bangor; Mala- 
bar, Welch, Boston; Humming Bird, Roberts, tisb- 
ing; Forest Queen, Robbins, Bangor, Banner, Ladd, 
Bangor. 
SAILED. 
.June oth, Revenue Cutter, Dobin Castiue. 
June -.utii, M-hr. Banner, Pattershaii, Ciiy Point. 
July 1st, sells. Karl, < unninghani, New York; G. 
B. Fujge-oii, Furgeson. do.; Eveline, White. City 
Poinr; Irille, Teague, Alt. Desert. 
July 2d, Alexandria, Arey, Brewer; Knight 
Templar, Gray, Bangor, Empire, Rvun, Winter- 
port Amazon, Murehant, Bangor. 
July Oth, Orion, Patterson, Ellsworth; Forest 
Queen, Robbins, Bangor; Sea i lower, Bate-, Or- 
land. 
OK LI i.N PORTS. 
Ar. at Hong Kong, June 1st, ship Willard Mud- 
gett. Dickey, lor Honolulu; ship Wealthy Pendle- 
ton, Blanchard, for San Francisco. 
Ar. at Cardiff, June 27th, ship It. B. Fuller, Gil- 
more, Antwerp. 
Md. from .Manila, April 2'Jth, Brk. Courser, Kill- 
man, New York. 
Ar. at Bombay, June 27th, ship Ivanlioc, llarri- 
man, Liverpool. 
Ar. at Balabano, June 27th, schr. Aland Barbour, 
Pahnke, Truxillo. 
•Sid. June loth, from Hamburg, ship John Clashe, 
Paslie, St. John, N. B. 
Sid. from Cadiz, June 1-ltli, schr. J. G. Drew, 
Wadiin, Gloucester, C. S. 
Ar. at Falmouth, Eng., July 2d, ship Louis Walsh, 
White, Lobos. 
Ar at New York, June 27th, barque II. D. Stover, 
Peirce, Sagua. 
Ar at Newburyport, June 20th, schr. A. W. Gould, 
LuncilI, Weehawken. 
Sid from Providence, June 27th, schr. G. L. Fes 
sendon, Bebee, Georgetown, S, C. 
At Hart Island, June 28th, schr. S. .J. Giilmorc 
from Mt. Desert. 
Ar at Philadelphia, June 28th, schr. Prescott 
Hazeltinc, McDonald, Jacksonville. 
Ar. at New York, June 2‘Jth, schrs. Mary, McGee, 
Belfast, James, Holmes, do., Ryder, do.. A". W. Ellis, 
Furgcrson, do., Fannie & Edith, Bartlett, do., Abby 
Gale, Darby, do, Belfast, Chi from Fernandina, June 23d, schr. Edward 
Johnson, Bean, Philadelphia. 
Ar at Bath, June 28th, schr. Tantamount, Pendle- 
ton, Boston. 
Cld from Now York, June 2Jth, barque Thomas 
Fletcher, Pendleton, Anjier for orders. 
Ar at Bath, June 20th, schr. AI. W. Drew, French, 
Perth Amboo. 
Ar at Searsport, July 1st, sclir. Lizza Lane, West, 
Georgetown, S. c. 
Ar at Rockport, Me., schr. Florida, Gilmore, Bos- 
ton. 
Cld from Boston, July 1st, sclir Win. Frederick, 
Ames, Penath Roads tor orders. 
Ar at New York, July 2d, schr. Helen AI. Condon, 
AleCarty, Bangor. 
Ar at New York, July 2d, schr. Delniar Lock, 
Pendleton, Providence. 
Cld from Rockport, July Oth, schr. Florida, Swett, 
Jacksonville. 
DISASTERS. 
Brig Iza (of Sear-port), from Greenock for 1 >e 
merara, put into Queenstown June 2'Jth, with loss 
of foremast head and main topmast 
June 25th, off Capo Lookout, schr A. Havf'ord, 22 
days from Belfast for Jacksonville. 
CHARTERS KOI: HAVANA. 
Old 2‘id, brig Keystone, Fredericks, »Sagua. 
In port 24th, barques Sagadahoc, Powers,lor N. Y. 
(takes 70U hhds sugar at $3 3 4); Doris Kckliotf, 
Hons; Havelock (Hr). Patterson, and Isaac Hall, 
Itydor, for do: Advance (Br). Jones, for North of 
Hatteras (takes 750 hhds sugar at $3 ! 4), Masonic, 
liice, lbr do, Jessie Goodwin (Br). Kelley, for Phila- 
delphia or Baltimore via Cardenas (takes 530 hhds 
sugar at 8 4 :j-4); brig Daphne, Copeland, for Hamil- 
ton Rhodes; sells Lucy 1). Handy, for North of 
Hatteras via Sagua (takes 450 liiids sugar at $4 1-2); 
J. E. Sanford, Bray, for do via Calbarien (takes 500 
hhds sugar at £4 1-2); J. M. Richards, Malsbury, 
for do. 
At Matanzas June 24th, barques Daring, Brans- 
comb, tor New York (takes GOO hhds sugar at 8 3-8); 
brig Anita Owen, Pettengill, for north of Hatteras 
via Cardenas (takes boo hhds molasses at $3); schr 




rTMUS Celebrated Mowing Machine was originally 
X invented and built as an Ikon Frame Mower, 
proving so popular with farmers that wooden frames 
were obliged to remodel and adopt the Iron frame. 
Unlike any other mower its ten years of successful 
operation has placed it in the front, and to-day its 
peculiar features are appreciated by farmers all over 
the land. 
Those about buving a mower should examine the 
Meadow King and get terms and prices before pur- 
chasing any other. 
Illustrated circulars and recommendations furn- 
ished on application to agents, or to 
FRED ATWOOD, Gen’l Agent. 
Winterport, Me. 
^SPECIAL NOTICE. \^T'l 
complete line of repair pieces, so full that I can build 
a complete machine at two hours’ notice, making 
the Meadow King virtually a )?l<«iii«‘ lftuili 
.Ifowrr. 2w 1 FRED ATWOOD. 
GALVAHO-ELECTRIC BELTS, 
M F |U HEAD. A new, cheap, perfect cure for IvlE'l* Premature Debility. Send for circular or 
call on Dr. J. KARR, 832 Broadway, New York. 
4wl 
Notice of Assignee of His Appointment. 
-C:o:Q- 
In the District Court of the United States, for the 
District of Maine. 
In the matter of A. J. Harriinan ) r n„„kruntev 
& Co., Bankrupts. f ln Uimkruptc). 
DISTRICT OF MAINE, SS: At Bangor, the twenty-seventh day of June, A. D. Ib7(>. The 
undersigned hereby gives notice of his appointment 
as Assignee of A. J.Ylarriman & Co., ot Belfast, in 
the County of Waldo, and State of Maine, within 
said District, who have been adjudged Bankrupts 
individually and as partners under the style of A. 
J. Harrinmn & Co., upon petition of their creditors, 
by. the District Court of said District, filed October 
10th, 1875. GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Assignee. 
1876. 1876. 
Read & Remember! 
I HAVE just added to my Stock IN >N D’$ BUTTEB (’BACKEKS, tjoda and Fancy Pilot Bread, Snaps ot all kinds, Lemon Biscuit, Oat Meal Biscuit and 
Bunds fresh from Bond’s Backerv, Boston. Also 
Lincr-ffC&o°rtment °f Fi3hin® Tackl '» Hooks and 
Also I have just received and shall keep constant- ly on hand a Large and Well-Selected Stock of 
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC 
Fruit aai Ooufoctiouery, 
Cigars, Tobacco, Canned (rood s. 
Sardines, Pickles, 
JELLIES, NUTS, FIGS, RAISINS, &c. 
Pure Cider it Cider Vinegar 
BY THE yUAXTITY FOR FAMILY USE. 
if#“Best Five Cent Cigars 
in the City. 
U eo. Ci. Wells, 
18 High St., Belfast, Mo. 
til 
$25.00 Reward. 
\\l will pay the above sum to the person who ?V shall first give us the information that shall 
lead to the detection and conviction of the parties who recently broke and entered and robbed our 
Camp at Q lanti bucook. W. <i. CK< is BY 
lv. T. EMEUY. 
:»wl 0. B. II AZEI.TINE. 
Jtimes W. Clark 
—DEAl.KR IN— 
Boots, Shoes & Rubbers, 
No. 13 Phenix Row, 
BELFAST, .... MAINE. 
To Whom it May Concern. 
THIS is to certify that my wife has had the Drop sey one year, has been given over by three 
Doctors, slie received no benetit till I employed Dr. 
KNK.JHT. Now she is able to do her own work, 
and it is my opinion that she would not have been 
alive by this time, had I not employed Dr. Knight. 
I would hereby recommend him to all persons 
who have similar complaints. 
LEVI PEASE. 
BOS IMA PEASE. 
Appleton, July 1, 1870.—2wl* 
GRAND 
FAREWELL CONCERT 
TO 15E GIVES BY 
Miss CLARA B. NICKELS 
HAYFORD HALL, 
Thursday Evening. July 13.1878. 
Prior to her departure for Europe; on which 
occasion 
Miss ANNIE LOUISE CARY 
has kindly volunteered her services, it being her 
only appearance before her departure for St. Peters- 
burg. 
Miss Nickels will also be assisted by 
MissABBY R. CLARK of Boston, Mezzo Sopra- 
no, formerly ol Iledpath’s English Opera Company. 
Mr. WM. WILLIS CLARK of Boston, Tenor. 
Miss PERSIS BELL the celebrated Violinist, her 
last appearance before her departure for Europe. 
Mr. FREDERICK SWEETSER of S.-awport, 
Pianist. 
Doors open at 7.30. Concert to commence at 8 
o’clock. It is respectfully requested that the audi- 
ancc -hould occupy their seats before the curtain 
rises, in order to avoid noise and confusion. 
Reserved Seats according to location, 7-7 & one. 
General Admission, 30c. 
Sale of Reserved Seats will commence at Wood- 
cock’s Bookstore, Monday, July 1< th, at lo o’clock, 
A. M. Seats can be secured by mail by uddres-inf. 
Hart L. Wookcoek, Belfast. dwOd 
DR. DRAKE 
OF PORTLAND, 
Having a number of Patients in Belfast, will be at 
TPlienix House, 
JULY 11, 12 & 13. 
DR, DRAKE makes a specialty of 
Cancer, Tumors, Scrofula, Canker, Salt 
Rheum, Erysipelas, Humors, Dyspep- 
sia, Kidney & Liver Diseases, 
and all impurities of tin; biood. 
-A-cLvioe Free to .A.11! 
Oliice Hours from'J to id A. M., half-past 1 till 0, 
and from 7 till 0 P. M. 
ill, Drake's Golden Bitters 
Prepaired especially for Stomach and Liver Diseases. 
This Bitter is prepared without the use of Spirits, 
and is one of tlm best Blood purifiers there is. 1 
refer you to the following parties of Rockland 
G. W. Berry, E. Gay, W. Hamilton, M. 11. Smith, 
A. Arnold, S. Saunders, J. Jameson, T. A. Hall. 
BR. DRAKES LiVER PILLS 
DR. DRAKE S NERVOUS FILLS. | 
These are the best and surest cure for Palputation 
of the llearf, and all forms of Nervous debility. For 
Sale at S. HOWES & CO. 
Dr. C. E. DRAKE. 
2\v;>2 
“PULL DOWN 
TOUR TEST” I 
WE are now having a supply of VESTS and can furnish our hands with 
work. 
Parties OWING for MACHINES can 
now have work. MONROE hands who 
are ready to work, will please notify us. 
GEO. A. QUIMBY & CO. 
Belfast, June 15, 1875. tt50 
Piano Tuning. 
Rtl trnnDT'D »f Boston • JOL. llUUirXllli respectfully 
gives notice to his patrons that he will visit Belfast 
every three or four months, and would be glad to 
contract for tuning ^ • bv the year, say, 
once a year for^^»^j.-^"ja.-j>2.Q0. twice a year 
$4,U0, three timesS^ gj|il year $5.00. Some 
Pianos in his cireu® ^ * * it stand well by one 
tuning per year. 
Mr. Hooper is well and favorably known in Belfast, 
and trusts lie will have a liberal patronage, having 
had an experience for over twenty-live years. 
He will be in Belfast in about a week. 
Pipe Organs Tuned and Regulated. 
Leave orders at «J. S. Caldwell’s Book Store, or at 
B. F. Field’s Boarding House, High St. 
4w51* 
Watches, J ewelry 
SILVERWARE! 
I am constantly adding NEW and DESIRABLE Patterns to all departments of my stock, making 
it one of*the LARGEST and BLS1 ASSORTED in 
this section of the State. Ibices reduced. All goods 
selling VERY LOW at 
HERVEY’S Jewelry Story, 
Phenix Row. 
Piano-Forte Tuning, 
Repairing- & Polishing 
—BY A— 
Practical Piano-Forte Maker. 
rXUIE subscriber, from Boston, will be in Belfast a 
A lew days to oiler his services to former patrons 
in his line of business, and all orders left with JOHN 
PEIRCE will be attended to. 
STEPHEN GROVER, 
3w60 Piano-forte Maker. 
Continued Reduction 
OX THE PRTCES OF 
CarpetingS 
I) R Y 
—AND— 
-T- 
h. W. Burkett l Go’s. 
If prices and a good assortment will in- 
fluence tlio trade to boy readily and 
largely, now is the time to pur- 
chase, for goods have never 
been offered the public 
at as LOW bargains 
as at the present 
t i m e 
The prices we make upon our goods are 
strictly reliable, and so LOW in fact, 
that we are neither ashamed nor 
afraid to quote them publicly 
through the press. If the 
value of goods can- 




cannot be cheap 
Sl'LLNDID QUALITY OF 
BLACK SILKS ! 
Only $1. 25 per yd., valued at $1.75. 
ENGLISH 
ILiiermi Dress Goods! 
Only 20 cts. per yd. 
Knickerbocker Dress Goods! 
At 20 Cents par yard. 
lUress Goods! 
A great variety in Spring Shades. 
25 Cents per yd. 
Black Cashmeres! 
CHEAPER THAN EVER, 
Selling from 75 cts.to $l.25peryd. 
PRINTS ! 
Be«t quality made (all perfect ) 
6 Cents per yard. 
CHOICE P A TTE R N S 
8 Cents per yard. 
Brown it Bleached Cottons. 
SELLING AT THE 
Lowest Prices! 
Spring Sacques! 
Ready made at LOWER PRICES than 
customers can make them 
Nottingham Laces ! 
A new assortment just arrived. 
CARPETINGS 
Look at our ingrains at 
50 Cents pex* yard- 
Extra Weight Carpetings! 
At 07 <fc 75 ets. per yd- 
Best Quality J W ool Superline 
$1.00 per yard. 
TAPESTRIES! 
25 Different Patterns of 
Tapestry Carpetings 
a rare opportunity for customers to 




Straw Ivlatt trigs, 
R-mgs, Feathers, 
<Sz-c., <3&c., <Sc-o. 
Constantly on hand, and competition on 
prices and assortment cannot be met in 
this locality. 
We intend to make Carpetings a per- 
manent department in our Stock, and tko 
trade will always iind a good supply on 
hand. 
Geo.W.Burkett&Co. 
Hayford Block, Church St., 
BELFAST. MAINE. 
. Johnson & Co., 
have just returned from 
B O S T O KT 
with it LARGE and varied Stock of 
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC 
Dry Coods! 
Offer them at prices much LOWER tlmn ever offered in tins city before. We refrain from 
quoting prices, and the public can satis- 
fy themselves by calling and examin- 
ing our well selected stock, that 
our goods are Cheaper than 
thosejwho quote prices in 
their advertisements. 
We mean just what we say, and invite the 
public to give us a call. 
We have special bargains in 
Prints, Cambrics, Cretonnes, 
P E H O A L E S 
A NEW LOT OK 
REMNANT PRINTS 
which we are selling very cheap. 
BROWN AND BLEACH CD 
COTTONS ! 
AT REDUCED PRICES. 
Our stock ol Black Goods cannot be surpassed. 
Black Drap'de ete. Black Alpacas 
Black Cashmeres. Black Mohairs, Black 
Hernani, Black Grenadine. 
in Dress Goods we have a good line all wool 
Knickerbockers. De Beiges, Plaid 
and Plain. 
COTTON AND WOOL 
KNICKERBOCKERS 
In Plain and Stripe which are remarkably low 
W « ultjo have a full assortment of new style 
Worsted Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimps. 
and everything pertaining to the trimming line. 
THE DOUBLE BUSK 
CORSET * 
so much called for we are the sole Agents. 
We have a full line of 
WHITE GOODS! 
ALSO A FINE LINE OF 
COLLARS tV CUFFS ! 
Neckties. Hamburgs & Hosery 
which we are prepared to sell at low prices. 
TWO BUTTON KID 
< iteaper than ever before oillr l in this city 
Buttock’s Patterns 
Full line for Spring and Summer. Catalogue free. 
H. H. JOHNSON & C O 
CO TO 
W E L l j S’ 
— FOR — 
WHO NOW HAS Till 
Largest Stock 





Gloves, Hosiery, Flowers, Parasols &c. 
B. F. WELLS, 





Has just returned lVoni Boston with every thing 
frlesh: ini ew 
Ladies if you want a Neat and Tasty 
HAT ! 
At u reasonable PRICE, please give us a CALL, us 
we guarantee satisfaction in every instance. 
B. F. WELLS. 
Boots, Shoes & Rubbers 
Great inducement to Buyers of 
Boots & Shoes 
The place to Buy is at 
II. II. FOIUIES’ 
Who on account of fading health, proposes to sell 
out his entire Stock of BOOTS and SHOES at 
about the original cost at retail, thereby giving the 
wearer the benefit of the LOW PRICES for CASH 
and CASHJONLY; as I propose to close up my 
business very soon no credit will be given. 
My Stock consists of all the various styles of | A- 
DIES. MISS ami CHILDRENS’ kid, clotii, 
and A77) FOXED BOOTS,SLITTERS, BUT 
TON SHOES, also MEN’S and BOY’S CALF 
BOOTS, ALEX AS BOOT, also CALF STRAP 
BUCKLE SHOES, also Common KIT, THICK, 
and SPLIT SHOES, for common wear. In fact 
the stock is too numerous to mention in detail, and 
finally, call and examine the QUALITY and TRI- 
I CES, and you will be sure to buy. As I propose to I give all GOOD BARGAINS as long as they LAST, [ if I am able to attend to business. Don’t forget the 
place, at 
Ti. FORBES, 
No. 13 Main Street. 
Belfast, June 5, 1876. 
Special Notice. 
As I am closing out iny Stock on account of poor 
health, all persous indebted to me by note or ac- 
count, are hereby notified that their accounts must 
be settled immediately, Or they will be placed in the 
hands of other parties for collection. 
II. H. FORBES. 
Belfast, June 5, 1870. 49tf 
LOST. 
On Monday afternoon,'between this city and Mon- 
roe, a pocket book, containing a sum of money. The 
finder will be rewarded by returning the same to the 
subscriber. WILL CURTIS. 
Monroe, June 21st, 1876. 3w51 
Two Letters. 
ms. 
If you wore (load and in somo silent valley 
A rod wild rose wore blooming on your grave, 
In somo lone fen where idle breezes dally 
Ami somberly green willow branches wave, 
With willing IVet I oil would stand above you, 
And with -ad eyes your moss-grown name spell out, 
flunking that once each said to each “1 love you," 
In those far days before we dared to doubt. 
Hut no, \ mi are not dead; the world adores you, 
Kneels at your feet ami calls your face divine; 
Praises your beauty, worships till it bores you, 
Knows not and cares not that you once were mine. 
Kdith, ! care not that your blood is llowing 
In splendid radient cheek or dainty wrist; 
That on your supple throat there still is glowing 
A qm nly coil of pearl and amethyst; 
< >ur love is dead, so you are dead thrice over, 
l'liou J; on your luce have dropped no mourner’s 
t.-ar.s. 
And v >u and I, who once were maid and lover, 
Are farther sundered than the farthest spheres. 
But stars and spheres— 
Oh : what a silly letter 
A plain and prosy man will sometimes write. 
l‘m sentimental, and you can’t do better 
Than laugh at me, once more, with all your might. 
fhe fact, you see, is this 1 can’t forget you 
In all our quarrel 1 alone was wrong; 
And I’ve been blue enough since last 1 met you, 
A month ago, it seems ten times as long. 
Oh ! Kdith, could 1 only go and see you, 
And ti ll you all the things 1 want to say' 
1 > annot phe you up; I will not free you; 
i love \ou, Kdith. May I come to day 
HEltS. 
\\ hy, Tom, dear foni, of course you may — 
You see J call you Tom again; 
bo please come over, right away, 
^ ou oddest, truest, best of men ! 
To tell the truth. I’ve pitied you, 
Ami you’ve, most likely, pitied me; 
Hut then, you know, ii wouldn’t do 
To let the world my pity see, 
You men, of course, are very wise, 
And think you know a woman’s heart. 
But bats and owls have brighter eyes 
1 hail you to understand her art. 
^ .-ii were just hateful, though, that night, 
Hut I’m afraid I made you so; 
11 m, drop our quarrel out of sight — 
f orgive, forget, and let & go. 
h. Tom, i'll not write any more, 
Although, indeed, i'\e much to say -M\ music mailer’s at the door, 
bo tut T&'oir, and come to-day. 
1 ’w—You frighten me to death 
With “willow,” alley,” “grave” and “ten.” 
1>« ur me! 1 almost lost my breath! 
1 om. don’t you dare do so again ! 
Tom. 
Yes. ioin > ilie bi-st fellow that ever you knew, 
■ lust listen to this 
A hen tin- ohi mill took lire, and the flooring fell 
through, 
And I with ii, helpless, there full in mv view, 
What do you think my eyes saw through the lire, 
1 hat crept along, crept along, Higher and Higher. 
Bat Bobin, my baby-boy, laughing to see 
I i,' shining I!.- must ha\ e come there after me, 
i oddled alone from the cottage without 
Anyone’- missing him. Then, with a shout— 
Oh, how I -honied, “For Heaven’.-sake men, 
^ave little Bobin!' Again nml again 
i hey tried, bui the fire held them hack like a wall. 
1 could hear them go at it, and at ii, and cad 
,-\e\er mind, baby, sit still like a man, 
W ’re coming to get you as fast as we can.” 
I la y could not see him, but I could; he sat 
Mill ui u in am, his little straw hat 
< arefullv placed by hi- side, and his yes 
> lured at tie llames with a baby’s surprise, 
« aim and unconscious, as nearer it crept. 
J lie mar of the lire above must have kept 
i lie sound of hi- mother’.- voice shrieking his name 
From reaching the child. But 1 heard it. Jr came 
Again and again—O, Hod—what a cry ! 
ldie axes went faster, I saw the -parks fly 
When- the men worked like tigers, nor minded the 
heat 
1 hat scorched them—when, suddenly, there at their 
leet 
The great beams leaned in—they saw him—then, 
crash, 
1 »own came tin* wall, flu men made a dash 
Jumped to get out of the way—and I though: 
Air- up w uh poor little Bobin,” and brought 
.‘•dowly Hie arm that was least hurt to hide 
he sight of t he child there, when swift at my side 
some one rushed by and went right through the flame 
Mraigh: a- a dart—caught the child—and then came 
Back with hi”—choking and crying, but saved' 
.Saved sale and sound 
< ‘ii! how t he men raved. 
Shouted and cried, and hurrahed! Then they all 
Bushed at the work again, le-t the hack wall 
When I was lying away from the tire, 
MiouU fall in and bury me. 
<>h ! you’d admire, 
I " set Bobin now, he’s a- bright as a dime, 
Ib-ep in some mischief, tao, most of the time, 
loin it was saved him. Now isn’t it true 
foni's the hesr fellow ever you knew? 
I here's Bobin now- -ce, he strong as a log— 
And there comes J oin, too— 
Yes, Tom was our dog. [Appleton’s Journal. 
After Years, 
'There once we walked together 
I walked again to-day, 
And a shadow’ from beside me 
Went with me all the way : 
A hand that was white and slender 
Jleid mine in close embrace, 
And eyes that were true and tender 
Were lifted to my lace. 
Yet mine were the only footsteps 
I hat rustled in the leu\cs, 
For ilie otln r form was airy 
As jin* mist that twilight weaves. 
And never a word was spoken, 
And never a whisper heard, 
Bn; a thrill, like a strain of music, 
Through all my being stirred ; 
AinI tlowii in my li« art mi echo 
Went singing to mid fro, 
Alitl the words it breathed liud in tin in 
A tone of iong ago— 
•'I it tine when the Miimner sunset 
l.mpurplcd all the land, 
Aiel udown the shady vistas 
NVe wandered, hand in hand, 
W itli never a thought of sorrow 
And never a dream of fears. 
All. little we guessed the harden 
< >1 all t lie coming year-! 
< Ir that, over mystic m er 
1 should sjretell my empt} hands, 
And only the waves could answer 
As they whispered t<> the an.Is 
Hut at lust, from out tin* silence, 
I have now a sweet reply; 
V* In n tin* sunset gold and erinison 
l ades from out the western sky. 
1 hen a presence walks beside nie, 
And a v oice w ithin my heart 
Murmur-, “They who hive so truly 
liven that riv< r cannot part." 
Jewels of Thought and Devotion. 
Tis a little things 
I o give a cup of water; yet its draught 
« u cool refreshment, drained by fevered lips, 
-May give a shock of pleasure to the frame 
-Mori exquisite tli.in when \eetar« an juice 
Kern ws t lie life ot joy in happiest hours. 
I nitii build'' in the dungeon and the lnzar- 
In.iise ii- >ubliitusL shrines; and up through 
the roofs of stone that shut out the eye of lie.i\o!t, ascends tlie ladder where the angels 
glid. to and fro—prayer. [Bulwer Lytton. 
It were better to have no opinion of God at 
di. than stieli ail opinion as is unworthy of Him : tor the one is unbelief, the other is con- 
tumely; and certainly superstition is the re- 
proach of Deity. [Lord Bacon. 
No man who is lit to live need fear to die. 
Boor timon us, faithless souls that we are! 
How we shall smile at our vain alarms whet, 
tlie worst lias happened! To us here, death is 
the most terrible word we know. But when 
we have tasted its reality, it will mean to us 
birth, deliverance, a new creation of ourselves. 
Jt will he what health is to tin* sick man. It 
will be what home is to the exile. Jt will be 
what loved ones given back is to the bereaved. 
A we draw near to it a solemn gladness should 
till our hearts. It is God's great morning light- 
ing up the sky. Our fears are the terrors of 
little children in the night. The night, with its 
terrors, its darkness, its feverish dreams, is 
passing away; and when we awake it will be 
into tin* sunlight of God. 
1 ,iril.i; Childbfx People who habitually 
put eliiliin'll out of their hearts, and close their 
doors upon them, have no idea how much coin- 
toil they set aside—what pleasure, what amuse- 
ment. of course the little creatures meddle 
with things. and leave tin* traces of their tin- 
ners on the wall, and cry, and ••bother"a little; 
but. when one nets into the way of it, as mo- 
thers and other loving relatives do, those things become of minor importance. Children say -iieh pretty tilings, and t.o such fmmv tilings, 
the touch of their little hands is so soft, the 
sound of their little voices so sweet, their faces 
are so pretty, their movements are so graceful 
and comical, Ihe whole family goes bahy mad- 
am! it is no wonder. No book was ever written 
that was half so interesting us a little child that 
i- learning to talk and to think, that is develop- 
ing from a tiny animal into a being with a con- 
science and a heart. 
Worries, llow can we picture the ceaseless 
rain of houseless and homeless wanderers who 
have not where to lay their heads, and fret and 
vex ourselves about some Hilling grievance in 
a home where plenty and comfort abound—a 
broken ornament, the polish of a chair scratch- 
ed, an omission of a servant, the waywardness 
ol a child? How can we bring before our 
minds the vast multitude who have scarcely a 
rag to cover them or a crust to cat, and grum- ble because a dress does not suit us, or a milli- 
ner fails to send home our new bonnet, or of- 
femls our taste with a ribbon or a tlower which 
we did not order, or a favorite dish is spoiled 
in the cooking, or because the water which 
made our tea did not boil? IIow can we think 
of the vast and varied tide of bodily pain which 
is wringing cries of hitter anguish from pale 
lips, and murmur at a cold which keeps us 
from fulfilling some engagement, or a tooth- 
ache which robs us of ail hour’s sleep, or any 
other little ailment which gives us a passing in- 
convenience? How can we think of the great 
and solemn crowd of mourners, whose cease- 
less wail is ever sounding in the ears of him 
who knows the depths of tenderness hid in the 
heart of ltachel as she weeps for her children 
because they are not? How can we, I say, 
think of all this, and chafe and fret because our 
dear ones need, perhaps, a little forbearance, 
are trying in some minor things, which arc, af- 
ter all, hut as spots on the sun, and whose little 
peculiarities we turn into worries by losing our 
temper when they touch our own convenience 
or pleasures. [The Hay of Hays. 
file Chicago Times says the Beecher scandal Is 
tlyiug out—dying out. Frnnk Moulton is devoting himself to salt, Tilton to rum, Mrs. Tilton to music, 
and Beecher to liis own wife. Tilings look dreary. 
! A blacksmith was once summoned to a 
; country court as a witness in a dispute be- 
tween two of his workman. The judge 
alter hearing the testimony, asked him 
; whv lie did : ot advise them to settle, as 
the costs had already amounted to three 
| times the disputed sum. ile replied : -‘I 
i told the fools to settle ; for I said the clerk 
| would take their coats, the lawyer their 
shirts, and if they got into your honor's 
court you'd skin ’em. 
A bright young lady gave her slow lov- 
er a delicate leap year hint the other eve- 
ning. in course of conversation the gen- 
tleman asked her what form of marriage 
! she thought the most beautiful. Iler quick 
i reply was: -T should care little for form. 
The substance seems of more importance.” 
i That girl wears an engagement ling now. 
—
"1 wish i might die,” sighed a middle- 
aged maiden as she hung like a limp bol- 
ster out ot the third story front window 
on a Sunday afternoon and espied the man 
whom she had once coquetishly rejected 
placidly propelling an eighteen dollar 
baby-cart. [Brooklyn Argus. 
In Bath (England) Abbey is to be seen 
the following: 
•‘Here lies Ann Mann. 
She lived an old maid and died an old Mann.” 
CATARRH. 
i Ringing Noises in the Head. Nerv- 
| ius Headache. Neuralgia. Ear- 
; ache. Deafness. Sore Throat. 
Swollen Tonsils. Ulcerated 
Sore Throat, Tickling 
Cough, Bronchitis. & 
Bleeding of the 
Lungs cured by 
SANFORD S RADICAL CURE! 
Tilt* only 5 a ft* ami always reliable remedy for the iin 
mediate relief and permanent cure of every symp- 
tom and stupe of Catarrh. It :s a medicine pure as 
distilled water, and is obtained entirely by distilla- 
tion of certain herbs and plants whereby the essen- 
tial medicinal principle is alone obtained, while 
even particle <<f woody libre is rejected. It is en- 
tirely unlike every other before the public, and those 
who have tried all other remedies are assured on the 
honor of the general agents that this medicine has 
and will accomplish all that is claimed for it. 
CATARRH. 
A Case of Six Years Standing, 
accompanied by distressing 
symptoms, cured by the 
use of two bottles of 
SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE. 
Muss us. Wkkks & Cotter : 
(ipntltmen,—Please allow me to testify to the great 
merit.- of .Sam oiid's I: apical Cere for Cat.\ rrii. 
For six years I have suffered greatly, particularly 
while troubled with a cold. The accumulation of 
mucus in mv head and throat kept me constantly 
hawking and spitting, rendering my presence in 
company extremely embarrassing to myself and 
friends. Six months ago 1 was induced to tr\ San- 
1 «»i:: i’s IIa i>i» ai. ( rre. Alter using two bottles 1 
find myself nearly, is not quite, permanently cured. 
1 have since recommended o\ er c ne hundred bottles 
with tin* greatest success. 
Respectfully vours, 
\V.M. \V. ARMSTRONG, 
1) eember lsr-1. lot* Harrison Avr., Jioston. 
PERSEVERE 
In the use of this remedy until 
cured. It contains the great 
healing elements of plants 
in their essential form 
as obtained by distil- 
I a t i o n 
Catarrh, in its extent and destructive force, stands 
next to Consumption and is closely allied to it, for 
in certain constitutions the transition from one to 
the other is only a question of time. Ft is therefore 
a singular thing that those afflicted with it should 
not make it tie* object of their lives to rid themselves 
of it. A single bottle of any remedy canuot, in the 
chronic stage, effect a cure nor even bring the system 
under its inliuence fully, lu many such cases tlie- 
bones and cartilage of the nose are eaten away, the 
organs of hearing, of seeing and of tasting so affect 
ed :i- to be rendered useless, the uvula so elongated 
and intlamed as to produce a constant and distressing 
cough. The return to health must necessarily be 
slow, under the most favorable circumstances, when 
so seriously afflicted; but as the evidence of its great 
value daily conies to Hand, we become more and 
more satisfied that there does not exist a case of 
Catarrh that cannot be cured by a judicious and per- 
sistent use of Sam okd’s Kaiucai. CL'Ki: run Ca- 
t v 1;i:11. Tie* relief in every case obtained from the 
first dose is an indication of what it will do when the 
system is brought constitutionally under its influ- 
ence. 
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and 
1 >r. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling l ube Price £1.00. 
For sab- by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS & 
POTTER, Poston, General Agents. 
tf^l'SE SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER, 
the Great Family Medicine. 4will 
flcto Sfrbcrtiscmcnts. 
There will be many, who resorted to the 
fashionable mineral springs in b> -gone years, whose 
pockets will not permit them to leave this year, as 
all must visit the Centennial. We advise such to 
buy 
Tarrant’s Seltzer Aperient, 
drink if, get good from if, save money, and visit 
Philadelphia. A word to the wise is sufficient. 
SOLD PV ALL DRUGGISTS. 
Cl 9 a day tit home. Agents wanted, Outfit and VflC. terms free. TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine. 
■■■ PER WEEK GUARANTEED to 
M M Agents, Male and Female,in their 
.TwE M M own locality. Terms and Outfit 
wM M Tree. Address P. O. VICKERY & 
CO., Augusta, Maine. 
CK 4ft COfl IM‘r dn.v stt home. Samples worth £1 IU free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me. 
MIND reading, psychomancy. fas- cination- Soul Charming, Mesmerism, and Marriage Guide, showing how either sex 
may fascinate and gain the love and affection of anv 
person they choose instantly. 400 pages. Pv mail 
oU ets. Hunt & Co., KW S. ?th St., Phila. 
Price, Twenty-Five Cents. 
NEWSPAPER 
ADVERTISING 
ONE HUNDRED ANI) FIFTH EDITION. 
Containing a complete list of all the towns in the 
United States, the Territories and the Dominion ol' 
Canada, having a population greater than 5,000 ac- 
cording to the last census, together with the names 
of the newspapers having the largest local circula- 
tion in each of the places named. Also, a catalogue 
of newspapers which are recommended to advertis- 
ers as giving greatest value in proportion to prices 
charged. Also, all newspapers in the United States 
and Canada printing over .0,000 copies each issue. 
Also, all the Religious, Agricultural, Scientific and 
Mechanical, Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Education- 
al, Commercial, Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sport- ing, Musical, Fashion, and other special class jour- 
nals ; very complete lists. Together with a complete 
list of over 500 Herman papers printed in the United 
States. Also, an essay upon advertising; many ta- 
bles of rates, showing the cost of advertising in va- 
rious newspapers, and everything which a beginner 
in advertising would like to know. Address 





ENAMELLED WOOD PAD! 
JUST RECEIVED AT 
WM. O. POOR & SON’S, 
Johnson's Block. Belfast. tD7 
F. A. GREER, 
Attorney 1 Counsellor at Law, 
—office ix— 
Alden’s Block, Main Street, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
Particular attention given to Collecting 
and Conveyancing. Prompt utteqtion given to 
Communications by mail. 0m62. 
Centaur 
Liniments! 
The Quickest, Surest & Cheap 
est Remedies. 
Physicians recommend, and Farriers declare that 
no such remedies have ever before been in use. 
Words are cheap, but the proprietors of these arti- 
cles will present trial bottles to medical men, gratis, 
as a guarantee of what they say. 
The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper, 
will cure Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Scia- 
tica', Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet, 
Cliillblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary 
FLESH, BONE OR MUSCLE AILMENT. 
We make no pretense that this article will cure 
Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whis- 
key soaked carcass. But it will always reduce In- 
flammation and allay pain. 
It will extract the poison of bites and stings, and 
heal burns or scalds without a scar, Palsy, 
Weak Back, Caked Breasts, Earache, Toothache, 
Itch and Cutaneous Eruptions readily yield to its 
treatment. 
Ilenry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says: 
“My wife has had rheumatism for live years—no 
rest, no sleep—could scarcely walk across the floor. She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur 
Liniment. We all feel thankful to you, and recom- 
mend your wonderful medicine to all our friends.” 
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says: “The Cen- 
taur Liniment cured my Neuralgia 
Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes: “Send me one 
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved 
my leg. I want to distribute it, &c.” 
1 he sale of this Liniment is increasing rapidly. 
The Yellow Centaur Liniment 
is for the tough skin, flesh and muscles of 
HORSES, MULES ANI) ANIMALS. 
We have never yet seen a case of Spavin, Sweeny, 
Ring-bone, Wind-gall, Scratches or Poll-Evil, which 
this Liniment would not speedily benefit, and we 
never saw but a few cases which it would not 
tore. It will curt* when anything can. It is 
folly to spend $20, for a Farrier, when one dollar’s 
wor^ii of Centaur Liniment will do better. The fol- 
lowing is a sample of the testimony produced : 
W P. Hopkins, Postmaster, Pi qua, 0., says: 
“Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures every 
“Viilverton, March 2, 1674. 
“The Centaur Liniments are the best selling medi- 
cines we have ever hud. The demand Is very great 
tor it, and we connot afford to be without it. 
“1*. II. 1II8KY & SON.” 
Jefferson, Mo., Nov. 10, 1873. 
“Some time agol was shipping horses to St. Louis. 
I got one badly crippled in the car. With great dif- 
lieultv 1 got him to the stable. The stable-keeper 
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I 
used with such success that in two days the horse 
was active and nearly well. I have been a voter in- 
arv surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats 
anything! ever used. 
“A. J. M’CAKTY, Veterinary Surgeon.” 
l'or a postage stamp we will mail a Centaur Al- 
manac, containing hundreds of certificates, from 
every State in the Union. These Liniments are now 
sold by all dealers in the country. 
Laboratory of J. B. Rose «fc Co., 
40 Dky St., New York. 
Castoria. 
i l»r. Samuel Pitcher, of Hyannis, Mass., experi- 
mented in his private practice for twenty years to 
produce a combination that would have the proper- 
ties ol CaMor Oil without its unpleasant taste 
and griping effect. 
His preparation was sent for, near and far, till 
finaliy lie gave it the name of Castoria, and put it 
up for sale. It is very wonderful in its effects, par- 
ticularly with tlie disordered stomachs and bowels 
of children. It assimilate* the food, cures 
sour stomach and wind colic, regulates the bowels, 
expels worms, and may be relied upon in croup. 
As a pleasant, effective and perfectly safe ca- 
thartic remedy it is superior to Castor Oil, Cor- 
dials and Syrups. It does not contain alchohol, and 
is adapted to any age. 
Hy regulating the stomach and bowels of cross 
and sickly children they become good-natured 
and healthy. They can enjoy sleep and mothers 
have rest. The Castoria is put up at the Labora- 
tory of J. B. Rose & Co., 40 Dey St., New York. 
3mos41 
We Have Heard of it!! 
Large Decline in Prices of 
EVERYTHING 
USUALLY KEPT IN A 
Furniture Store 
CAN BE FOUND AT 
.). C. THOMPSON <fc SON’S 
AND WILL BE 
—AT- 








A FULL LINE OF 
FASHIONABLE GOODS 
JUST RECEIVED. 
HATS & BONNETS 
OF ALL TIIE LATEST 
STYLES 
And everything in the Millinery Line which 
arc selling at the 
LOWEST PRICES 
Hayford Block, Church St. 
BELFAST. 
tf42 
No Chargci for obtaining Patents unless successful. JLN V tM rUJla Pamphlet free. C. A. Shaw, 
Tremont Street, Boston. 
Spring Goods 
* Have Geisie! 
And some of the Finest that 
can be had in the market for 




<&£■ O., &C. 
Also a Splendid Lino of 
FURNISHING GOODS 
Consisting in part ot Finn White 
SHIRTS. 
| 
LINEN AND i'Al’EK 









\V 10 A R! 
And anything you Want in 
ITS C HI TIES! 
I intend keeping a 
Full Assortment 
OF THIS CLASS OF 
and Solicit Trade to Sustain it 




All nun interested in Savin;/ Mont '/ trill 
please lake Mot-ire. 
The undersigned lias made entirely new arrange 
meats whieh enables him to sell 
NEW AND FASHIONABLE 
SPUING AND ,SUMMER 
Ready Made Clothing! 
Gents Furnishing Good?, Huts, Caps, it., 
At Lower Prices 
Than similar goods have ever before or can now be 
bought for, either in Belfast or elsewhere. Gentle- 
men wishing to buy Well Maim;Garments Cheap, 
will do well to call on me, as there is no charge for 
examination of my goods, and the prices at which 1 
shall offer them will convince you of my determina- 
tion to oiler good bargains. Kemember the place. 
D, L. PE&VY, 
7 Phenix Row. 
6w48 
MEN’S 
Boots & Shoes 
The Largest Stock and Best 
Bargains ever offered, Men's 
Calf Boots from $3 to S5 ; Men's 
Congress Boots from SI.75 to 
$4.50; Men's Low Strap Shoes 
from $1,60 to S4. 
J. W. CLARK’S 
I'Anii.i mioi stoui:. 
13 Phenix Row, Belfast. 
For Soap Makers. 
JUST KECEIVED j 
ful Soap. 
LOT OF FIRST KATE POTASH, Will I F and Puri*. VERY STRONG- Makes beauti- 
10 Cents pei- 1’ound. 
WM. O. POOR & SON, 
Johnson’s Block, Belfast. ti'ir 
Rubber Sheeting 
—IN A LI_ 
—AT— 
B. F. WELLS’. 
Belfast, June 8, 187(>. 4i>tf 
Great Reduction 
IN ritlCES OF 
ClothinG! 
I have just returned from Boston where I bought a large line of FOREIGN and DOMESTIC 
Worsteds, Cassimeres, Suitings 
Hats, Caps and Gents Fur- 
nishing Goods, &c., 
Which I bought at PANIC PRICES. I am selling 
them at Prices to meet the times. 
Chevoit Suits at $7 50. 
All Wool Pants, 3.25. 
All my Ready Made Clothing are my own manu- 
factur, which I warrant to give satisfaction. 
Custom Work done in the latest Style, in the best 
manner at SIDNEY KALISlf, 
48 Main Street. 
[ Belfast, April 23, 187(1. 3m43 
H.H. Johnson & Co. 






in the must Desirable Shades. All of 
which we otter at the very 
LOWEST PRICES ! 
We intend to give all of our customers 
perfect satisfaction. 
Come and Try Us 
Before purchasing elsewhere. 
H. H. Johnson & Co. 
Belfast, April 25, 1S70. l:i 
Main Central Railroad. 
Tniin* now leave Belfast at 7.4'* A. M. Brooks 
8.17*. Thorndike S.4u. L'niiy j>.50. Arriving at 
Burnham 0.10 A. M. 
leave H. Hast at J.45 3*. .M. Brooks 4.05. Thorn- 
dike 5.00. I i• it> 5.15. Arriving at Durnham at 5.45 
1’. M. 
RETURNING, 
Eeave Burnham at ‘.CSOA.M. laity '.*.57. Thorn- 
dike 10.10. Brooks 10.47. Arrive at Belfast 11.JO 
A. M. 
Eeave Burnham at (1.05 P. M. I’nity B.BO. Thorn- 
dike B.4Brooks 7.12. Arrive at Belfast 7.50. 
Pit08ATE MOT 1C. 3. 
To the Honorable Judge of l’robate for the County 
of Waldo 
1)G.\ANNA FITZGERALD, of Searsmour, in V said County, Administratrix of the estate of 
William Jveating, late ol Scarsmont. in said County, 
deceased, respectfully represents that the goods, 
chatties and credits of said deceased are not sufliei 
nr to answer his just debts and charges of Admin- 
istration, by the sum of twenty-eight hundred dollars. 
Wmaaiiohi'; your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant iier a license to sell at public or private sale, 
and convey so much of the real estate of said deceas- 
ed, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower 
thereon,) as will satisfy his debts and incidental 
charges, and charges of Administration. 
R< > X A A N A IT 1 Z(J ERA 1.1). 
At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday 
of June. A. i>. IS."*'. 
I poll the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all persons interested by 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there- 
on, to he published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, ihat 
they may appear at a Probate Court, Jo be held at 
the Probate Olliec in Belfast aforesaid, on tlie sec- 
ond Tuesday of July next, at ten o’clock in the 
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be granted. 
WM. M BUST, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. 1* l n.i.n, Register. 
To the Honorable Judge id' Probate for the County 
of Waldo. 
^*ARAil Id R(,l.\, of Belfast, in said County, 
Executrix of the last will and testament of 
David Dargin, late of Belfast, in said County, de- 
ceased, respectfully represents that the goods, chat- 
ties and credits of said deceased are not sutlicient to 
answer his just debts and charges of Administra- 
turn, by the huh ot three hundred dollars. That tin* 
n al estate of said deceased consists of a lot of land, 
situate at the corner of l’earl and Cross streets in 
said Belfast; that the residue thereof would be great- 
ly depreciated by a partial sale of any entire portion 
of the same. 
Wjn.Kiaour; your petitioner prays your honor to 
grant her a license to sell at private sale or public 
auction and convey the whole of said lot ot land of the real estate ot'said deceased, (including the re. 
version of the \\ idow’s (lower thereon,) as will sat- 
isfy hi- debts and incidental charges, and charges of 
Administration. ."AltAll DURCIN. 
At a Probate i‘ourt in-id at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
.June, A. 1>. lS7d. 
Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the 
petitioner give notice to all person- interested by 
causing a copy of said petition, with this order there- 
in, t'i he published three weeks successively in the 
Republican .Journal, a paper printed at Belfast, that 
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at the 
Probate Olliee in Belfast, aforesaid, on the second 
Tuesday of .July next, at ten o’clock in the fore 
noon, and shew cause, il any they have, why the 
same should not be granted. 
WM. M. Rl>T, .Judge. 
A true copy, Attest —B. 1‘. I'lI i.n, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second fuesday ol 
June, A. 1)., lS7f>. 
^hW’ARD SALMONL) ha\ing presenied an in JLj strument purporting to In- the la-t will and tes- 
tament of Mary .J. Salmond, late of Belfast, in -aid 
County of Waldo, deceased, tor Probate. 
Ordered, That the said l.dward give notice to all 
persons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in the Repub- 
lican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thc> may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to he held at Belfast, w’itlnn 
and for -aid County, on the second 'fuesday ol 
July next, at ten ot the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be proved, approved and allowed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest— B. I*. Kna.i), Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second fuesday of 
June, A. 1>. 1870. 
TA.N1. < AR V l-.R, widow of Rodney R. Carver, late of Searsport, in said County ol Waldo, deceased, 
having presented a petition for an allowance from 
the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, That the said Jane give notice to all 
tier sons interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published throe weeks suceessiveiv in the Republi- 
can Journal, printed at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held ut Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday ol 
.July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they Ikia e. why the prayer of said 
petition -hould not be granted. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest •- -B. P. Uii.i n, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ot 
J urn-, A. 1 >. !s7b. 
IVD1A III NNKLS, Administratrix of tin* estate J of Samuel \ Ktinmls lute of Stockton, in said 
County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented her 
lirsf account of administration for allowance. 
< ddereil, That the said Administratrix give notice 
to all persons interested hy causing a copy of this 
order to be published three weeks successively in the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Bel- 
last, within and for said County, on the second Tues- dav of July next, and shew cause if any they h 've, why tin* same should not be allowed. 
WM 31. RUST, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest—B. 1*. Fn*:u>, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast,within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of 
June, A. 1). l.sro. 
Jfh LAMSON, Administrator of the Estate of • Susan Clement, late of Montville, in said 
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his 
first and final account of Administration for allow- 
ance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give no 
tic? to all persons interested by causing a copy ol 
this order to be published three weeks successively 
in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that 
they inay appear at a Probate Court, to be held at 
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second 
Tuesday of July next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be allowed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. A truecopy, Attest:—B. 1*. Field. Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for 
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday ol 
June, A. D. 1870. 
Jl>. LAMSON, Administrator of the Estate of • George (>. Clement, late of Montville, in said 
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented his 
first mid final account of Administration for allow- 
ance. 
Ordered, That the said Administrator give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this 
order to be published three weeks successively in the 
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they 
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast 
within and for said County, on the second Tuesdavol 
July next, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be allowed. 
WM. M. RUST, Judge. 
A true copy, Attest—B. P. Field, Register. 
TI1E subscriber hereby gives public notice to all concerned that he has been duly appointed and 
taken upon himself the trust ol' Administrator of 
the estate of 
BENJAMIN SIDELINGER late of Troy, 
i n the County of Waldo,deceased,bvgivingbond as the 
law directs; he therefore requests all persons who 
are indebted to said deceased’s estate to make im 
mediate payment, and those who have any demands 
thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement to him. 
J. W. KNOWLES. 
House for Sale. 
A LARGE TWO STORY HOUSE situated on a very sightly spot 
at Winterport, lower village, in full 
view of the Bay and River, with a 
small orchard and land enough for a large garden, 
a good well of water, and a cistern. The above 
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley’s 
residence. For sale by TIMOTHY MAYO, 
April 20, 1875.—till Monroe, Waldo Co., Me. 
For Sale or Herd. 
HOUSE with an Acre and a half of land for sale or rent. One 
of the new houses on Belmont 
-Avenue. Terms easy. Enquire of 
-GEO. G. WELLS. 
Belfast, Feb. 20, 1870. tfJo 
Valuable Real Estate for 
Sale 1 
HHHE HOMESTEAD of the late 
A_ .John Hamden situated on 
Church Street, is now offered for 
sale to close the estate. 
The property consists of over 5,000 feet of Land, 109 feet on Church Street, and more 
than 50 feet deep, with buildings thereon in good condition. 
Will be Sold Immediately if Wanted. 
Also the property on Miller Street, now occupied 
by Lemine Colley, consisting of 8 acres grass land 
with House, Ell, Wood-house and u large Barn. 
From 9 to 12 Tons Hay cut annually upon the pre- mises. A good Orchard upon the premises. For 
further particulars apply to the subscriber. 
DAN’i. IIAR ADEN. 
Belfast, Feb. 15, 18?<». tt'i.'i 
Musical Notice. 
MISS ABBIE E. KELLS, will receive a few pupils for instruction upon the I’iano and Cab- 
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. For 
terms inquire at H.{ Main Street. 
Nov. 25, 1875—tftil 
G. E. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Law! 
14 MAIN STREET, BELFAST. 
Office formerly occupied by E. K. Boyle. 
GEO. E. WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
Il.\li\l)i;\ BLOCK, Belfast, lie. 
business entrusted to him will receive 
rompt attention. 
w. P. THOMPSON. 
Attorney i ('nmisollor at Law, 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
’{Successors to Carle & Morison,) 
ni'.A I.KUS in 
Hardware, Iron, Sled, House, 
Ship and Carriage I riinmings, Agricultural Im- plements, Paints, oil.*?, Class, &<*. Xu. 52 Main 
Street, Itelfast, Me. tf'M 
G. T REA D , 
MACHINIST! 
DKAl.EIi IX ALL KINDS OF 
Sewing Machine Attachments, 
♦^Particular attention giveu to Sewing Machine Repairing. Miot (juns Repaired ami liored to shoot 
doM. No. 46 MAIN STREET. 
Jan. 1st, 1870—tf 
Vvr ringers. 
'■TAIIF IiAir.V ItEXCH WKIXGEU. I lie best 
-I- clothes wringer in tin- market. Call and see be- 
fore purchasing elsewhere. For sale ai 
K. .1. MO It ISON fcro's. 52 .Main St. Jlielfust. 
'imo.-n 
HENRY H. GRANT, 
(W itli late Hon. Wm. Mctiilvery for past ten years) 
I Agent of the linston Marine Insurance Company, I For Skaksport and Vi< ini y, and Agent for the sale ol 1*1 fe ll 1*INF LCMliKIt and TIMl5F.lt, for 
Ship Orders, liridges, &c. From W. L. lH’rKS’ 
Mills at liuck-villo, S. c. 
Searsport, Me., April 20, 1870. 7m42* 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
Have KEMOVED to their new lianking Koom in Custom House Souure, are prepared to re ceive deposits, placing the same on interest on the 
first days of June, July, August ami September, a id 
December, January, February and March. Interest 
being computed on same, tile lirst Mondays of June am! December. 
Deposits received daily, (except on Sundays and 
I.egal Holidays,) from 'J to If A. JI., and f to i 1>. ,\1 
Saturdays Bank closes at If, noon. 
John II. Qn.MllY, Treas. ASA FAUNCE, Brest. Belfast, June 8th ISM. if 
Sanborn House. 
JOSEPH SANBORN, JR., 
.Announces to his many friends that lie has 
returned and again taken possession of the 
Well known 
SANBORN HOUSE, 
where he will be glad to welcome them. The house 
is near the depot, well fitted and oilers every induce- 
ment for a quiet summer resort. 
A good Stable is connected with the ionise. (Jive 
mi* a call. JOSKl’IJ SAX lit »RX, ,JR. 
Belfast, dune 1, l8?.i. tils 
American Hofei. 
Main Street, Belfast, Mo. 
TUCKER BROTHERS, Proprietors 
J. I). Tuck Kit. B. F. Tucker. 
Coaches to convey passengers to and from the curs 
and boats. 
Sample Rooms free to guests. 
Livery and Hoarding Stabie connected with the 
House. 
Belfast, Sept, ti.’t, 1875.—tfRl 
HERRiMAN. WARMINGTON & CO 
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS, 
Masl, Spar & Blockmakers, 
JOINERS, & C 
OFFICE: •’ Waterloo Road. ^ 
WORKS: Burton Street. S 
This firm confidently assure the masters and own 
ers of ships that they have the best of facilities for 
executing every branch of shipwork, for bothw ood- 
en and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give satisfautii n. tfhfi 
Notice of Foreclosure. 
"VITUKRLA.S, Seth (,. Wyman of Lincolnville, 
Tv Waldo County, State of Maine, by his mort- 
gage deed dated September s, is*?.*, and recorded in 
the Waldo County Registry of Deeds, \ «d 1 C.r», page 
l.V.t, conveyed to me in mortgage the following des- 
cribed real estate situated in said Lincolnville, to 
wit: It being the same conveyed to said Wyman bv Alice I. Perry by her deed dated August *J4, l,*w, to 
which records reference is had for full description; 
now, therefore, the conditions of said mortgage hav- 
ing been broken, by reason thereof I claim a fore- 
closure of th»* same agreeable to tin* statute in such 
cases made and provided. ALICK 1 THUMBS. 
Lincolnville, .June 15, :i\v51 
Commissioners’ Notice. 
\\Tl. I NK slbSCKHiKKS having been appoint- ! 
▼ V cd by tlu- Ilun. William M. Rust, Judge of | 
Probate, to receive and examine the claims of cred- 
itors to the estate of 
LI 1 11 Kit DAVIS late of Freedom, 
deceased, represented insolvent, do hereby give no j tico that six months are allowed to said creditors to 
brill" in and prove their claims, and that we shull J 
attend that service at the office of (). H. Keen, Ksq., 
in Freedom, on the lirst .Saturday in July and the 
first Saturday in December, at nine o’clock, A. M. 
STKPilKX STKOl'T, 
A LBERT HALL. 





(Formerly with A. B. Mathews, Furniture Deal- 
er, No. 70 Main Street,) 
Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Bel- 
fast and vicinity that he is now located on 
Clmrch St., Next door to the Court House, 
Where lie is prepared to do all kinds of 
Furniture Repairing & Upholster- 
INti AT SHORT NOTICK. 
And Prices to suit the times. I shall make Coknk i. 
and Dkatkuy Work a specialty. 
Having had quite large experience in this branch 
of the business, 1 feel confident I shall be able to 
please all who may favor me with a call. I shall be 
pleased to show samples and patterns at anytime; 
also Lace Drapery put up in tin* latest styles. 
Lambuk^i ins in Cretone or Worsted Goods cut 
and made to order. 
SLIPPER CASES AND TOWEL RACKS 
in Worsted Work mounted neatly and at low prices* 
43*Work taken from houses and returned withog. 
extra expense. 
Hoping to see all my old friends, and as many new 
ones us will favor me with a call at niv new place. 
I remain, Respectfully, GKO. DkPUOUX. 
Belfast, June 8, 1870. 3mos4‘J 
Piano for Sale ! 
An excellent piano, of good make and in fine order. Will be sold at a bargain. 
Apply at the Journal Office. 
Belfast, Feb. 22, 1870, tfitt 
Ayer’s Hair Vigor, 
FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR 
TO ITS NATURAL VITALITY A\I) COLOR. 
Advancing years, sick- 
ness, care, disappoint- 
ment, and hereditary 
predisposition, all turn 
the hair gray, and either 
of them incline it to 
^ shed prematurely. 
^ Ayer’s Haii: Vicou- 
^by long and extensive 
’use, has proven that it 
^ stops tlie falling of the 
hair immediately; often renews the growth, and 
always surely restores its color, when faded or gray. 
It stimulates the nutritive organs to healthy activ- 
ity,and preserves Loth the hairand its beauty. Thus 
brashy, weak or sickly hair becomes glossy, pliable 
and strengthened; lost hair regrows with lively ex- 
pression; falling hair is checked and stablished; 
thin hair thickens; and laded or gray hair resume 
their original color. Its operation is sure and harm- 
less. It cures dandruff*, heals all humors, and keeps 
the scalp cool, clean and soft—under which condi- 
tions, diseases of the scalp are impossible. 
As a dressing for ladies’ hair, the \ u.oit i> prais- 
ed for its grateful and agreeable perfume, and valued ; 
for the soft lustre and richness of tone it imparts. 
ri’vKI’AKKD BY 
Dr. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass., 
Practical and Analytical Chemist. 
Sold by all Druggists an l Dealers in Medicine. 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD, 
Successor tc Dr. C. MOORE. 
May still be found at the old stand of 
Dr. Moore, corner ol' Church and 
Spring Mreefs. Has all the latest 
improved instruments for operating upon ti th, in 
MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE! 
by which the process L- rendered much less painful 
and tedious than by tin old methods. Teeth insert- 
ed in Rubber or Celluloid Rase, as persons prefer, 
lie has the country right for the use of 
Dr. Folsom’s Improved Dental Plates. 
Particular attention given to making and inserting artificial teeth. tflti 
Twitciiell, Champlin fi Co„ 
WHO LK3 A I. U G HOCII US, 
No<». 175 & 177 Commercial Street, 
PORTLAND. Ml'. 
SPECIALTIES. 
Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses and 
Coffees. 
Coffees Roasted Daily with tin- Burns’ Patent Roaster. 
Wholesale Agents for 
Globe Mills Standard Spices. 




AND OTHER I Id.8 OF 
HORSE-FLESH! 
AM) SOUKS OX ALL 
DOMESTIC ANIMALS, 
Wit ness the names of Gentlemen who t <*>t it‘v 
to its extraordinary merits 
A. Ilavford, Ksq., 1.x Mayor, Helta-t, Me. 
Israel Cox, Oeu’l Ins. Agent, 
Harrison Hayford, Farmer, ** 
1*. M. Moody, Horse Trainer, 
S..I. Dean, Prop, of l.iverv Stable, Roeklaml •• 
Kben W.Seavey, Hotel Keeper, No Searsport, 
Robert (i. Ames, Teamster, 
J. W. Black, Deputy Sheritf, 
•KM. Hale &Co., Stage Props., F.llsworth, 
W. L. (.’leaves, Prop ot I.iv. Stable Stockton, *• 
ANl) MANY OTII1.US. 
Prepared By OILIIV S WVVKH, Pni’|i. 
SEARSPOUT, M K. 
RICHARD II. MOODY 
Druggist and Apothee.ary <;eiu‘i-al t^eui, 
111a Ki.i.r \>v. MK 
isr m w 
Lumber Yard 
JYX. R.. Cooper, 
HTBF.BY informs his old customers ami the public, that he lias opened a 
NEW LUMBER YARD 
At the foot «d'Main Street, near the K.iilrnud Depot, 
where he will keep constantly on hand >awed Timh 
r of all dimensions, Bine, Hemlock and spruce 
Boards, Shingles ami Clapboard* of all .jiiulitie*. 
; Larthes, Cement, Lime, Sand and Hair. 
M. K. coobi.i; 
Belfast, May I. Is:.;. tidt 
Something ITew 
1501II ORNAMKNTAF A: I'SKl I I, 
G U A X I T E 
Iron Ware! 
O A 14 T AN 1 > S K K I T 
A T 
WADL1N&MERR1LIAS 
t>8 MAIN STREET. 
FIRST CRASS 
Horse Rake ! 
Send for Circular. 
if;: 
Agents Wanted. 
FILED ATWool), Winterport, Me. Hen. Agt. 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SAFE AT 




VERY LOW AT 
J. C. THOMPSON & SON 
Paints, Oils & Varnishes 
PURE LEAD AND OIL. 
J. N, MASl'llY & SONS Ready Made Colors for 
Painting interior ami exterior of Houses, Burns, 
Fences, &c. Call and see before purchasing else- 
E. J. MORISON & CO., 
62 Main St., Belfast, Me. 
3«>tf 
Geo. G. Wells 
JJAS just received a large and fine lot of 
GIO-ARS, 
Different brands, which he is selling for 
FIVE CENTS EACH! 
The same has been selling for ten. A good asort- 
ment of 
TOBACCO. 
A Fresh Stock of FRUIT anil CONFECTIONERY, 
by every boat. All kinds CANNED COODS anil 
JELLIES, SARDINES, PICKLES, KETCHUPS; 
all kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, live llbls. our 
Country CIDER by the gallon or barrel for family 
use. 
GEO. G. WELLS, 
No. 13 Phenlx Row. 
Sanford’s Steamship Co., 
-FOR- 
m a uni! 
ARRANGEMENT for IDe SEASON of 1876. 
lit# Steamers on lie Route! Four Trips per Week. 
STEAMEK STEAM HR 
KATAHDIN, CAMBRIDGE, 
Capt. Wm. R. Roix, Capt. J. P. Johnson, 
Will leave Bkua-i for Boston every Monday, 
Wednesday, Thursday and Suturduy, at 2. I*. M. 
Keturning, will leave-’ Boston every Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday at o 1-2 I*. M. 
FARE TO BOSTON, $2.50 
LOWELL, 3.65 
Centennial Tickets for the Round 
Trip,.$15.50 
All freight must be aceompunied by Bill of Lading 
in duplicate. All freight bills must be paid on deliv 
ery of goods. DANIEL LANE, Agent. 
Belfast, May ‘2a, le»70. 
bellasl, Castine, Hrooksville 
AND IShESBORO 
Steanciboa/t Line ! 
c -o: O- 
s 1 K A m E it 
bt»4".'FIONEER. 
(apt. w. I*. Earns won in. 
Will run until further notice as follows Leav- 
B.rooksville for Belfast re M-niday, lues-lay an-l 
Friday at 7. hi A. >!., touching ar Lastine fat s" ai d 
islesboro. Also J hur-day at 12 M., Lastiut* 12 1 
M., and 1 :o ar In .\. >1. 
Keturning, leave BeJia-t, Sanford- Wharf, every 
Wednesday am. Saturday ;i .• --'clock A. M ut on 
arrival ol steamers. A1 -• M>o.iduv-and I'hur-dav at 
id’.u L'. M., touching at 1 sle>boro ami Caatine. The 
Wednesday morning trip from Belfast will be 
tended to Carver’s ifarbor, Vinuihaven, returning the next day, leaving \ inalhaven at 7 o’’cloc k 1 hur- 
day morning, touching as above. 
From Belfast to Isleshoro .Sc Castine or Return, 
Brooksville •* $1.00 
1 slesboro to 
Custine, •* ; 
astine to Brooksville, 
Belfast to Vinulliavi n, 1 
Brooksville or < 'astine to Vinalhuveii or 
Isle-boro to Vinalhavcn or return, 
I It FI* ill I TAKI.N AT FAIR RATKs 
Hoopt r \ *-In pin I, Apt.-.. Castino: Win. Wa> 
.-.on, Apt., Brooksville lii iij. Ryder,Apt., Isleslmr-., 
n. V\ U. udn'l, Apt \ i;... 1. i. i-n Howard Conan: 
Apt.. !*.. If i-r. 
Belfast, June -. 
LINE 
—•'TO — 
Mt. Desert. Macliias, 
Ellsworth and Bangor. 
sti:a mi :u lewist* >.\ 
CAPT. CHAS. UEERING, 
H ill leave I* «» ( I u la <1 
Thu r«iluy ul 
IO o'clock for Rockland 
astine. Deer I-. sedpwiek 
>outh West and Bar Harbor* 
Mr. Divert M 1 lb ridge 
.Jom-sport ami Maehia-port. 
Returning, Daw-, Marhiaspnrt, < 
moruiu ; ill -I B ■ o'clock. 
J f 
•— ! 
< r) II uiiila» 
STEAMER CITY OF RICHMOND 
CAPTAIN C. KILBY, 
W ill I avt- I’on la nil even floniiar. ciIim*- 
iki.i anil I riiliir eu iini-o at !!l o'clock 
for Rockland, I amd.n, Bclfa>t. Sear-port, Miii'i> 
point, Buck sport, Winterpori, Hampden ami Ban*p'< 
Returning, h a\ c- Bangor ever JS omlii.v %% •*«!- 
ii(>Mlii> and !• iilay uioriilii^t at O o’clk 
STEAMER CHARLES HOUGHTON 
CAPT. ORIS B. INGRAHAM. 
Mill leave Commercial Wharf, Rockland, e\ r. 
Tucmluy a ml i'liuroliiy nioriiinu* at 
* ■'-£ o'clock. <>u arrival of Steamer 
Richmond from I’ortlaml. for l)eer 1 -■ i• >. W an 
Bar Harbors Mt. D< ami Winter Harb'*r 
R< turning, leaves Winter Harbor ever;. %% cil- 
ii -oia.v anil B-'ri«luv nioruin*:* ai 4.10 
o'clock, touching is above, arriving •: Rockla 
at about 11 o'clock, •■•nm ding \v 
itv of Richmond for 1’ortlami. 
Will leave Commercial Wharf, Kocklaml 
Niiturila.r morning at > 3o'clock 
arrival of Steaiut a-a!-ow for Iil!-\\or:h. :• 
at D< er J Mo 
Ib turiiiii!:, lea' Rll-wor ev, n flomlio 
in orn in a* al » lO o'clock .0 I»< 
Isle, arriving in R«»riC..:mi .- .» 'll o'clock 
connecting with Steamer i*y of Richmond for I* r 
land. 
The SI earner r 11.\ in. I II < n « it > ha- > 
eentlv refitted and furnished with a NI.W I’.oli i 
and new Machinery, making her ever., way al.i- 
I* or further particular--, imjuire of 
V Rl. s .-1 l i;l»I \ AN I (.ei,’I Ay-nr 
Portland, May nth. Railroad Whan 
PORTLAND SAFE DEPOSIT CO, 
Chartered hv an act of the l.egi-latur- >1 M .. 
I mK he 
Safe Keeping of Valuables 
and the Ki.m ai.oI'Sa; s in it- Kike Pi. 
lit !:«.! ai: l*K(n*r V u 1.1 ! 
97 Exchange Street. 
PORTLAND 
mia.rrui;s \ni> mi \i:i:i»*m m 
.John Mu--' II I I.t'.hv, 
F. lv. .‘-wan, .Jaeol. .Mrl.clluii, 
William I.. Could, Phillip II. P.r >w n, 
W illiuin < 1. 1 *av i~, W ilham 11 ammond, 
\\ II. Anderson, 1 tank Nove.- 
i.. I>. M. .-w« at, A W » ...".mi--, 
Aimer * ’olairn, Sk«nvhegan. 
Anson |*. Morrill, la ad:: I.i, 
.lo.ii ph l.>nnc, lutim bunk 
I.. I). M. SWEAT. I 
A. W. COOMBS. ■- 
tiij I-or ciivul II Of 11 I o |' 111; ■11 a >i 
tl.1 A. \\ 1 « m i.Ml!'-. Secretjir\. Pm n 
1ST otice. 
(11 It I. hereb> giwn that I ha this 
t gi\. n lay -on I!i >: V ’- I tii• v 
being a minor, an I -h;.H r,.um i. m oi hi- ua.. 
pu\ anv hill- oi bis emit’ iv: mg aier tin <!at< 
KHAS It S I N I'.I.M >.\ 
Palermo, dune 1: u '.I* 
\ M K1114 A N AM) I'oKKM.N 1 \ ll\ 
R H. EDDY 
SOLICITOR OF PATENTS 
Fur Inventions, Trail.' Marks ur lb sign.. 
No. 76 State St.,opposite KilbySf .Bo.ti 
VATKU an extensive practice .o' i<;>w ar 1 years,continues to secure Patent- it. the I 
Mates; al-o in (ireat lirilaiu, Franc. aim oil,, 
eign countries. Caveat.-, Sp o,. at n u-, a 
meats,and all paper- for Pat« ni -« ■ c o. .1 -m r» 
abb* terms, with d. -patch Ke-earcln inu.h 
termine the alidit and utility ot Patent oi ho 
tions, ami legal and other advice rendered;! 
matters touching t he -ame. < '..pies of he daisi.- 
any patent furnished by remitting on* dollar. \ 
signinents recorded in Washington. 
An Agency in the. I’nitul Stott possesses *uj 
I facilities for obtaining I'ateut* >.,■ •«>■/./</.«.< 
patentability o f in ren t ions. 
All necessity of a journey to Washington t. 
cure a Patent, and the usual great delay then 
here saved inveiitoi 
TKs l I MnN! M.s 
“1 regard Mr. Kddy as one of them. -teupabl. 
successful practitioners with whom 1 ha\ ban 
flcial intercourse. ( II Alil.l mamin 
CoraVr of Patents 
“I have no hesitation in assuring inventor* t! 
they cannot employ a man more ■ .anju /« ut amt tr 
worthy ami more capable <«t putting their .ippli 
lions iu a lor in to Miurc 1'or thrin an earlv ami fa* 
able consideration at the I’atent Ot!ie.-. 
LDMl XI) m.’itki:, late Com r of Paten: 
“>|r. It. li. Kopy has mad** f<^r me over 11111:1 
applications for Patents, having be. n mhv. — !'iii 
almost every ease, such unmistakable proof ol gr. 
talent and ability on bis j,:irt leads meto r« eomim 
\i i. inventors to apply to him to procure their j 
tents, as they may he sure of ha\ ing the ino-t fan 
lul attention bestowed upon t heir eases, and at > 
reasonable charges. .lulIN I M.i.AlU 
Boston. Jan 1 1»76. lyr*7. 
CALL AT 
Belfast Hardware Store 
Before purchasing your goods. There you w 111 
find (Jeneral 11 A U1>\V A li K. PAINT>, (>1K> 
and V A li X I SIIK.S, XAII.S, (il.A^S, and 
KARMKK'S rooLS, constantly on hand an.l 
for sale at l.uW l> l l*RI< KS. Don’t forget 
the place, AN* I Kit'S, No. I l’henix Row 
April *^0 1875. tHti 
To the Peoplo of Searsport. 
Ill \VK taken tin Agency of the Bki.kast M it1.1■. Wouk.s, ('lark & l ernald, Proprietors. l'< 
sons wishing to purchase Marble Work of any «!• 
seription can do so of me as cheap as thev van bu 
any where in this State. 
A. T. QUIMBY 
Searsport, Sept. 10, 1875. tfll 
GRANITE 
Iron Ware! 
FOR SALE AT 
A. D. FRENCH’S Stove Store. 
LOST. 
On Monday afternoon,'between this city and Men 
roe, a pocket book, containing a sum of money. H“ 
tinder will be rewarded byreturning the same to tin 
subscriber. WILL CURTIS. 
Monroe, June 21st, 1870. 3w51 
I 
